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MREFATORY NOTE

Volume I of 'History of the Fourth Army", approved. ty the Chief, Historical Sec-
tion, Army Ground. Forces, 13 December 1944,1 carried the Army's history through August,
1944, when the Fifteenth Army was activated an& an almost entirely new staff took over
Fourth A m . -... C,

Volume II continues the history from that time until 1 September 194., the date of
the formal surrender of Japan.

Volume II is divied into five chapters--a general history of the comman and. four
more detailed. chapters on "Training," "lnspections," "Personnel" and "Redeployment,"
the four activities which include most of the Army's more important work during the
last year of the war.

Copies of all reference documents referred. to in footiotes in this volume have
been assembled in one file in the Records .Branch, Adjutant General Section, Headquart-
ers Fourth Army. This file is entitled 'ile of the Historical Officer" and is under
number 314.7.

All reference documents referred to in the text as "Secret" or "Confidential" have
been downgrade& to "Restricted". The classification of the history as a whole is
"RestrictedY

The date of writing of this volume was 1 October 1945. As of the date of writing
the Reoords Branch, Adjutant General Section, Headquarters Fourth Army, had 15 cabinets
of current files. All staff Sections, as of that date, maintaled& more or less com-
plete files of non-record. documents pertaining to their activities but the Adjutant
General Section maintained all permanent files.

Standard. Army filing practices were followed to the letter in the Records Branch.

Records were only fairly complete for the period from 15 September 1943 (when the
Fourth Army was separated. from the Western Defense Command anA moved to San Jose,
California). to 15 January 1944 (when Fourth Army moved from the Presidio of Monterey,
California, to. Fort Sam Houston, Texas). Records were complete from 15 January 1944
to the date of this writing.
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HEADQUARTERS ABMY GROUND FORCES

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

314.7(1 Sept 1946)GNHIS 1 September 194J.5N,,

r SUBJECT: Studies in the History of Army Ground Forces

* TO: All Interested Agencies

1. The history of the Army Ground. Forces as a command was
prepared during the course of the war and. completed immediately
thereafter. The studies prepared in Headquarters Army Ground.
Forces, were written by professional historians, three of whom
served as commissioned officers, and one as a civilian. The
histories of the subordinate commands were prepared by historical
officers, who except in Sec6n. Army, acted as such in addition
to other duties.

2. From the first, the history was designed primarily for

the Army. Its object is to give an account of what was done
from the point of view of the command preparing the history,
including a candid, and factual account of difficulties, mistakes
recognized as such, the means by which, in the opinion of those
concerned, they might have been avoided, the measures used to
overcome them, and. the effectiveness of such measures. The
history is not intended to be laudatory.

3. The history of the Army Ground Forces is composed of
monographs on the subjects selected, and of two volumes in which
an overall history is presented. A separate volume is devoted
to the activities of each of the major subordinate commands.

4. In order that the studies may be made available to
interested agencies at the earliest possible date, they are
being reproduced and distributed in manuscript form. As such
they must be regarded as drafts subject to final oditing and

revision. Persons finding errors of fact or important omissions
* are encouraged to communicate with the Commanding General, Army

Ground Forces, Attention: Historical Section, in order that
corrections may be made prior to publication in printed form by
the War Department.

BY COMMAND OF GENERAL DEVERS:

Colonel, AGD

1 Incl: Acting Ground Adj General
0 Historical Study
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CHAFJM I

BAC0OUND AND MISSION

The Fourth Army was one of the four field armies formed within the continvntal
limits of the United States in The su mer of 1932. The purpose of these armies, as
stated by the Chief of Staff, Generai Douglas MacArthur, cofes under five heads: (1)
planning: to provide agencies *"to complete the development of war plans prepared by
the War Department General Staff"1 r(2) command and staff: to form higher coweands-?pre-
pared to take the field and execute the plans prepared-",(3) training: --- o provide
agencies for the conduct of command post and other suitable peacetime training exer-
ciseB",;7 (4) mobilization: ;i-o provide ... an adequate force, within the minimim of
time with the maximun of training, sufficient to protect any general mobilization that
may be necessary'-(5) emergency defense: "to provide a force sufficient to handle all
emergencies short of general mobilization."l-

The area of the Fourth Army was to comprise the Seventh and Ninth Corps Areas. Its
mission was to deal with the Pacific Coast. The preliminary assignment of forces to the
Fourth Army was as follows:

Headquarters, Fourth Army
Special Troops, Fourth Army
Army Troops, Fourth Army

VII Corps
34th Division (NG)
35th Division (NG)

If Corps
3rd Division (RA)
40th Division (NG)
41st Division (NG)

XVII Corps
7th Division (RA)
88th Division (OR)

XIX Corps
89th Division (OR)
96th Division (OR)
102nd Division (OR)
104th Division (OR)

Cavalry Divisions
2nd Division (RA)
3rd Division (RA)

24th Division (NG)66th Division (NG)

The senior corps area commander was to be the commander of each of the new armies,
with a staff consisting of the corps area chief of staff and such other members of his
corps area staff as he might designate. Major General Johnson Hagood assumed command
of the Fourth Army on 15 August 1932, and announced that headquarters would be located
at Omaha, Nebraska.2 The initial staff consisted of Colonel Alexander M. Miller, Jr.,
GSC, Chief of Staff, ard Colonel John 0. Steger, AGD, Adjutant General.3

-
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The only major events reflected in the existing records of the Army for the period
preceding 1940 are as follows:

18 June 1936 - Announcement was made of the location of
Headquarters Fourth Army at Presidio of San Francisco,
California. 4

20 October 1936 - Major General George S. Simonds assumed
command of Fourth Army. 5

24 May 1938 - Major General Albert J. Bowley assumed command
of Ninth Corps Area and Fourth Army. 6

On 5 December 1939 Major General John L. DeWitt was assigned to the command of
Ninth Corps Area and Fourth Army7 and promoted to the rank of Lieutenant General.

Following the organization of General Headquarters, U. S. Army, in 1940, the
Fourth Army was assigned to the Field Forces during the autumn of that year under the
command of Lt. General John L. DeWitt, with station at the Presidio of San Francisco,
California.8 The majority of key staff personnel was furnished b Headquarters, Ninth
Corps Area, subsequently designated as the Ninth Service Command.>

Initially, the Fourth Army was assigned the following major units: I Corps,
Major General Kenyon A. Joyce, commanding, consisting of the 3rd and 41st Divisions;
the III Army Corps, activated in December 1940, and stationed at the Presidio of
Monterey, Major General Walter K. Wilson, commanding, subsequently made up of the 7th.
and the 40th Divisions; the Ninth Joast Artillery District, including harbor defenses
of Puget Sound, Columbia River, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego, Brigadier
General Henry T. Durgin, commanding.

The Fourth Army was assigned a training mission. Initial training of assigned
units culminated during the sumaer of 1941 in a Command Post Exercise and corps and
army maneuvers. The Command Post Exercise and corps maneuvers were executed at the
Hunter Liggett Military Reservation, California and its vicinity, the Army maneuvers in
the Pacific Northwest.

During the period immediately preceding the outbreak of war, the Commanding General,
Forth Army, was assigned in addition the mission of constituting the Western Defense
Command, preparing plans for zhe defense of the Pacific Coast, and setting up the
defense of Alaska. When the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, the Fourth Army had plans
completely prepared for the execution of its mission -- defense of the West Coast and
Alaska. Before the smoke cleared away over Hawaii, assigned corps and divisional units
were moving to defense positions along the Pacific Coast, while Alaskan installations
reverted tc full alert status.

Since the Western Defense Command prior to this time had been only a planning
agency, the entire headquarters of the Fourth Army was incorporated into the defense
command organization designated as Western Defense Command and Fourth Army. 1 0 Troop
concentrations were put into effect and troops, including reinforcements, immediately
organized their defenses to carry out assigned missions.

Inasmuch as the operation of the Fourth Army, for the ensuing period of the mer-
gel , was incidental to the operation of Western Defense Command it is not proposed to
co.er the period in any detail in this narrative. The history of that period belongs
more properly to Western Defense Command.

2 7



During the entire period from the outbreak of war to the occupation of Kiska
Island, the efforts of Western Defense Command and Fourth Army were directed largely
toward the defense of Alaska and expulsion of enemy Japanese from the Aleutians.
Alaska was reinforced by units drawn from the continental defenses under control of
Western Defense Command and Fourth Ariy, including infantry, field artillery and serv-
ice troops, while Fourth Army and Western Defense Command was reinforced by one corps,
three infantry divisions, three separate infantry regiments and numerous artillery,
coast artillery, and antiaircraft units furnished by General Headquarters. In addition,
the Fourth Air Force was placed under command of Fourth Army and Western Defense
Command. 11

Separation of Fourth Army from the Western Defense Command was effected on 15
September 1943,12 whereupon Fourth Army Headquarters was reorganized at the Presidio of
San Francisco. The next day the headquarters moved to San Jose for temporary station,13

subsequently designated as a permanent station.14

A number of the officers designated for Army Headquarters had served for varying
lengths of time with Fourth Army, either prior to its incorporation with Western
Defense Command, during the period of consolidation with Western Defense Command, or
with a sector staff under Western Defense Command and Fourth Army.

On 18 September 1943, the Fourth Army closed its command post at the Presidio of
San Francisco and opened at San Jose, California.15 In a new setting it embarksd upon
new tasks and new missions.

TE COMMANDING GENERAL

Lieutenant General William H. Simpson, Commanding General of the Fourth Army, was
born at Weatherford, Texas in 1888. His father, Edward J. Simpson, served in the Con-
federate Army under General Nathan Bedford Forrest, in the famous Tennessee Cavalry. 1 6

Graduated from West Point in 1909, he became, at the age of thirty, Chief of Staff
of the 33d Division, a unit which saw considerable action in 1918. In the years between
he served in the Philippine Islands, on the Mexican border with General Pershing's
expedition, and at various posts in the continental United States, including a one-year
assignment at the Panama Pacific Exposition in San Francisco and a detail as aide-de-
camp to General George Bell, Jr., commander of the El Paso district, in 1917.

Entering the first World War as captain, he left it a lieutenant colonel, with
four decorations for his war services: the Chevalier of the Legion of Honor and the
Croix de Guerre from France, and the Distinguished Service Medal and Silver Star cita-
tion from his own country. In between succeeding tours of duty he attended the advance
course of the Infantry School at Fort Benning, the Command and General Staff School at
Fort Leavenworth, and the Army War College. On gre uation from the latter, General
Simpson was assigned to the Military Intelligence ;ction of the War Department General
Staff, where he eventually became executive office.,. Following this assignment was a
four-year tour of duty as Professor of Military Science and Tactics at Pomona College,
Pomona, California, after which he returned to the Army War College as instructor. In
1938, closely following his promotion to the grade of colonel, came his appointment as
Director of the Military Intelligence Division of the College.

As a colonel, he was placed in command of the 9th Infantry at Fort Sam Houston,
Texas, and two months later he was appointed Brigadier General and Assi,-,tant Commander
of the 2nd Division. In 1941 he was promoted to the rank of major general, and shortly
afterward became commander of the 35th Infantry Division. In 1942 he assumed command
of the 30th Division at Fort Jackson, and on 1 September of that year he became command-
ing general of the newly activated XII Corps.

-3-
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I
On 27 September 11943, General Simpson was ordered to take command of the Fourth -*

Army and was simulteaeously elevated to the rank of lieutenant general.1 7 He formally
assumed command of the Army on 13 October 1943,18 with his arrival at the Headquarters,
San Jose, California.

MISSION AND POLICIES

As Commanding General of the Fourth Army, General Simpson commanded an Army whose
most important mission was the training of major units of the Army Ground Forces for
eventual combat duty overseas.

On assuming conmand, General Simpson set up two definite objectives for the Fourth
Army Staff.19 The first was to learn to operate efficiently as a staff and carry out
its current mission of training. The second was to prepare itself thoroughly for over-
seas combat duty. In regard to the Fourth Army's training mission, General Simpson be-
lieved that the Fourth Army had a distinct advantage in operating as a large homogenous
unit, with no intervening corps, which permitted a close association of the staff with
troops. This was an advantage with reference to his primary interest, stated in the
words: "The Fourth was a field Army -- a fighting Army."

There were several particular phases of Fourth Army development which General
Simpson personally stressed.2 0 The most important of these was advance planning, and
hardly less important, the maintenance of housekeeping and training standards. At one
of his first staff meetings he declared in connection with these fundamentals: "My
standard is superior, my aim is perfection."

General Simpson instructed his officers that while on visits of training inspec-
tion, they should demand a high standard of housekeeping ifi barracks, kitchens and
storerooms in the units visited. He required the maintenance of a high standard in
housekeeping in barracks, believing that excellence shown here would carry over into
the field. He applied the same criterion to saluting, discipline, bearing and military
courtesy.

The individual and tactical training program of the Fourth Army was of vital con-

cern to General Simpson.21 He believed that the secret of effective training was care-

ful preparation, first on the part of the higher commander of the group, regiment or
battalion, down to the junior officers and non-commissioned officers.2 2 Advance plan-
ning was even more important in tactical training than in NTP. Training carried out
without such planning was necessarily haphazard. Conversely thorough planning brought

gratifying and effective results. A training field army, said General Simpson, was as
good as the standards it set and maintained. 3

SAN JOSE 4

The short stay at San Jose served mainly to get the staff acquainted. The head-
quarters was housed in the Commercial Building, on North First Street, in downtown San
Jose.24 When General Simpson assumed command he found that office space for the head- I
quarters, and housing accommodations for enlisted men, were inadequate. He immediately
set about correcting these deficiencies.

25

During the seven weeks the Fourth Army was located at San Jose the original "cadre"

of 38 officers and 13 warrant officers26 was augmented by new personnel. By the 21st
of October the staff comprised 180 officers,2 7 brought from various stations throughout
the Uhited States.

Since only a few troops had been assigned to the Fourth Army,28 there was little
actual staff work to do. As a result, the efforts of the staff were concentrated on

4, J
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not be necessary. In the extensive exchange of correspondence with the War Department -

on the project, General Moseley wrote, "...I am very anxious that our problem shall be

a perfectly natural one, based on a natural situation which might confront the Third

Army in the Gulf of Mexico and along the Rio Grande. Although funds will not permit us

to have the Third Army in any one spot, each exercise can be based on the same general

situation and be a perfectly natural incident in that general situation. "1
2  .. ...

The general situation finally agreed on was as follows:
1 3

"A coaliticn of Brown powers has declared war on the United States, and
gained control of the South Atlantic. The U. S. Fleet is engaged in the Pacific."..., ..

Ocean and unable to detach any units for operations elsewhere. Mexico, loyally
adhering to her traditional friendly attitude, opposed the landing of Brown forces
but was unable to prevent a hostile landing at Tampico. These BROWN forces and
others which landed at Port Isabel, Port Aransas and Corpus Christi, have advanced
northwest and are now threatening San Antonio and El Paso.

"Our Naval Intelligence reports a strong hostile convoy in the Gulf of

Mexico sailing north toward the Gulf Coast of Mississippi apparently with the "

mission of opening the Mississippi River. Our Naval Offshore Patrols have en-

countered hostile naval scouting forces in the Gulf of Mexico but none along the

Atlantic Coast.

"Except for coastal and land frontier guards, the mass of the Third Army was

initially concentrated on the Pacific Coastal Frontier. It is now being moved to

protect the Southern Land and Coastal Frontier with its reserves to be held in the

vicinity of Fort Warren, Wyoming, at the disposition of GHQ."'. .-

The general situation's theoretical initial concentration of the Third Army on the

Pacific C astal Frontier was for the purpose of making-an enemy invasion of Texas . . -,.

logical., -' -.

The purpose of the maneuver, as stated by General Moseley, was to provide training 1'1 '.6

in mobilization, concentration and field exercises under simulated conditions of modern
warfare; to train active units of the Third Army to concentrate at existing strength

for field exercises; to train all echelons in the logistics covering such a manuver,

and to develop further the spirit of cooperation among the three components of the
Ar.my.l"

Third Army forces of the Fourth Corps Area were to assemble in DeSota National

Forest, Mississippi. Third Army Forces within the Eighth Corps Area (commanded by

Major General Herbert J. Brees) were to be divide further in order to permit all

National Guard units in the area to participate.19 f r dmt

The maneuver period of the Fourth Corps Area- forces in the DeSoto National Forest

extended from 31 July to 14 August. Brown forces with a strength of more than 1,000

officers and 14,000 enlisted men concentrated in the Biloxi-LaRue-Wortham area, with .
,.

Biloxi as the Supply Base. Brown was ropresented by the 4th and 31st Divisions and."' .

Corps troops. Blue forces with a strength of more than 600 officers and nearly 8,000

enlisted men concentrated southeast of Wiggins, with Camp Shelby as the supply base.

Blue was represented by the 30th Division and the 6th Cavalry. Both sides had observa-

tion aviation.17  ...

The special situation, Blue exid Brown, in summary was as follows:1 8  .*,' .,, , , 4' 4 \ ,"

BLUE - The 30th Division with the 6th Cavalry and 16th Observation Squadron
attached, moving by rail from the Pacific Coastal Frontier, had the mission of

4
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getting settled and acquainted against the time when the Army would go to work in earn-
-* est. This time was not far off.

In the midst of discussions with the AGF Chief of Staff concerning housing facili-
ties for his headquarters, General Simpson learned that he would probably not get the
corps scheduled to operate under Fourth Army: namely, the IV Corps, stationed at Fort
Lewis, Washington, and the XVIII Corps, stationed at the Presidio of Monterey,
California. 2 9 A few days later, this fact was confirmed by the Army Ground Forces. 3 0

PRESIDIO OF MDI=

Since XVIII Corps had been ordered to another station, General Simpson recommended
that Fourth Army Headquarters be moved to the Presidio of Monterey, California, and
take over the housing and office facilities vacated by the Corps. The Army Ground
Forces approved this proposal.3 1

At this point Fourth Army was up against a problem of the first magnitude. 3 2 With
a new, and as yet incomplete staff, General Simpson was called upon to take over almobt
simultaneously units scattered over the entire length of the Pacific Coast whose super-
vision had recently required the attention of two corps headquarters.33 At the same
time the Army Headquarters was moving to a new location. In planning the simultaneous
relief of the two corps, Fourth Army had to devise a method to accomplish this as
expeditiously as possible, and, looking into the future, to shape a method of operation
that would be workable when the Army no longer had the assistance of intervening corps
headquarters. (This had to do with the control of miscellaneous units and will be
covered more fully in a later chapter.)

At midnight 31 October - 1 November, the newly organized Army Headquarters assumed I'%
command of the two armored divisions, the special troops headquarters and the miscel-
laneous units of the XVIII Corps located in California, generally south of San
Francisco.34 And at midnight 5 - 6 November the four infantry divisions, the special
troops headquarters, and the miscellaneous units of the IV Corps located in Oregon and
Washington and the 4th Cavalry Brigade in southern California were similarly transferred

:." to Fourth Army.35

Inasmuch as Fourth Army Headquarters was moving to Monterey, the assumption of the
functions of the XVIII Corps was relatively simple. About two-thirds of the Army staff
moved immediately to Monterey and sat in for a few days on meetings having to do with
corps operations before the corps was transferred.36

The relief of the IV Corps posed the main problem. Fourth Army did not have enough
personnel to handle the tremendous load. To meet this situation, it was decided that
IV Corps, which had been operating with both an administrative and a training augmenta-

0tion, would leave these augmentations with Fourth Army temporarily, inasmuch as similar
augmentations were available to the corps at its new station.

With this additional staff, Fourth Army went to work. 3 7 The personnel of the ad-
mimistrative and training augmentation and the personnel of the Headquarters 8th Special
Troops were temporarily formed into a forward echelon of Fourth Army with the conmmanding
officer of the Special Troops Headquarters designated as officer in charge.

It had been apparent from the start that it would not be desirable for Army to cut
* off abruptly the administration of IV Corps because of the length of time required to

transfer all the record and correspondence of the Corps to Army Headquarters. There
were many matters that would not permit the long postponement necessary tQ make this
transfer. To handle these, the idea of a forward echelon was conceived. 3 .

0
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The forward echelon immediately took over from IV Corps. The Army in the meantime
sent an officer from each section to go over'the files and records of his section and
determine which files would be needed at Army Headquarters. At the appropriate time,
this officer with all the necessary records pertaining to his section's operations was
moved back to Monterey. This movement was accomplished section by section over a period
of about three weeks.39 At the end of this period, the forward echelon was dissolved
and the personnel of the Corps training augmentation was released by Fourth Army and re-
joined IV Corps in the California-Arizona Maneuver Area. .

In addition to taking over the troops of the two corps, Fourth Army inherited the
task of closing the Oregon Maneuver Area.40 Training there had been completed but the
troops participating in the most recent exercises were still in the area. It was neces-
sary to move these troops out to new stations and to rehabilitate the area preparatory
to closing it.

Much credit is due IV Corps for its very commendable cooperation on this involved
problem. Corps, sensing the situation confronting Fourth Army, unde±took all of the
administrative work necessary prior to abandonment of this training area.41 It issued
all orders transferring units out of the area and provided personnel for the rehabili-
tation work.

Once the relief of the IV and the XVIII Corps had been accomplished and the Oregon
Maneuver Area was closed, Fourth Army settled down to the supervision of training and
administration of the 158,000 troops for which it had become responsible.

42

For the next few months the Army operated in the manner of a separate corps,
carrying out the work of both an army headquarters and a corps headquarters directly
under the Army Ground Forces. This double load made the operation during the remainder
of the stay at the Presidio of Monterey a large task, since the number of officers and
enlisted men continued below authorized strength. The Army commander insisted that the
headquarters be kept at minimum operating strength consistent with proper efficiency.

From the moment that Fourth Army began its operation at the Presidio. of Monterey
the Adjutant General's Section instituted a system of maintaining a double pet of rec-
ords, both of which were completely indexed and kept current, at all times.43 This
far-sighted policy made possible the subsequent expeditious and smoobhly-conducted
transfer of Fourth Army units to the III Corps. When one unit relieves another the
greatest single task is the adjustment of records to the satisfaction of both units. 4

In its method of operation Fourth Army had but to turn over one set of records to the
relieving unit and keep one for its own use. This proved to be an excellent solution.
Immediately on assuming command of the Third Army units the same system was instituted
so that when the time came for Fourth Army to move again the same smooth turn-over
could be expected.

FORT SAM HOUSTON, TEXAS

Fourth Army had hardly been established on the west coast when the Army Ground
Forces, on the 4th of January 1944, directed that the Fourth ArK Headquarters move to
Fort Sam Houston, Texas to assume the duties of the Third Army.42 The III Corps was
orderp . from Fort McPherson, Georgia, to the Presidio of Monterey to replace Fourth
Army.41 Subsequent orders directed that a liaison detachment leave by air to be fol-
lowed by an additional advance detail as soon thereafter as possible.

On the 7th of January, Genera. Simpson, with a group of eight key officers, arrived
at Fort Sam Houston-7 and the advance detachment arrived three days later.4 8 The re-
mainder of the headquarters left California on 15 January at which time III Corps assumed
command 49

-6-
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The personnel of the Fourth Army sat in with the appropriate staff sections of
Third Army until midnight 25-26 January. Command then passed to Fourth Army. 50 Third
Army moved to other offices at Fort Sam Houston pending their departure and thus were
available for consultation with Fourth Army staff officers. The previous experience of
the Fourth Army staff in California, and the availability of the Third Army staff made
this take-over comparatively easy.

For the first time Fourth Army reached full operating status. A sufficient number
of officers was taken over from Third Army to bring Fourth Army over T/0 strength, 5 1

and, in its new station, Fourth Army had its first opportunity to work with subordinate
corps headquarters: the XVIII, the XXI and XXIII.

In addition to the 282,000 troops of Third Army5 2 that were conoerned in the
transfer, Fourth Army became responsible for the operation of the extensive Louisiana
Maneuver Area. 53

The move to San Antonio marked an important transition in the history of the Fourth
Army. The Army's career on the west coast had been one of repeated change and adjust-
ment, featured by transformation from a defense and training agency to an organization
whose sole function was the preparation of troops for overseas combat. The headquarters
had grown from a small organization whose functions resembled that of a separate corps
to a full-strength army headquarters charged with the supervision of three corps, 19
divisions, and 282,000 men, and the direction of large scale maneuvers. In the change-
over Fourth Army had developed a procedure for effecting the substitution of one head-
quarters for another with a minimum interruption of administration and training. The
metamorphosis of the Army was accompanied by important changes in command relationships
and was followed by a period in which the Army assumed the task of implementing and
executing the training policies of Army Ground Forces and the War Department.

TRANSITION THROUGH AUMEATION

As Headquarters Fourth Army prepared to fulfill its primary mission in an active
theater of combat, an officer and enlisted men augmentation group was organized on the
premises occupied by the Fourth Army. This group was designated the Eighth Army and it
was scheduled to replace the Fourth Army when it left Fort Sam Houston for the overseas
staging area.

Prior to its departure from Texas, the Fourth Army was redesignated, for security
reasons, the Ninth Army, while the newly-activated Eighth Army became the Fourth Army.54

In April 1944, Major General John P. Lucas, who had just returned from Italy where
he commanded the VI Corps from Salerno to Anzio, was named Deputy Commander of the newly
organized Fourth Army. General Lucas brought to Fourth Prmy a wealth of experience
acquired during 33 years of uninterrupted service as a regular Army officer. His serv-
ice included combat in both World War I and II and participation in the punitive expedi-
tion against Pancho Villa in 1916.

Born on 14 January 1890 at Kearneysville, West Virginia, General Lucas was gradu-
ated from West Point with a Bachel.c of Science degree on 13 June 1911. He was immedi-
ately assigned as a second lieutenant with the 14th Cavalry stationea at Camp Stotsen-
burg, Philippine Islands. During the major portion of his duty in the Philippines he
was engaged in a survey of the Island of Luzon.

Be-assigned in August 1914 as a commander of a machine gun troop with the 13th
Cavalry, General Lucas saw action against hostile Mexicans when Columbus, Texas, was
raided by Villa in March 1916. Shortly thereafter, General Lucas was promoted to the
rank of lieutenant.

-7-
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He was attached to the punitive expedition to Mexico from March 1916 to February
1917, when he was named as Aide to Brigadier General George Bell, Jr. then stationed at
El Paso, Texas. General Lucas next served with the 33d Division as Aide to the Command-
ing General and as Commandant of the Division Infantry School until January 1918 when
he was named commanding officer of the 108th Field Signal Battalion, 33d Division,
stationed at Camp Logan, Texas.

In May 1918, with the rank of Captain, he sailed for Europe where he was wounded
in action near Amiens in June of the same year. Returning to the States he was assigned
to the Army War College, and a tour of duty with the Committee on Education and Special
Training, Washington, D. C. This was followed by an assignment as Professor of Military
Science and Tactics at the University of Michigan.

Transferring to the field artillery in 1920, General Lucas saw service with the 3d
Field Artillery at Camp Grant, Illinois. Graduating from the Field Artillery School,
Fort Sill, Oklahoma in June 1921, he remained as an instructor until August 1923, when
he was assigned to the Command and General Staff School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

Upon graduation he became Professor of Military 
Science and Tactics at the Colorado 

-I

Agricultural School, where he received his Master of. Science degree in 1927.

Leaving Colorado Agricultural in July 1929, General Lucas was assigned command of
the 1st Battalion, 82nd Field Artillery, then stationed at Fort Bliss, Texas. Serving
in this capacity until July 1931, he was then transferred to the Army War College from
which he was graduated in June 1932.

Following graduation, he was assigned to the Personnel Division, War Department
General Staff until June 1936 when he took a refresher course at the Field Artillery
School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma. He was reassigned as commanding officer of the 4th Field
Artillery in December 1936, and one year later he was appointed a member of the Field
Artillery Board.

Returning to Fort Sill, Oklahoma as a full colonel in July 1940., General Lucas
was designated commanding officer of the 1st Field Artillery. The following October
he was assigned to the 2nd Division at Fort Sam Houston, Texas as Field Artillery Com-
mander, and was then nominated a Brigadier General (temp.)

General Lucas was named Commanding General of the 3d Infantry Division training
at Fort Lewis, Washington, in July 1941, and on August 5th of the same year he was

elevated to Major General (temp.) and was designated as Commanding General of the III
Army Corps stationed 

at Fort McPherson, 
Georgia.

In May 1943, General Lucas was assigned to Headquarters, North African Theater of

* Operations. In September he assumed command of VI Corps and led it through action that
included establishment of the Salerno and Anzio beachheads. -

Returning to the United States in April 1944, he was named Deputy Commander of the
newly-activated Eighth Army, since re-designated the Fourth Army.

General Lucas was awarded the Purple Heart for wounds received in action in June
1918. On 2 June 1944 he was awarded the Silver Star in recognition of "his courage,
inspiring example and high qualities of leadership displayed during an intense and

determi d air raid in January 1944, when his presence was responsible for the success-
ful continuation of operations, which reflected great credit upon himself and the
military."

-8-
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As his first step in assuming command, General Lucas pledged himself to perpetuate
the training policies established by the original Third and Fourth Armies.55 He called
a meeting of all Fourth Army officers and ranking non-commissioned officers and gave
them a detailed account of his experiences overseas. So that the new Fourth Army might
put particular emphasis on phases of training that combat had shown to be weak, General
Lucas pointed out some of the weaknesses he had observed in American arms overseas.
These included the need for more rigorous training in scouting and patrolling, greater

4 proficiency in night operations, greater familiarity by all combat arms of mine and
booby trap warfare. General Lucas pointed out that the infantry had a tendency to dis-
regard the firepower of its own weapons and that too much dependence was placed on
artillery to help in the taking of objectives. The Fourth Army Commander's talk covered
40 separate points, all based on his observations overseas.5

6

General Lucas emphasized that "there has never been a time in the history of war-

fare when discipline was of more importance than it is at the present time. The
experionce of all combatants has been that the old 'spit and polish' units are the best
on the battlefield."57

Concluding, General Lucas declared. that "it can be said with entire confidence
that our training principles and training methods are correct, The methods and pro-
cedures that have demonstrated their soundness on maneuvers have proven equally sound
when applied on the battlefield. On the other hand, there are few mistakes made on the

battlefield that have not been previously made on maneuvers and that were not cor-
rected. "58

Paying tribute to the American soldier, General Lucas said: "He is the finest in

the world and is entitled to the most capable, intelligent and devoted leadership you

and I can give him."58

With the two-fold purpose of thoroughly acquainting himself with the commanders

and chiefs of staff of Corps and Special Troops Headquarters, and the opportunity of
outlining Army policy, General Lucas called a Corps and Special Troops Headquarters
conference on 23-24 June 1944.

Once more General Lucas emphasized that he expected every unit under Fourth Army
supervision to maintain a high degree of discipline, maintenance, housekeeping and mili-
tary courtesy. He further demanded that definite, clear-cut decision from all channels
of command be the rule rather than exception.60

Thereafter Brigadier General Laurence B. Keiser, Chief of Staff, and Army General
Staff officers thoroughly outlined Army policies and directives as they affected Corps
and Special Troop Headquarters so that future misunderstandings would be avoided.

Each officer present was provided with a group of publications that included the
newly-issued Memorandum No. 66, which was a revision of Memorandum No. 53, headed
"Preparation and Movement of Units for Overseas Service";61 Initial Special Inspection
Memorandum (ISI);62 Revised ISI Check List; Information Copy POM Procedure at this
Headquarters; Revised Procedure Guide, Fourth Army, and copies of pertinent remarks
made during the conference by Army Chief of Staff and General Staff officers.

Also distributed was a draft of a proposed POM Chart which Army contemplated issu-
* ing in the near future. An invitation was extended to the officers present to submit

comments or suggestions for the Chart's improvement prior to 30 June 1944. The primary
purpose of the chart was to prevent units waiting until the last moment to check their
status for overseas movement.

-9-
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In this connection General Keiser commented, "Immediately upon activation a unit 1
should utilize this chart in its planning and as soon as practicable complete the prep-
arations listed thereon.t"63

So that the Army training program, which ha&. been readjusted as a result of con-
clusions drawn from battle experience, could be administered with maximum efficiency,
changes were adopted in Training Memorandum No. 1 in accordance with AGF directives.

The Memorandum was distributed to commanding officers of Corps and Special Troop
Headquarters but not to units under their control. Permission, however, was q.ven for
the issuance of portions of the Memorandum as they affected individual units.04 This
relieved units from acquiring quantities of superfluous material which did not directly

affect the training of the unit.

A new policy related to training inspections of units was also instituted, estab-
lishing inspection teams rather than individuals to conduct unit training inspections.65

It was felt that by sending representatives from the various Staff Sections as a
group to a particular post to examine the respective units minimized interference with
training. Also, corps headquarters were requested to submit their projected inspection
schedules as far in alvance as possible so that Fourth Ar-my inspections could be syn-
chronized with those of corps.

Contrary to the belief that the Louisiana Maneuver Aria would remain closed indef-

inritely, Fourth Army was advised on 30 June 1944 by the Army Ground Forces that the

area would be reopened in September as the scene of an "Army Ground Force Maneuver"
rather than a "Fourth Army Maneuver" as this was the only maneuver being staged by the
Ground Forces.66

The "Ground Force Maneuvers" were shortened from the originally scheduled two
months to one month, with two phases represented during the month. The first phase was
scheduled to begin on 17 September 1944, but on 24 Augus+ 1944, the Army Ground Forces
set the proposed date for the start of maneuvers back to 20 October 1944.67 This
change resulted from the accelerated movement of combat units to overseas theaters with
the necessity of revising and preparing units to participate in the maneuvers.

Fourth Army submitted a proposed list of necessary supporting units to Ground
Forces for approval and issued an all-inclusive publication detailing maneuver proce-dure.68 General Lucas was designated Maneuver Director and he, in turn, appointed

Colonel Mert Proctor as Deputy Director.69 Later Brigadier General William A.
McCulloch was made Deputy Director.70

On 6 August 1944, a general order was issued announcing the proposed activation
on 21 August 1944 of the Fifteenth Army.7 1 On 1 September 1944 this new Army, composed
of the chiefs of the old Fourth Army general and special staff sections, plus key offi-
cer and enlisted personnel, began moving to a new location at Fort Sam Houston, prepar-
tory to its movement to the European Theater of Operations. The Fourth Army augmentation
group, which was built up during the previous two months and which had sat in with the
group that now became Headquarters Fifteenth Army, then became the new Fourth Army.72

General Lucas remained with the Fourth Army and his Deputy Chief of Staff, Colonel •
Galloway, became senior officer of the Fifteenth Army so he would accompany it overseas
where it would receive its commanding general.

On 26 August 1944, the augmentation group attended a conference at which General
Lucas and his Chief of Staff, Brigadier General Keiser, explained the plans and policies
of the Fourth Army.73

-10-
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Thus, the Fourth Army had become a school and proving ground for training Army
Headquarters for movement overseas. This involved a complicated system of shifting per-
sonnel. and army designations. It also proved the efficacy of augmentation -- a system
whereby understudies moved in, learned their jobs, then took over so that the experi-
enced army headquarters men could go overseas with a newly designatedI army headquarters.
The Fourth Army was thus the "parent" of the Ninth and Fifteenth Armies.

A.



HISTORY OF THE FOURTH ARMY

CHAPTER II

ORGANIZATION AND RELATIONS WITH OTHER HEADQUARTMES

At the Presidio of Monterey, Fourth Army had its first real opportunity to work as
an integrated headquarters, to test its staff procedures and to start building the back-
log of experience so necessary for smooth and efficient operation. When the Army
reached Texas it was able to take on the increased burden of a greater number of troops
plus the Louisiana Maneuver area without any disruption of subordinate units or any un-
due strain on the Army staff.

RELATIONS WITH OTHER HEADQUARTERS

Since the Army's primary task was the training of troops for combat service,
General Simpson insisted that corps and other subordinate units bend all efforts to-
ward helping the Army accomplish this mission. All relationships with subordinate
headquarters were predicated on this fact.

Regarding personnel, General Simpson insisted: "All headquarters will adhere to
the AGF directive that all headquarters be kept to absolute minimum of personnel for
efficient performance of (their). mission."

I

Addressing the commanders of the Special Troops Headquarters and representatives
from the corps at a conference held shortly after Fourth Army, General Simpson told
these officers: "I believe that much unnecessary correspondence between this head-
quarters and subordinate units is caused by failure to read and unequivocally interpret
Army Regulations and directives distributed by higher headquarters. So called 'word
straddles' must inevitably be returned for a definite decision conforming to existing
regulations and directives."

Directives were issued in the form of numbered memoranda in lieu of mimeographed
letters.2 Distribution was made only to interested individuals or units. 3

Fourth Army had dealings with three Service Commands: with the Ninth Service Com-
mand, Fort Douglas, Utah, while on the West Coast; with the Eighth Service Command,
Dallas, Texas, and the Fourth Service Command, Atlanta, Georgia, while in Texas. Re-
lations with the various Service Commands were amicable and cooperative. Fourth Army
adjusted itself without difficulty to the requirements of the War Department Circular
of 28 January 19414 by uhich station complements were reduced to the size necessary to
operate the post with no troops present, and field force units were made responsible
for post duties incident to their presence on the station.1 The War Department pro-
vided for adjudication of differences between post commanders and troop commanders, but

if any differences occurred, they were eliminated before they came to the attention
of Army headquarters.

OPERATIONS WITHOUT CORPS

During the period when Fourth Army was located on the West Coast, Army units were
widely scattered and this fact, plus the unique operation 3f the Army without corps,
made necessary the adoption of unusual methods of training and administration. The
Army Ground Forces in July 1943 directed that, in general, corps would conduct training,
and armies would absorb most of the admini.tr.t.ve work.5  Having no oor-,3, Fourth Army
had to handle both training and administration.

212
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Since training of troops was the primary duty of the Fourth Army, and administra-
tion was secondary, it became apparent quite early that the most helpful procelure
would be to eliminate from the Army Staff as much administrative work as possible. Ob-
viously, if the staff was called upon to do both there was a strong likelihood that one
or the other, or both, might suffer.

Upon relieving the IV and the VIII Corps, Army assumed control of eight Head-
quarters Special Troops as follows:

1st Hq & Hq Det, Special Troops, Ford Ord, California
2nd Hq & Hq. Det, Special Troops, Camp Cooke, California
3rd Eq & Hq Det, Special Troops, Camp Beale, California
4th Hq & Hq Det, Special Troops, Camp Roberts, California
5th Hq & Hq Det, Special Troops, Camp San Luis Obispo, California

6th Hq & Hq Det, Special Troops, Camp White, Oregon
7th Hq & Hq Det, Special Troops, Camp Adair, Oregon.
8th Hq & Hq Det, Special Troops, Fort Lewis, Washington

These Headquarters, Special Troops seemed to be the logical, and for that matter,
the only subordinate units to which Army could decentralize a part of the work. How
could these subheadquarters best serve Fourth Army?

In accordance with current AGF policy, the commanding officers of the Special
Troops Headquarters were designated as direct representatives of the Army commander
with authority to process certain matters requiring the action of a general officer and
consistent with announced policies.7 The categories of matters to be processed y
Special Troops Headquarters were enumerated in a memorandum on 12 November 1943. With
this authority, Special Troops commanders could process and complete a great deal of
roatine administrative work, and thus remove a tremendous burden from Army Headquarters.
Zhu Special Troops Headquarters functioned as branch offices of the Fourth Army and
their commanding officers were, in fact, Army staff officers. 9

An officer on the staff of each numbered Special Troops Headquarters was detailed,
by Fourth Army, as an Assistant Adjutant General, Headquarters, Fourth Army, for the
purpose of authenticating orders and correspondence for the commanding general, Fourth
Army.lO

In practice the system fulfilled all expectations. When Fourth Army moved to Fort

Sam Houston the system was reinstitutedll and helped to keep administrative work of the
newly acquired corps to a minimum. 1 2

In order to relieve the corps of as much administrative work as possible and pro-

vide, on the ground, assistance and direction to corps troops, the various Special

Troops Headquarters commanders as representatives of the Army commander were directed
to cooperate with the corps commanders. The Special Troops Headquarters coordinated
use of training areas, training aids, ranges, and relations between all troops of the
Army, whether under corps or directly under Army, and the local service command repre-
sentatives of the Post commander. Upon request of the corps commander, the Special
Troops commander assisted the corps in the processing of corps units for overseas ship-
ment by furnishing qualified inspection teams, supervision of inspections, and adminis

trative assistance in Pom.13

On the West Coast with no corps Fourth Army found it necessary to conduct its
own tests and "D" series exercises.l4 At one time thirty-two members of the Army staff
were used to conduct the individual training tests of one division. 1 5 Personnel from
the Army acted in supervisory or key positions and called on subordinate units for such
additional personnel as was needed. In some cases the siphoning of additional officer

13 "
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personnel from the units handicapped them slightly, but when the real need was pointed
out to unit commanders they cooperated to the fullest extent. General Simpson, at all
times, insisted that only the most qualified personnel be assigned to this training
and administrative work. 6

Another task imposed by lack of corps was the preparation of training reports.

Normally these reports were prepared by corps while Army merely checked them, noted the
deficiencies, and directed the necessary corrective action.17

General Simpson found advantages in operating without corps. In one of the first
meetings with his staff he told his officers, "I think we have a splendid opportunity,
the way we are situated without any corps under us, to get close to the troops and get
oriented in our training mission.."t18

STAFF OPERATION j
The staff of Headquarters Fourth Army was organized and operated in strict ac-

cordance with provisions of FM 101-5, Subject: "Staff and Combat Orders." Both the
Army commander and the chief of staff were insistent on this point. A visit which Gen-
eral Simpson made to Africa in 1943 strengthened his conviction regarding it. The field
experience of high-ranking officers in that theater showed that staff work broke down
only when it departed from the principles contained in this field manual.19 General
Moore made it clear from the tagmnning that the General Staff sections were to be co-
ordinating and not operating agencies.

20

Two measures were instituted to bring about complete coordination among the staff
sections. One was a daily meeting held by the chief of staff with the chiefs of the

General Staff sections, at which all current business was discussed and policy matters
were decided. At another meeting, hpld weekly and consisting of the entire officer per-
sonnel of the headquarters, General Staff officers briefed the rest of the staff on
occurrences of the past week and on business pending for the succeeding week.2 1 All
officers were thus kept oriented on the work conducted by the headquarters.

Fourth Army was plagued initially with the failure of a new staff to consult with
other sections on matters of common interest. General Simpson and General Moore re-
peatedly emphasized the importance of coordination. Studies under consideration could
be enriched and much waste motion eliminated. "I want to remind you," General Simpson 7"

told his staff, "of one Important phase of completing staff work. If any section
handles a paper and makes a study, remember that other sections may be interested in it
too."22 General Moore told the headquarters: "The staff is to operate in accordance
with War Department directives. All officers must read and become familiar with FM 101 5,
the Headquarters Procedure Guide and AR 380-5. Members of the staff must be kept in-
formed on what is going on, and they must inform each other as to their activities."23

In the absence on the West Coast of intervening corps headquarters, members of the
Army staff learned at first hand the problems of subordinate units. The relatively
small size of the Army made this experience possible.

When the Fourth Army arrived at Fort Sam Houston and assimilated troops of the
Third Army, it apsumed the normal functions of a training army. Now for the first time
the staff had an opportunity to operate through corps headquarters with an approximation
to actual combat procedure.

As on the West Coast routine administration was devolved on commanders of the
o Special Troops Headquarters. The newly acquired corps concentrated on training. The

Army staff was organized and functioned normally with emphasis on -erfecting and co-
ordinating staff procedure and the successful accomplishment of the Army's training
mission.

-14-
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The principles governing relations with subordinate units were not changed when
General Lucas assumed command in April.

SUMNMARY

The unique circumstance in this phase of the Fourth Army's development was the
conduct of military matters without subordinate corps. Dealing directly with divislonn,
Army staff members had the valuable experience of closer supervision of unit training
and saw at first hand how successfully their own directives could be followed by a
lower headquarters. This resulted in appreciation of training problems and facilitated
cooperation and understanding in carrying to a successful conclusion the Army's prime
task -- preparing subordinate units for movement to combat theaters.

.
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HISTORY OF THE FOURTH ARMY

CHAPTER III

TRAINING POLICIES

From its inception, the Fourth Army's fundamental training objective was to bring
units under its control to their highest state of combat efficiency so they were pre-
pared to perform their primary mission at the earliest possible time. 1  This objective
was continually emphasized by Ceneral Simpson in staff conferences, conversations with
subordinate commanders, and on personal inspection trips. -

Ato

In an address made before a Fourth Army School for Orientation Officers, General
Simpson stated that "successful training consists of three vital parts: physical con-
ditioning, technical mastery of weapons and operation, and that mental conditioning

which we call 'combat morale..,2

General Simpson placed particular emphasis on thorough and detailed advance train-
Ing preparations with close supervision by instructional personnel. This was the key-
note of his training policy. 3 He insistently taught that the issuance of orders was
only the first step in a successful training program. Thereafter, it was the respon-
sibility of the unit commander to supervise all training, never delegating this respon-
sibility to subordinate commanders.

Operating initially without corps, the Army staff had a splendid opportiuity to
familiarize itself with the application of doctrines from higher headquarters. On the
basis of this experience the Army issued a new and comprehensive set of training
directives, compiled with the cooperation of all special staff sections, and published
as Training Memorandum No. 1 in December 1943. Revised drafts of this memorandum were
published in 1 February 1944 and again on 27 March 1944, following the move to Fort
Sam Houston, Texas. This memorandum set forth the policies of the Army Grpund Forces,
the War Department and the Army commander on all aspects of unit training. It was
found that AGF directives were framed in great detail and left little to be done beyond
summarizing and reproducing them.5

The basic part of the Training Memorandum consisting of nineteen pages set forth
the objectives and general plan for training of all units. In addition, there were
forty-nine inclosures containing detailed instructions governing specific phases and
types of training. The Memorandum was constructed to facilitate the publication of
subsequent changes and revisions..

Corps and Special Tro6p haadquarters were not furnished AGF or War Department
training directives as such, but insteE. copies of the Fourth Army Training Memorandum
No. 1, and instructed not to distribute this Memorandum as such to subordinate units.0

Smaller units would only be confused by the mass of training matter not applicable
to them. The two agencies primarily charged with the supervision of training, having
been provided with Fourth Army training doctrines, were given the widest latitude as
to methods adopted to insure the conformity of subordinate units. Detailed training
instructions for units of the lower echelons were reduced to a minimum.7  It was felt
that the appropriate master and weekly training schedules were sufficient for divisions,
brigades and separate units, providing their training was closely supervised by corps
and Special Troops headquarters.

8

INSPECTION, TESTSAND EXERCISES

In line with the Army policy of keeping paper work and reports from subordinate
units to an absolute minimum, inspections were the primary means employed by the Army
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staff to determine whether units were being trained _n accordance with AGF pclicy and
directives.9 Tests and exercises were used to discover deficiencies in training and to
determine its status and quality.

10

The tests and exercises prescribed for Fourth Army units were those outlined in
AGF Training Directive, effective 1 November 1942, and subsequent changes thereto.

V These were passed on to Fourth Army units in the Training Memorandum mentioned above.
The Army commander implemented these AGF directives by requiring strict observance of
the qualities that build discipline."

General Simpson, in all his persouial inspections, and in those of his staff,
demanded that commanders show evidence of careful planning. He examined each unit
personally for housekeeping standards, military courtesy, neatness of dress and military
bearing.12 General Simpson was a firm bellever in personal inspections of all units he
commanded.13 He realized that he could give great command impetus by talking with com-
manders and personally explaining his policies, noting deficiencies and commending units
on good points.

In making these inspections, General Simpson was usually accompanied by repre-
sentatives of as many General and Special Staff sections as was practicable. These
staff officers would contact their oppitite numbers in the subordinate unit being
inspected and discuss mutual problems.Y

In addition to the inspections of the commanding general, each section chief was
responsible for making sufficient inspections of subordinate units to keep the Army
commander advised as to the status of training in the specialized field concerned. 5
On returning from these inspections, officers were required to fill out an Inspection
Report answering twenty-eight questions which were of particular interest to the com-
manding general.16 These covered such subjects as: standards of housekeeping and
training, conduct of orientation, adequacy of furloughs, classification of enlisted
men, planning of training, and status of equipment. 1 7

Immediately upon return from an inspection trip, officers were also required to
make a detailed report to all interested staff sections and the chiefs of staff con-
cerning the commendations and deficiencies noted and the correctional action recom-
mended.1 8 A copy of this report was sent to the unit inspected through appropriate
channels, directing correction of deficiencies and indicating action to be taken.19
Subsequent inspections were then made to determine whether or not the deficiencies had
been corrected.

In addition to the inspections cited above, the Inspector General section made an
inspection of all "alerted" units.

The tests and exercises prescribed by the Army Ground Forces were conducted under

the active supervision of the Army staff while on the West Coast. On arrival in Texas,
supervision of tests passed on to the Test Sections of the Corps and Special Troops
headquarters.20 The Army staff relieved the Corps and Special Troops headquarters of
as much of the administrative load as possible so that these subordinate headquarters

could concentrate on the supervision of training and tests. 2 1

Weekly reports of all scheduled tests and exercises were submitted to the Army
Ground Forces by Corps and Special Troops headquarters, specifying the place and date. 2 2

Within fifteen days after the completion of the test, the testing headquarters was
required to submit a report to Fourth Army including an overall unit grade and a brief
evaluation of the status of training as reflected in the results of the test.

23
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When he took over command of Fourth Army, General Lucas ordered that, insofar as
'as practicab!, inspection teams, not inspecting individuals, would visit subordinate
commands. This order was issued so that inspections would be ta..an care of in one com-
tint tour and so that repeated small inppections by individuals would not cause "undue
•.arassmtnt to commanders in the field."2 4  To facilitate this, corps headquarters were
Lcju,_dt to submit their inspection schedules as far in advance as possible so that
Army team inspections could jibe with those of corps.

Imnediate inspection of units placed under "alert instructions" was charged to the
senior tactical commanders of the unit involved. Spot checks of alerted units were
"onducted by Army headquarters. Status of training inspections were charged to corps
for corps units and to commanding officers, special troop detachments, for non-corps
units.

General Ldcas demanded that "Status of Training" reports be submitted within 48
hours following the inspections. It was directed that inspection reports be brief,
factual and render specific accounts of training observed, enumerating good points and
deficiencies and include recommendations for remedial action.25 In the case of in-
spections of divisions, the team chief was held responsible for the division-as-a-whole
reprt which he compiled from reports submitted by each individual participating in
the team inspection.

"D" SERIES TESTS

One of the f'irst jobs confronting the Army staff when it assumed the responsi-
bilities formerly carried by the IV and the XVIII Corps was the conduct of the "D"
(Division) Series exercises for the 44th Infantry Division. Preparations for these
exercises had been largely completed by the IV Corps, and at the request of General
Simpson, the Corps commander left three members of the Corps training augmentation at
Fort Lewis to complete preparations and assist Director headquarters during the series.2 6

The commanding officer, Eighth Special Troops, Fort Lewis, was designated as .
deputy director and was furnished eight officers from the Army staff, to be used on
the Staff, Director Headquarters. He was authorized to call on various Fourth Army
divisions for the necessary umpires.

General Simpson, as director, visited Fort Lew's four times during the series
6tving the critique after each problem. The Division showed progress in technique as
the series progressed, with corrective measures being taken to eliminate minor errors.
The series was concluded with a satisfactory rating.

Plans had been initiated by the Operations Sub-section of G-3 for a similar series
VOr the 13th Armored Division at Camp Beale, California, but the departure of the Divi-
sion for Camp Bowie obviated the necessity for completing these plans.2 7

By the time the move to Fort Sam Houston had been completed, it was possible for
tn Army to pass the active supervision of the "D" Series exercises to the corps, who

were guided by the provisions of Training Memorandum No. I and by inclosure No. 4
t ner to.

Whenever practical, the "D" Series were staged in the Louisiana Maneuver area, but
the majority was staged in the vicinity of the Division's home station. When required,
additional land was leased for this purpose through the appropriate Service Command.2

8

The curps conducting each series submitted the problems to Army headquarters for
rav:.uw at least two weeks in advance. Upon completion of a division series, a letter
repcrt was submitted by the testing headquarters which included comments on the conduct
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failed in its mission. The record does show that units of the division advanced ag-
gressively, that some elements suffered severe tank losses in clashes with infantry,
that others penetrated deep into Red territory in a comparatively short time, and that
others made a brilliant "end run" at a critical stage of the battle. i:

In his critique General Krueger criticized the early commit went and continued use .

of the 2nd against organized resistance. "It reduced, through tank wastage, the
strength available for the final blow, and forced the piece-meal rather than concen- , -.

trated use of these vehicles", he said.9 0  .

"The most effective use of armored forces and their natural foes, the massed anti-
tank formations, can be attained only through thoughtful planning and perfect tech-
nique General Krueger said. "There mst be continuous reconnaissance to determine
the practicability of the terrain for the use of armored forces. If this is done, then
the direction of their attack should be such as to strike at a vital area or element in ..- ,

order to make their use worthwhile. To barge ahead, gain local successes in numerous
places and then be stopped by a natural obstacle is a waste of power. "91

General Krueger also stressed that defensive infantry affected by an armored pene-
tration should remain steadfastly in place and continue the defense while other forces,
including anti-tank formations, are rushed up to counterattack the flanks and rear of ..
the penetration. j,.,,g

In the second and final problem the VIII Corps was given the mission of organizing

and defending ground in the vicinity of Peason in order to cover the theoretical con-
centration of the Third Army in the Shreveport-Mansfield area. The 2nd Armored and
other units were attached to the IV Corps, making it far the stronger. Operating under
secret orders, the 2nd Armored crossed the Sabine and moved north on the Texas side of
the river with the mission of recrossing the river and attacking the Blue rear in the
Mansfield-Pleasant area. This it did, while infantry combat teamns engaged the Blue
frontally. General Krueger in his critique said he believed the Blues, whose lines
were anchored on the Red and Sabine rivers, could have accomplished their mission had
they "taken more active means of preventing the armored division from crossing the...
rivers in its rear."92

In preparation for these huge Corps vs. Corps maneuvers and for the bigger Army, ",--
and Army vs. Army, maneuvers yet to come, Third Army Headquarters had closed in San .N
Antonio on 11 August 1941 and had opened simultaneously at Lake Charles, Louisiana.93

Personnel and supplies of Headquarters and Headquarters Special Troops (which had been
activated 2 June 194194) had moved into the maneuver area by motor convoy.

Cou=tless ena veled imrz the rcblc=z officerz had to izestle -th 4-
for the bfg maneuvers and one of the most complex of these was supply. Lieutenant
Colonel (later Brigadier General) Loyal M. Haynes was assistant G-4 of Third Army at " I
the time and he recalls that a dozen depots were set up in the maneuver area.95

"The area over which they maneuvered was so great that centralization of supply
was impracticable," General Haynes recalls. "Furthermore, even though we knew in ad- ...

vance - had to know - the general plan of action, and therefore where to supply, gen-
erally, we also had to make plans on the unpredictability of people like General Pat-
ton, then commanding the 2nd Armored Division. He loved to, and did, make 250-rile
'end-run sweeps.' I finally had it figured out so that wherever he went in the entire
area he'd always be within 20 miles of ga )lLne supply for tanks. You cannot imagine
the tasks involved... hird Army along had 48,000 vehicles; we had $900,000 worth of
spare parts, either there or on call, and had to make arrangements for supply of eight
different kinds of gasoline - for stoves, airplanes, V rs, tanks, and so forth..."9..
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of the problems; a report of outstanding performances and deficiencies noted; a general
rating on the performance of the division; and. a statement that the division had been
informed of the results of these exercises. When a division had successfully completed
a "D" Series, it was ready for advanced training with other arms and branches involving
coordinated training with other divisions and Ocrps and obtainable only through large
scale maneuvers.

REVISION OF COMBAT TRAINING POLICIES

In conformity with recent adaptations of AGF training directives to combat expe-
rience, Fourth Army, after the arrival of General Lucas, made the following revisions
in its training program:

All non-divisional units were required to have three weeks of maneuvers, combined
training and field training. If non-divisional units could not participate in maneuvers
or combined training with large units they were required to complete three continuous
weeks in the field under combat conditions.

Combat experience had shown that tank and tank destroyer guns could be used to
good advantage in indirect fire operations and that antiaircraft could be used profitably
to break up enemy troop concentrations through air-burst firing. Consequently, tank,
destroyer and antiaircraft gun units were required to be proficient in their secondary
r6les or use as artillery. Corps headquarters were required to determine through
observation, inspections and tests if these three types of non-divisional units were
proficient in their secondary roles.29

Non-divisional bands were required to take all individual and unit tests required
to satisfy POM qualifications.

All directives except that on post-maneuver training pertaining to mine warfare
were rescinded and on 29 June 1944 a new directive establishin the degree of training
and proficiency for various types of AGF units was published.3

The directive on tank-infantry training was rescinded and a new directive published
29 June 1944 .31 It specified that tank and tank destroyer units completing unit train-
ing be attached to infantry divisions undergoing combined or post maneuver training.
Such attachments were limited from four to eight weeks. On 22 August 1944, tank batta-
lions of the 8tb Armored Pivision were made available for this combined training and
the Army Ground Forces directed that three tank battalions of the 8th Armored Division
be made available to the XXII Corps.

Effective 1 August 1944, training of non-divisional combat and service units was
* placed in three classes, dependent on the sources of fillers or replacements.32 Each
-. class was given a definite period for required training which could be extended only

upon approval of the Army Ground Forces. This move was designed to accelerate the
training schedule of non-divisional combat and service units.

The Army G-3 section was'charged with the responsibility of processing all requests
for quotas to service schools for armored, cavalry, infantry and military police units,
and communications concerning personnel from other ground force agencies, were routed
through Army G-3 so a close check could be maintained.

Rapid movement of fighting forces to theaters of combat during midsummer brought
a fluctuating status to proposed fall maneuvers in the Louisiana Maneuver area. As of
25 August 1944, only two divisions -- the 8th Armored and the 10th Light -- were avail-
able for the maneuver. The Army Ground Forces directed that the date for the start of
maneuvers be pushed back one month, from 17 September to 17 October.33 Planning for
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* the maneuvers still continued with emphasis on closer relationships with and ~eater
participation by both Army Air Forces and Army Service Forces. Lack o~' coordination

J had been a wesbiess o1 previous maneuvers.
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HISTORY OF THE FOURTH ARMY

CHAPTER IV

SPECIAL MND ADVANCED TRAINING

The tactical and combat coordination of various elements comprising the Fourth
Army was a constant training goal at all periods of the Army's history. The special
training by which this coordination was developed and tested can best be divided into
three major categories: Amphibious Training, Louisiana Maneuvers, and Air-Ground
Training.

AMPHIBIOUS TRAINING

It had become increasingly evident from reports received on campaigns being waged
in the Pacific that divisional and non-divisional units should have training in amphib-
ious operations prior to their departure from the continental limits of the United
States.

The War Department and the Army Ground Forces were giving increasing attention to
this problem and prior to the separation of Fourth Army from Western Defense Command
amphibious training had been conducted for some time at various points along the coast

by the Amphibious Training Command, Pacific Fleet.1

Before the Fourth Army moved to the Presidio of Monterey, units undergoing amphib-
ious training were attached to the II Armored Corps (now the XVIII Corps) at San Jose,
California. The mission of the II Armored Corps and the Fourth Army was to coordinate
amphibious training as prescribed by the Army Ground Forces.

2

On taking over from the II Armored Corps, General Simpson attended a conference
with Brigadier General Pickett, U.S.M.C., Executive Officer, Amphibious Training Com-
mand, on 5 November 19)13. It was agreed that the main emphasis was to be on training
task forces of combined arms, complete within themselves, for amphibious operation.
The actual instr'iction and practical work was to be performed by the Marine Corps under
the supervision of the Amphibious Training Command. Fourth Army was to act in an
advisory capacity and to coordinate the amphibious training with regular AGF ground
training.

Training was to begin with the 81st Infantry Division on 1 December 1943. The
infantry and engineer elements were to train at Camp San Luis Obispo. The antiaircraft
battalions, composite tank battalions, and joint signal assault companies were to train
in the San Diego area.5

Originally it was planned to conduct indoctrination and orientation course of
instruction for the fir.t four weeks and by the seventh week the first regimental combat
team was to put to sea.4 As LCI's, LCM's, amphibious tractors, rubber boats, and ad-
ditional radio equipment were not available during the early period the first regimental
combat team did not put to sea until 20 March 1944.5

The 81st Infantry Division closed its training at Camp San Luis Obispo on 27
November 1943 and the divisional amphibious training program began on 1 December 1943.
During the first month the following courses of instruction were given:6

A. INDOCTRINATION COURSE

1. Amphibious Operations, General
2. Task Organization
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3. Troop Life Aboard Ship
4. Tactical Planning
5. Ship to Shore Movement
6. Intelligence

7. Naval Gunfire
8. Air Support
9. Field Artillery
10. Supply
11. Transport Loading
12. Shore Party
13. Commmications
14. Combat Unit Loading
15. Lessons from Previous Operations

B. AMPHIBIOUS COMMUICATION SCHOOL

1. School for Officers

2. Voice Radio Class
3. Message Center and Wire Class
4. Tropical Maintenance Course
5. Field Exercises in Communications

C. MEDICAL COURSE

D. NAVAL GUNFIRE COURSE

E. NAVAL GUNFIRE SPOTTERS COURSE

F. TRANSPORT QUARTERMASTER SCHOOL

G. STAFF SCHOOL

1. Division Staff School
2.' Regimental Staff School
3. Battalion Staff School

After receiving the above courses of instruction the division underwent practical
training on dry nets and wet nets by battalion landing teams. Because of the lack of
proper equipment the date for advanced training was extended, and the division began
additional ground training which included POM preparation, review of previous training,
"attack of a fortified position" problems, two-sided maneuvers, and conditioning
marches .7

Major E. A. Cragholm, Liaison Officer of Fourth Army, outlined some of the diffi-
culties encountered in training an infantry division using Marine Corps personnel and
Navy equipment. He pointed out that an infantry division, though engaged in taking
amphibious training, must still continue its ground training, complete its tests, and
prepare for POM in order to be ready for its primary mission. This placed a huge train-
ing burden on the division and called for the highest type of staff coordination.8

Although the amphibiCus training was condgcted by the Marine Corps, the issuance of
training programs, the outlining of schedules for amphibious schools, as well as ground
training and other special training, required pl'nning well in advance by the division. 9

The Marine officer-instructors were credited by Major Cragholm with doing an excel-
lent job. A high point was reached when Lt. Colonel James Roosevelt and Lt. Colonel
Evan Carlson addressed the division on the latest battle and training tactics being
used in the Pacific theater. In summarizing his remarks Major Cragholm stated that he
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felt "a compilation of all information developed by the Marines should be established
and filed with the Army Adjutant Genertl's Office." He also suggested that officers
of the Fourth Army should go to sea with the various divisions during their training
exercises in order to become familiar with operation plans.

Major Cragholm also suggested that permanent liaison be maintained with the Marine
Corps and the infantry division participating in the amphibious training. In his con-
clusions Major Cragholm felt strongly that a careful orientation of the division G-3
was necessary, and that during the three month training cycle, the liaison officer
should spend at least one week of every month with the division taking amphibious
training.

In developing the amphibious training program it was clear to all instructional
units involved that the process would have to be continuous, and that instructor staffs
and equipment of all types were to be turned over intact to units who were to follow
the 81st Division in this type of training.1 0

The Fourth Army was associated with the conduct of amphibious training only in an
advisory and coordinating capacity, and insofar as the 81st Infantry Division was con-
cerned, only for the preliminary planning phases end the first seven weeks of training.

Fourth Army left for its new assignment at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, seven weeks
before the 81st Division received enough ships to enable the first regimental combat
team to put to sea. On its departure from the Pacific Coast, Army left sufficient
personnel behind as augmentation with III Corps to explain Corps personnel the Army's
participation in this lmphibious training.ll This ended participation of the Fourth
Army in amphibious training.

LOUISIANA MANEUVERS

The coordination of the ground force elements, as well as air-ground cooperation,
was particularly emphasized when various elements of the Army participated in the
Louisiana Maneuvers in 1944.

General Simpson assumed command of the troops previously assigned to the Third
Army just as the Fifth Maneuver period of the Louisiana exercises was closing. By this
time, plans for the Sixth period were well under way, and the Army Ground Forces had
already scheduled the following units to participate: Hq XVIII Corps, 8th Armored
Division, llth Airborne Division, 44th Infantry Division, 75th Infantry Division, and
the 92d (Colored) Infantry Division plus suppurting Army and corps type troops and
elements of the II Tactical Air Division.

The main difficulty at this tlme was securing enough supporting troops, both

combat and service, properly to carry out the designated objectives of the maneuvers.
A number of units were requested from the Army Ground Forces but only a few were

. ,available.

By the time the Sixth period started on 7 February 1944, there were enough service
troops in the area to maintain supply, but some elements such as tank, tank destruyer

* and artillery were not present in sufficient numbers to augment properly the major units.
Throughout the entire period both combat and service elements were being removed for

* overseas duty and it was a continuous problem to keep the maneuvers operating on the
scale originally planned.

The actual conduct of the exercises had been fairly well standardized by the Sixth
Periud of the maneuvers. The program had been under continual revision for a year b.
Headquarters, Third Army, and Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, in order to stress the
weak points that previous maneuvers had disclosed.12
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The period included seven phases.13 The First Phase consisted of four controlled
flag exercises. The exercises for the 8th Armored Division, 44th Infantry Division,
and 75th Infantry Division were conducted by Director Headquarters. The XVIII Corps
condtkcted flag exercises for the Uth Airborne Division and the 92d Infantry Division.

The four exercises for an.Armored division consisted of (1) march to contact,
reconnaissance and security, and attack to seize critical terrain; (2) offensive action
to hold critical terrain and withdrawal to Corps Reserve; (3) exploitation of success
of infantry by attack through an infantry-opened gap in enemy lines, and (4) flank at-
tack, exploitation and pursuit.

For an Infantry or Airborne division they consisted of (1) reconnaissance, tactical
march to contact, and development of hostile position; (2) reconnaissance of assembly
position, movement to assembly position and attack; (3) defense of a hastily prepared
position and daylight withdrawal, and (4) night withdrawal, occupation and organization
of defensive pcsition.

General Simpson, in a critique conducted for the 8th Armored Division, stressed the
importance of thejunior officers and the non-commissioned officers and asked them to
"realize their responsibilities, accept them and step out and do things when the oc-
casion arises.,14

The Second Phase involved a coordinated attack of a prepared position: the defense
was given a minimum of 24 hours of uninterrupted and unobserved work on the position.
In this phase the XVIII Corps and 8th Armored Division, the 44th and 92nd Infantry
Divisions operated against the 75th Infantry Division.l5

This, the first free two-sided maneuver phase, revealed that "there was a lack of
reporting of any information on the part of combat units; that intelligence sections,
especially in the regimental and battalion echelons, showed evidence of greenness."16

In this connection, General Simpson commented, "No command can hope for success in battle
without proper intelligence." He also dealt at length on proper advance formations to
preserve freedom of maneuver until the corps is engaged in decisive combat, and to
provide security to all elements of the command. He further noted that the commanders
who had been most successful were the ones who evolved simple plans.17

An attack of an over-extended position and a delaying action on successive posi-
tions featured the Third Phase. Here, for the first time, practically every type of
air-ground cooperation was used.18

One phase of the maneuvers that caused concern at this time was the 1,k of radio
security. Colonel Edwards, Deputy Director of Raneuvers, said that "An officer (in
charge of a radio intercept station At Director Headquarters) aaaared me that it would
have been easy for him to nave know4 the order of battle of Rome units, current troop
movements, and the location of CP's1e A well as predict the area and extent of future
activities."19  Once again rs otstanding deficiencies during this phase were the need
for reconnaissance dhA control.2

The Fourth Phase duplicated the Second Phase, except on different ground. This
time the XVIII Corps, the 8th Armored Division, and the 44th and 75th Infantry Divisions
were pitted against the 92nd Infantry. General Simpson expressed gratification with
this phase, although some weaknesses were displayed.21 Columns on the march were not
always within supporting distance of each other, and the flow of information from
reconnaissance agencles was still meager.

At this time General Simpsonmstated that improvement in identification of vehicles
was necessary. Excessively muddy conditions in the area covered bumper markings as
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fast as ihey were cleaned off. Following a conference with the Deputy Director and his
staff it was decided to use a tin plate with the proper color exposed on the top of the
radiator of the vehicles. This was used in addition to the standard bumper markings,
and proved very satisfactory throughout the remainder of the period.

22

Reduction of a bridgehead and attack and defense of a river line constituted the
problems for the Fifth Phase. The XVIII Corps, with the 8th Armored Division and the
75th and 92nd Infantry Divisions, were to push the 44th Infantry across the Sabine
River.

The conduct of this phase brought expressions of appreciation from General Simpson
who said, "The advance of the Blue Corps on the whole was aggressive and well conducted.
I think the action of the 92nd Division was well performed. The conduct of the defense
as General Muir described it is certainly beyond any constructive criticism of mine." 2 3

Dissatisfaction was expressed with the actual crossing of the river as the boats
crossed in distinct waves, and the infantry waiting to go across stood exposed on the
river banks.24

The Sixth Phase was similar to the Fifth except that the attacker had to cross his
major elements. This time the 92nd Division defended. The 8th Armored Division was

sent forward ahead of the infantry, seized the near bank of the river, and cleared it
of all Red troops. 2 5

General Simpson concluded the critique by stating, "If the presence of armor in the
attacking force is already known to the enemy, it is believed that the use which Blue
initially made of the 8th Armored Division was proper and effective. If however, the
enemy is not cognizant of the presence of armor, consideration might be given to using
infantry to drive in enemy covering forces and keep the armor well concealed until such
time as it could cross the river under cover of darkness and launch a surprise attack
in a decisive direction." It was noted by General Simpson that the actual river crossing
was a decided improvement over that in the previous phase.26

The Seventh Phase involved movement to contact, meeting engagement, aggressive

action by both sides, and withdrawal of the smaller forces. The XIII Corps, with the
75th and 92d Infantry Divisions, initially operated against the Red Corps (Prov) with
the 44th Infantry Division. Early on the second day, the 8th Armored Division was
released to the Red Corps. Because of extremely bad weather the problem was called on
the third day just as both forces were in position for attack.

2 7

At the final critique, General Simpson reminded everyone that this maneuver period
was just another stepping-stone in training and the experience gained in maneuvers
should form the foundation on which to build post-maneuver training at home stations.
Everyone was reminded also that on completion of maneuvers he was subject to overseas
duty and that every effort should be made to complete POM requirements.28

In addition to standard training, certain specific phase of instruction were given
during the Sixth Maneuver Period. The Army Ground Forces had directed that training in
malaria control be conducted during maneuvers, preferably in the early part of each
period. 2 9 Lank of necessary equipment delayed this training until the final phase
when the entire area was declared malarious for four days. The majority of the troups

entered into the spirit of malaria training and the results on the whole were satis-
factory but lack of proper equipment tended to destroy realism.30

The Army Ground Forces also directed that each infantry division in maneuvers was
to be motorized at least once during the period.3 1 Although the lack of necessary
transportation made this impossible, a sufficient number of trucks were obtained to
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make one move each for the 75th and 92d Infantry Divisions. The 75th received a rating
of "satisfactory" on this move and the 92d a "very satisfactory" rating.32

When it was found that service forces, including truck companies, railhead com-
paznies and other service units, were not available in sufficient quantity to carry on
the supplying of troop units in the area, the Army Ground Forces decided to suspend the
Louisiana Maneuvers at the end of the Sixth Period.33

AfIR-GROUND TRAINING

Air-ground cooperation first became an important factor during the Third Phase of
the Louisiana Maneuvers. General Simpson at the end of this phase reported that a lack
of planes made it difficult to keep the troops "air conscious," resulting in an im-
proper dispersal of installations, vehicles, and personnel.34 General Simpson stated
further that the lack of aircraft caused an allocation of combat aviation to one force
only, with the other force receiving only tactical reconnaissance detachments.

On the credit side of air-ground c ).tive action, General Simpson found that
over 50 per cent of the reconnaissance, bomting, strafing, and photographic missions
were successful, and were so ruled by air-ground umpires. Unsuccessful missions re-
sulted from losses attributed to antiaircraft fire; changes in location of targets
before the planes reached their objectives; and the inability of planes to locateproperly a predesignated target.35

Despite a continued scarcity of aircraft, the development of air-ground cooperation
reached its highest point during the Sixth Maneuver Period. Six different types of
plane missions were engaged in, including reconnaissance missioas, attach flights,
photographic missions, chemical spray missions, and several flights for the purpose
of supply.36

Aircraft allocated to one force was distinguished from that of the other by painted
markings. This type of identification proved inadequate, and it was recommended that,
in the future, planes of one type should be allotted to one side only so that identifi-
cation might be made by silhouette.

3 7

Other recommendations made by General Simpson in his final report were "... that
the number of planes made available be sufficient to impress forcibly the value of
passive and active air defense measures on all participating troops ... That measures
be taken to obtain better coordination between air and ground forces in visual air-
ground communications ... and that fl ght plans be disseminated to friendly troops in
advance, insofar as is practicable."36

General Simpson gave high praise to the aircraft warning service operated by the
II Tactical Control Group for furnishing "information and intelligence of planes that
was of inestimable value." In his final critique General Simpson said, "I wish to
thank the air units that have taken part in the maneuvers for their fine cooperation
and good work. I regret we have to postpcne the maneuvers for the next period because
we have been promised two tactical air divisions which would make many more planes
available than in this period. I hope all units present here will continue in your
task of making yourselves and your units more air-minded."5 9

Continuing in this vein General Simpson added, "So far in this war we have not
seen a great deal of fighting with close air support of frontline units, but as the
war progresses, I believe we can count on closer and more air support. I believe we
should perfect that with our units just as we have perfected artillery support of
infantry. I believe we should look on air support in the same light, as we will see a
great deal of it in the fighting over Europe before we finally knock out the Germans."4,,0
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During the critique conducted at the end of the Sixth Phase, Lt. Col. Powell, Air

Director, observed that, except in bad weather, the tactical reconnaissance was excel-
lent, as were also visual air-ground communications, artillery adjustment, supply by air,
and photographic reconnaissance. The performance of attack aviati6n, however, was
rated as unsatisfactory owing to a lack of attack type planes in the Louisiana Maneu-
ver area.41

The final critique of the Air Director made mention of the importance of dis-
semination of flight plans to interested ground units, a point that had been stressed
by General Stmpson in his report to the Army Ground Forces. 4 2 Also included in the
final critique was the report that air-ground visual communications proved most effective
when colored smoke signals were used, supplemented by the night-time use of colored

rocket signals. Panels had proved to be generally unsatisfactory owing to the wooded
nature of the maneuver country.43

Realizing the tremendous value of combined air-ground training and aware of the
deficiencies caused by an insufficient number of planes, the War Department directed
the Air Corps to furnish three tactical air divisions to meet the requirements of air-
ground training during 1944. It was contemplated that two of the tactical air divisions
would cooperate with the Red and Blue forces in field maneuvers. The employment of two
opposing tactical air divisions was expeoted to enable air force units to maneuver
against each other with a realism impossible in the past.44

Meanwhile, considerable impetus to the study of aircraft recognition had been given

through an AGF plan implemented by Lt. Col. Lewis, Assistant A-3 of the Third Air Force,
and Col. Mead, G-3 of Fourth Army, whereby troops in the maneuver area as well as troops
in training at Camp Polk, La., Camp Van Dorn Miss., Camp McCain, Miss., and Camp Bowie,
Texas were given a series of demonstrations.4 5 The demonstrations were Vitnessed by
all airborne infantr3, armored units, as well as non-divisional corps and Headquarters
Special Troops. Invitations were also extended to units of the Army Service Forces of
the pertinent station complement. 4 6

Another measure to increase the effectiveness of air-ground training was the
establishment of a new and. comprehensive plan for the training of ground liaison of-
ficers who were to be assigned to all maneuver airfields, Tactical Air Division Head-
quarters, and Red and Blue Ground Force Headquarters.47

These ground liaison officers were to be quartered with the units to which they
were assigned and their duties were to promote understanding, cooperative spirit, and

good feeling between air and ground commanders and their staff; to inform air units of
the intentions and plans of ground forces; and to maintain oparation maps showing
disposition of friendly and enemy forces, with bomb lines prominently displayed.

They were to keep air units informed of the progress of ground battles and changes
*. in location of forces; assist air units in establishing priorities for the performance

of requested air missions by indicating the order of priority preferred by the ground
unit commander; assist, in briefing of air combat crews; assist in interrogating air
combat crews and interpreting data reported; provide detailed information concerning
requests for air photographs and assist in their identification and distribution; and
to keep appropriate ground unit commanders informed concerning action being taken on
request for photographic, reconnaissance, or combat missions and operations to be con-
ducted by air units. 8

The closing of the maneuver area in the spring of 1944 made it necessary to hold
these plans in abeyance for a time. Close relationships were continued with Air Corps

agehcies for the purpose of working together on plans for the future.
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So that the Fourth Army would be more familiar with air-ground problems and pos-
sibilities, a liaison officer from the III Tactical Air Command was placed on duty with
the Fourth Army G-3 3ection on 15 May. This officer was sent to Corps headquarters to
explain air force policies and to impress on the Corps the need for advance planning in
all requests for air support. 4 9 When air corps support was requested for air-ground
training by either corps or special troop headquarters, it was directed that Army and
Corps units consolidate their training for more economical use of air support.

Planning for the scheduled fall maneuvers in Louisiana, arrangements were made for
greater use of air support. It was planned to provide one tactical air division to each

side. 5 0 Transport aircraft were also lined up to facilitate the play in maneuvers of
supply by air.

Further stress was placed on the vital role of air suppurt for ground troops when
five air corps officers addressed every available officer and top-ranking non-commis-
s ioneofficers at a four hour conference held at Fourth Army headquarters on 5 September
1944.* Procedure for obtaining close-in air support for ground troops and the uses
to which tactical and strategic air forces could be pat were detailed by the air corps

officers, three of whom had just returned from combat theaters. The necessity for close
liaison between air and ground officers was underlined by all speakers. They declared
that there was great need for a common understanding of each branch's problems and
limitations.

%7
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HISTORY OF THE FOURTH ARMY

CHAPTER V

FERSONNEL

After its reorganization in November 1943, the Fourth Army fluctuated in components,
strength and character. Starting with two major units, comprised of armored divisions
having an approximate strength of 20,000, the Army progressed in age, efficiency andexperience to a point where its component strength reached a total of 304,170 officers

and enlisted men as of 30 April 1944.1

In the period from 1 May 1944 to 31 July 1944 the Fourth Army officer and enlisted
strength totaled 307,308, thus keeping the Army strength very near the same level as the
previous months. There was, however, an appreciable decline in the number of units
operating under Army supervision. As time went on it was expected that several drastic
changes would be noted in Army strength when several divisional units moved to perform
their primary mission in late August or September 1944.2

The turnover of Fourth Army units was very rapid due to the training mission and
P0M requirements of Army Ground Forces, which resulted in a never-ending demand for
both officers and enlisted personnel.

This rapid increase and equally rapid turnover of personnel in a relatively short
time created serious personnel problems.

High on the list of major problems were those concerning personnel replacement,
activation of qualified cadres, attainment of maximum leadership qualifications in all
echelons of command, procurement of qualified personnel for alerted units, and the
development of an adequate overseas replacement policy.3

In the case of enlisted personnel replacements, it was generally found that they,were slow in arriving, often possessed low physical qualifications, and the quantity
of specialists were limited in the various arms and services. Strict adherence to War
Department policies regarding the utilization of available manpower, the training of
necessary specialists in the vuits, and'the maximum use of service school quotas were
the means of solving the replacement problem.

The tremendous expansion of the Army brought about a steady increase in the demand
for cadres for newly-activated units. This problem called for considerable reclassifi-
cation, reassignment, aniy training of qualified personnel.4

Obtaining qualified personnel for alerted units was centralized in the Alert
Section of G-1 and extended to the field through tactical Corps and Special Troop
commanders. Emergency per onnel requisitions for alerted units were filled from FourthArmy units when practical.

During March and April 1944, the Army Ground Forces designated several major units
of Fourth Army as a source for individual overseas replacements.

In order to present a comprehensive picture of the officer and enlisted personnel
problems confronting G-l, each phase will be dealt with separately in the following
narrative.

PERSONNEL REPLACEMETS

Shortly after the organization of Fourth Army in November 1943, the filling of
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newly activated units, and replacement of personnel in old units, to make good normal
attrition and transfers directed by higher headquarters, became an ever increasing
problem. The continuing War Department manpower problem necessitated continuous check-
ing of personnel in subordinate units. Staff inspections and the publishing of per-
sonnel memoranda to all units in the field were utilized.

The mechanics of requisitioning enlisted loss replacements were relatively simple
and SOP.o When the strength of a unit was reduced to 93 percent of T/O strength, a
requisition was submitted through channels to Army headquarters where it was processed
by AG-Classification and checked by G-1 and Special Staff sections concerned.

If surplus personnel of an appropriate army or service was available, the requisi-
tion was fiicd by the Army. If not, the requisition was forwarded to the Army Ground
Forces. As a rur' l le, Fourth Army was able to fill unit requisitions. But in
many instances, t",^ Army Ground Forces, when called upon, could not furnish the replac-
ments for several morlhs, and when the replacements did arrive the personnel often was
untrained and low in physical capacity. This caused undue hardships to units concerrel
and, on occasion, prolonged commitment dates for overseas duty.

Through cooperation with the 4th and 8th Service Commands, enlisted men having
leadership qualities, intelligence and the required physical capacity were transferred
from Army Service Force units to combat units. Fourth Army class "D" personnel num-
bering 6,500 men were transferred to the Army Service Forces, and an equal number of
qualified ASF personnel were shifted to combat units. An additional 1,000 class "D"
-olored personnel were transferred to the 4th Service Command under a similar
arrangement 7

Many complaints lodged with Army were based on the fact that replacements refeOve
t.d rot fit zenaral service requirements. As War Department policies emphaoizeg the
itilizaiie- n-f overy available man, little could be done to correct this felt.

Separate battalions and companies frequently were called on by Army to furnish
replacem-nts. Inspecting officers were advised to inquire 5f these units whether they
Jern kneep.ng a chart of men available by specialist number.

Inadequate replacements furnished by replacement training centers for overseas
luty rc,ilted in the wholesale transfer of experience personnel from one division tL
mnother. This -w7s not an isolated type of transfer since the method was practiced by
ither araies withdrawing as many as 3,300 men at a time. In an attempt to adjust this

* '11-paticn, when a unit was drained of personnel, Fourth Army did not draw on this
~. ,r .e a1ion fnr fillers for any alerted units under its command.10

* careful and continuous attention was given to raise the standard of infantrymen
ird I) increase average AGCT scores of divisions and non-divisional units by filtering
:rtT +hem appropriate percentages of aviation cadets and ASTP personnel, and by trans-
""rring eilIlepi men wAth ACOT Grades III, IV, and V to ASF Personnel Reassignment

"he Fourth Army received a total of 30,100 ASTP enlisted men during March and

prll 194; of these, 25,600 were assigned to divisions and 4,500 to non-divisional
,mite. Simultaneously, a total of 6,080 enlisted men with AGCT Grades III, IV, and V
*,=r tranf--rol t, the Southern Personnel Reassignment Center, Fort Sam Houston,

During April and May 194, a total of 5,510 aviation cadets were received by

7'.nrlh Army and ditributed with 3,750 going to four divisions and 1,760 to certain
nn-div iona iunits.13
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The reassignment of ASTP and Aviation Cadet Personnel had the immediate effect -,f
appreciably raising the AGCT ratings of units to which they were assigned, particularly,
in divisions. Although all units profited from the reassignment of such personnel, the
benefits were impaired by the continued assignment of substandard personnel to Army
units as a result of the increasingly critical manpower shortage.

No particular morele problem resulted from these transfers. The men accepted
. their new status as a necessary and uncontestable evil and settled down to make the

best of it. The most noticeable effect was an increase of efforts on the part of
parents through influential persona4gs to secure preferential assignments for their
boys, particularly OCS assignments.

Coincident with the reassignments mentioned above, authority was received to
transfer a total of 6,080 Class III, IV and V men to Army Service Force installations.
This also helped to raise the general AGCT rating of the Fourth Army.

1 5

PERSONNEL REPLACEMENTS (OFFICERS)

In general, owing to the large number of surplus officers of all branches in
continental United States (except divisions, corps, and army headquarters), little
difficulty was encountered in filling unit requisitions or securing officers for
overseas shipment prior to April 1944. ,

It was the policy of the Fourth Army to have officer requisitions submitted by
s s'brdinate units, through channels, to Fourth Army Headquarters.whenever a unit's
officer strength fell below 5 per cent of TbO allowance plus authorized overstrength,
if any.

When Fourth Army was called on by the Army Ground Forces to activate new units,
close cooperation was maintained with the Special Staff sections concerned so that
surplus officers, or officers who were qualified for promotion, could be assigned to
now units. In all cases an earnest effort was made to secure officers for the key

positions (Commanding Officer, Executive Officer, S-l, 2, 3, 4, and Special Service
Ofl'ticpr) and to requisition the remainder of the officers from the Army Ground Forces
to bring the unit to T/O plus authorized overstrength.

Whenever units which did not have their authorized T/O strength were altered, th-
Alert Section of G-1 called on the Special Staff section concerned to fill the vacan-
cies by the reassignment of surplus officers who were then available in Fourth Army.
If such officers were not available, requisitions were submitted to the Army Grouna
Forces (Attention: Task Force Division) requisitioning the necessary number of
officers.

The replacement of officer personnel in Infantry, Quartermaster, Ordnance,
Engineer, Chaplain, and Medical Corps proved to be a complex and involved situation PJ
the time General Lucas became Deputy Commander of Fourth Army.

A heavy demand for Infantry officers for overseas replacement was noticeable
during this period of Fourth Army development. The demand particularly affected non-
alerted Infantry divisions even though the total number of officers demanded from thi6

*command by the Army Ground Forces diminshed steadily up to 1 May 1944, this decrease
was offset by the lack of available sources of replacement. Thus the tremendous
turnover of Infantry company officers within non-alerted divisions was not mitigatqd
as time progressed.

In some cases the losses sustained by Infantry divisions under Fourth Army had
been partially alleviated by: (a) the Army Ground Forces increasing the size of
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Infantry OCS classes, and (b) the conversion to Infantry of an increasing number of

officers made available by the inactivation of Field Artillery, Tank Destroyer, Coast
Artillery and Antiaircraft units.

The ability of Fourth Army further to meet Infantry overseas shipments was con-
siderably helped by the lowering of requirements for Infantry POR shipment from its
former standard to three months commissioned service. Officers who had been converted
to Infantry from other type training were considered POR qualified when they had per-
formed two months in a T/O job of an Infantry regiment or subordinate type unit.

At Fourth Army request, the Army Ground Forces granted a moratorium on the over-
seas shipment of armored-trained officers when it was found in the latter part of July
1944 that AGF replacement requests were literally draining the two armored divisions
under command of Fourth Army -- the 8th and 13th -- of their officer personnel. Because
of this moratorium it was felt by Fourth Army that by October 1944 both divisions would
be able once more to furnish armored-trained officers for primary duty.

Officer shortages in Quartermaster truck companies and Ordnance officers in the
92d Division were replaced by Negroes, and when surplus Negro officers of that division
were made available for assignment to colored service units under Fourth Army control.

Major officer replacement difficulties in filling satisfactorily Medical,
Chaplain, and Engineer Combat battalions were still being encountered by the Fourth
Army. The Engineer Combat situation was somewhat relieved by the reassignment to
Fourth Army units of approximately 90 Engineer officers from AGF Replacement Depots No.
1 and 2. These officers filled many gaps for trained engineers in newly-activated
Engineer combat units, to which a great many were reassigned in grades of majors and
captains.

Medical and Chaplain officer replacements, both for continental and overseas
duty, still remained a problem. They were required in considerable numbers at this
time, not only for individual shipment, overseas, but also to bring alerted units up to
the required T/O strength. This constant drain on Medical and Chaplain personnel kept
the medical strength of non-alerted units at about 75 percent of T/O strength. This
situation was not appreciably relieved as Fourth Army prepared to go overseas.

PROVISION OF CADRES

In addition to training units for overseas duty, the Fourth Army was vitally con-
cerned with training cadres for the activation of new units. During April 1944, Fourth
Army was training a total of 125 cadres of the various arms and services.1 6

Obtaining qualified personnel capable of absorbing the necessary knowledge and
training within the short time allotted created problems which could be met only by
cooperation with higher and lower echelons of command. The major problems were solved
by the methods stated below:

1. Insufficient time interval often existed between AGF cadre commitment date
and the time that the cadre was to be utilized. In order to shorten this time interval,
G-1 notified units concerned by telephone immediately upon receipt of Ground Force It
parent lists and confirmed the telephone conversation in writing later. This saved
from four to six days.

2., Insufficient time interval between the receipt of AGF letters in Fourth Army
headquarters and the actual date the cadre was required at some distant station was
also a problem. This was handled as in paragraph 1 above.
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map reading, German military correspondence and orders.15 0 Texts were compiled by the
faculty, with the aid of civilian lectures and visiting experts, including officers
with intelligence experience in the first World War.

As a by-product of the research made at the school, a special demonstration in- ,
volving dramatic presentation of techniques and values involved in proper interrogation .
of prisoners wes produced. With a cast of actors from the faculty and student body, ,4

this production, entitled "Hill 66", was presented 21 times at nine posts, with an 4.

estimated 10,850 troops of the Third Army as a combined audience.ll -"V..

Three courses were conducted at the school Centralization of all IPW training
bi the War Department, however, soon became more than rumor. On 17 June 1943 the
director of the Third Army school submitted on request a lengthy outline for a War %Department school.152 Most of the faculty, both commissioned and enlisted, were

transferred by War Department orders dated 1 July 1942 to the Military Intelligence
Training Center, Camp Ritchie, Md., and there proceeded to establish the War Department.
IPW School.153 Many students followed the faculty to Camp Ritchie, and the commandant
of the Military Intelligence Training Center told the Chief of Staff Third Army, that:...
every single enlisted man who had graduated from- the Third Army School was desired for

transfer. Although officer graduates were likewise desired for military intelligence
duty, the extreme shortage of commissioned personnel obviated any large-scale transfer.

"" A very great percentage of the 171 enlisted graduates were assigned to the Military
Intelligence Training Center, where they entered the basic intelligence course and
were then held available for task forces and other combat duties.l5 4

Developments on world-wide battlefronts likewise demanded attention from Third
-. Army training specialists. The failure to apply "scorched earth" tactics in Malaya .. '.

and the subsequent heavy loss of property useful to the enemy led to special demoliton . .

training for troops of all arms.

"Mobile warfare has created a wide variety of problems for commanders of small
units which involve the use of demolitions, and which often must be solved without ,
engineer assistance," the training directive stated. "This necessitates the training
in the use of explosives of a limited number of men in each company and similar unit of
the infantry, cavalry, and field artillery."155

The demolition training was given in five two-hour periods, including lectures,
demonstrations, and practical work. This latter phase included calculation and placing ,-. .-- ,
of 6harges, and placing and charting a mine field. All personnel given the training .- --

witnessed the burying and exploding of a service anti-tank mine. Both TNT and
dynamite were used in the tralning and each student was required to actually handle all

;_ blasting materials involved. Qualified engineer officers and enlisted men were used as,-: j..'

instructors.

A 44 -hour weekly training program was ordered for all Third Army units early in
1942, with corps and unit commanders author zed to extend this period to 48 hours '".'-.
when justified by the status of training.15 Third Army schoo'.d which were designed
to improve training throughout the year included instruction for umpire instructors,

liaison officers, and aL-ground schools which were conducted by each corps.1 57

The training problems involved by modern war fough under changing conditions in
every terrain were aptly illustrated by the subjects of Third Army training memo-
randums for the last half of 1942. Typical are the following: "Captured Prisoners
and Documents", "0bservation Aviation", "Combat Intelligence" Air Support",

* "Chemical Warfare Training", and "Air-Ground Coordination".Wl5 3" WV.
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3. Alerting and shipping of parent units overseas before they had had ample time
to train their units for cadre was solved largely by directing parent units to start
cadre training immediately upon activation and inspecting units periodically to see
that this was accomplished. It was also possible to transfer a portion of the quali-
fied cadremen into parent units when such were available, or to form complete cadres
from surplus qualified non-commissioned officers and transfer them to parent units.
When none of these was possible or practicable, Fourth Army headquarters would call the
Army Ground Forces and request that the unit be removed from the parent unit list or
transfer the cadre personnel to some other similar unit for the completion of their
cadre training.

NEGRO AND FILIPINO TROOPS

No major racial problems were encountered by Fourth Army.

Few racial problems involving violence and soldier-civilian altercations had
developed in the command as of 19 August 1944. An awareness of the potentialities wb,1ch
might develop was carefully maintained by the G-I, G-2 and Special Service sections. i

Minor problems arose from time to time regarding Filipino and Negro troops. Their
average schooling was inferior, their work in civilian life was generally less skilled
than that of white personnel, and their association with white troops had been limited
and restricted through social and historical differences.

When, in January 1944, the Army Ground Forces directed the Fourth Army to ascer-
tain hether the 1st and 2d Filipino Regiments it had inherited from the XVIII Corps
could be ready to perform their primary mission in the spring, only the 1st was certi-
fied as ready to meet the requirements. This was attributed to two reasons: (a) both
regiments had suffered a serious strength loss when men over 38 years were permitted
to apply for discharge in 1943, and (b) several groups of 200, recruited from both
organizations topflight trainees, had been furnished an advanced training center at
the Presidio of Monterey.

Reinforced with officer and enlisted personnel combed from the 2d Regiment, the

1st was mar)ed ready while the fate of the 2d hung in the balance as the III Corps
took over.

Ib

The training and welfare of colored personnel was of vital interest to the com-
manding general of the Fourth Army. Rumors and reports of dissatisfaction were given
the personal attention by all sections of the staff in an effort to ascertain causes
and fix responsibility. Wide dissemination was given to Army Ground Forces and War
Department policies regarding the handling of colored troops, both officers and
enlisted men.

In addition to the fundamental problems of illiteracy and venereal disease with
Negro units, Fourth Army was faced with the taEsk qf obtaining officers, both colored
and white, who were capable of properly leading these troops. Every effort was made
to secure well-qualified officers and to insure that the senior commanding officer had
an efficiency rating of "excellent" or better. Those who had less than an "excellent"
rating were removed early in the training period of the unit and replaced with more LI
highly-qualified officers. 19

Negro troops of the Fourth Army -- the 92d Division and a varied number of non-
divisional units among the 2d Cavalry Divisionj which terminated its association with
Fourth Army on 1 February 1944 after a brief period -- comprised an average strength
of 27,548.1o
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The venereal rate of Negro troops in Fourth Army during a three month period
averaged 61.93 per one thousand per annum higher than the venereal rate of white troops
during the same period of time.

2 1

OFFICER RECLASSIFICATION

The Commanding General of the Fourth Army took a personal interest in maintaining
and securing competent leadership in all echelons of command. Every effort was made
to reclassify or reaasign officers who failed to meet the necessary leadership
qualifications.

Commanders of subordinate units in Fourth Army, in general, had done an excellent
job of placing officers in the most appropriate positions. Before instituting the
convention of reclassification boards, it was the policy of Fourth Army to make a
careful study of inefficiency cases with a view to utilizing officers, if possible, in
other conmmands or branches of the service.

Unjustifiable reclassification procedures arising from jealousy, favoritism, and
other personal reasons, were almost negligible. The primary reasons for reclassifica-
tion procedures in the comnand were due to misconduct, neglect of duty, and irefficiency.

On 31 January 1944 a Fourth Army Reclassification Center was authorized by Fourth
Army. This was the direct result of a War Department letter revising AR 605-230.22
Delegation of reclassification jurisdiction over captains and lieutenants to subordinate
commanders exercising general court-martial jurisdiction over these officers was fur-
ther authorizod.2 3

After the Board's formation, 36 cases were heard at Fort Sam Houston, up to and
including September 1944. To insure fair treatment, all reclassification proceedings
were reviewed by the Army Judge Advocate General.

24

sMIICE SCHOOLS

As the need for competent leadership increased, Foinrth Army was confronted with.
growing quotas of officers and enlisted men for service schools.

To handle the large volume of administration, a schools branch was located in the
Adjutant Generai's Office, Miscellaneous Division.2 5 The Assistant Chief of Staff,
G-3, prepared the Comman ingG neral's policy concerning the attendance of Fourth Army
personnel at service schools.

2b

Quotas for the majority of courses conducted by Army Service Forces schools were
requested from the Army Ground Forces in accordance with AGF directives.27 The direc-
tives required that consolidated requests for quotas reach the Army Ground Forces not
Later than the loth day of each month for the class starting approximately six weoks
later. Actual experience showed that from eight to twelve weeke elapsed between the
unit commander's request and the beginning of the course.

During this long period many changes in the status of personnel were produced by
sickness, transfers, cadres or because units were alerted or "frozen" for completion
of training. These changes caused a large number of vacancies. Every effort was made
to re-allot these quotas from other units.

The School Branch Officer of Fourth Army recommended that a publication (mimeo-
graphed), in loose leaf form, be published by Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, cover-
ing the folloding points as an aid to the efficient operation of school matters in the
future.
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1. A uniform set of instructions governing the movement of students to service
schools. These applied to all schools.

2. Description of all courses available to units of the Army Ground Forces only,
including:

a. Army or service to which course was available.

b. T/O SS1.4 positions students would be qualified to occupy upon graduation.

c; Duration and approximate starting date of each course.

d. Entrance requirements.

e. Special instructions: i.e., equipment, clothing, etc.

3. Index or list of courses.

This publication could be published immediately without regard to completeness,
and loose-leaf additions and changes made thereto as information became available.
Kept current, such a publication facilitated advance planning on the part of troops.
Distribution of the publication was made to corps, divisions, special troops, and
extracts thereto to other interested units.

The Schools Branch Officer of Fourth Army further recommended that the Schools
Branch be removed from the Miscellaneous DivIsion of the Adjutant General's office and
be operated in the Classification Division.

20

HEALTH AND SANITATION

No major health and sanitation problems were encountered in the Fourth Army com-
mand during this period. A continuous shortage of medical corps officers caused a
certain amount of inconvenience, especially in the smaller units with only the minimum
of medical corps officers essential to furnish an adequate medical service and conduct
the prescribed training.

The major units were short-handed also, but had enough to perform their required
missions. The filling of alerted units to T/0 strength further depleted the number of
medical corps personnel in the major units. Utilization of medical administrative
corps and dental corps officers in lieu of medical corps officers wherever practicable
helped to solve this problem.

There was a rather marked increase of respiratory diseases in the command during
December 1943, but fortunately the diseases were mild in nature and the duration of
disability was short. The peak had passed prior to 1 January 1944. The problem was
solved by insisting on a rigid compliance with the preventative measures for respira-
tory diseases prescribed by Army Regvlations.

29

The venexreal disease rate in the Fourth Army was never alarming and maximum pre.
ventive and treatment measures were exercised with such emphasis in all channels of
command ihat the rate was only about eight per thousand per annum.30 The venereal
disease rate during the four-month period from January through April 1944 is shown on
the accompanying chart.

PERSONNEL FOR ALERTED UNITS

The "AL.. .' absection of the Fourth Army G-1 consisted of two officers and onu
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Jdu 44 White 256405 55 8 .346 4 17 1 418 13 21.19 5438

Negro 24205 32 3 116 16 11 159 19 85.40 1639

Total 280610 87 11 462 20 28 1 577 32 26.73 7077

Feb 44 White 266572 48 4 355 4 9 2 412 10 20.o 6287

Negro 26018 35 90 1 19 144 1 71.95 1479

Total 292590 83 4 445 5 28 2 556 11 24.70 7766

Mar 44 White 280519 51 4 421 3 9 481 7 17.83 6355

Negro 32426 72 1 170 9 31 273 10 87.55 2887

Total 312945 123 5 591 2 40 754 17 25.08 9242

Apr 44 White 243350 42 15 330 2 9 381 17 20.38 3795

Negro 39105 89 2 260 34 383 2 127.31 2567

Total 282455 131 17 590 2 43 764 19 35.16 6362
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enlisted man, whose sole function was the handling of personnel requisitions for alerted
units. This subsection assumed all personnel responsibilities for alerted units from
the date of commitment to the date of departure for a port of embarkation. On receipt
of alert instructions for a unit, the Alert Section contacted the Senior Tactical
Commanders and gave them the necessary personnel instructions for the complete prepara-
tion of the unit for overseas duty.

Commanders of corps, divisions, special troops headquarters and headquarters
detachments, and separate brigades were designated Senior Tactical Commanders for all
troops assigned or attached to their commands and were held responsible for the prepara-
tion of the unit for an overseas assignment.

Instructions were given to all Senior Tactical Commanders to (a) conduct a complete
physical examination of all personnel immediately on receipt of alert notice to deter-
mine that all men to accompany a unit were physically qualified for overseas service;
(b) submit emergency requisitions by telephone or TWX to Fourth Army headquarters with-
in four days subsequent to the first notification of alert status to bring personnel of
alerted units to T/O strength plus future known losses, and (c) letter "Personnel
Status Report" was submitted on the alerted units to reach Fourth Army headquarters
within twelve days after receipt of notification that the unit was alerted.

All emergency requisitions received by Fourth Army headquarters were routed
immediately to the Alert Subsection, G-l, for processing. The Alert subsection coor-
dinated and asked AG-C and Special Staff sections concerned to determine the advisabil-
ity and possibility of filling requisitions from units of Fourth Army. When the neces-
sary personnel could not be obtained from Fourth Army units, emergency requisitions
were sent to Army Ground Forces by TWX.

ENLISTED MEN OVERSEAS REPLAC2-ENTS

In October 1943 the Army Ground Forces directed that all surplus non-commissioned
officers who had been trained in infantry, field artillery, cavalry, coast artillery
(antiaircraft), coast artillery (seacoast defense), armored and tank destroyer, and who
were qualified for overseas shipment, would be reported to the Army Ground Forces for
transfer to AGF Replacement Depots.31

The report was submitted to the Army Ground Forces in November 1943, and from time
to time the Army Ground Forces directed transfer of these NCO's to Replacement Depots.
The Fourth Army did not consider this method very successful or desirable. The report
submitted to the Army Ground Forces in November was not fully applicable after a few
weeks because the surplus NCO's had not been frozen and hence were not always available
when called for at a later date.

In March and April 1944, the Army Ground Forces, in compliance with War Department
directives, ordered that certain major units submit availability reports of enlisted
men in grades 6 and 7 qualified for overseas duty. Fourth Army units so designated by
the Army Ground Forces consisted of five infantry divisions, two armored divisions,
five tank destroyer battalions, and one light tank battalion.32 Fourth Army considered
this an efficient means of providing for individual replacements for overseas shipments.
But the system was relatively new and had yet to be tested.

In April 1944 the Army Ground Forces also selected four Fourth Army infantry
regiments for the purpose of retaining enlisted men of various arms and services as
infantry replacements for overseas shipment. All enlisted men from these four regiments,
with the exception of a cadre, were shipped to AGF Replacement Depots and the regiments
were refilled with personnel from various arms and services to be trained as infantry
overseas replacements.

71
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The enlisted personnel turnover in all Fourth Army units was continuous because
of the necessity of providing overseas replacements; the reinforcing of high priority
and alerted units with key personnel (who in many cases could not be trained within
the unit in time to meet port calls); and the further complication of having key per-
sonnel volunteer for officers candidate training or the paratrooper program. As a
result, units under Fourth Army control were faced with the ever-present problem of
securing or training specialist personnel.

Meanwhile continuous emphasis was placed on replaceants for the combat arms of
the service, particularly infantry. This replacement problem was met by vigorous action
under current War Department directives authorizing the transfer of enlisted men from
service units when such men had the physical capacity, leadership qualities, and
intelligence required by combat units. Although the demand was successfully met, it
did create increasingly serious personnel problems in service type units, particularly
quartermaster.

One solution found was the inactivation of various Fourth Army units, particularly
antiaircraft and tank destroyer, whose personnel was released for training and replace-
ment in combat-type units. In order to carry out successfully this program the Army
Ground Forces designated certain units as Rotational Pool Units from which personnel
could be drawn as needed.

The War Department policy of not permitting men under 19 years of age to be used
as infantry or armored individual replacements necessitated the mass reassignment of
men in the 18-year-age bracket from replacement training centers to divisions in order
to relieve more mature men in divisions for assignment to combat duty.

These enlisted replacement problems continued to plague Fourth Army as it prepared
for overseas duty.

OFFICER OVERSEAS REPLACEMENTS

The Army Ground Forces called on Fourth Army for an increasing number of officers
of all branches and grades for overseas replacements beginning in January 1944. By
April 1944, so many officers had been sent to replacement depots that nearly all units
of the Army command were below T/O strength, and since all pools of officers had been
depleted by this time, the Army Ground Forces was not able to fill requisitions to bring
the units either to T/0 or to T/O plus authorized overstrength.

The branches having large surpluses were tank destroyer, armored command, cavalry,
and field artillery, for these aims had few calls for overseas replacements.

When the Army Ground Forces called on Fourth Army for overseas replacements, the
request was placed with the Special Staff section concerned and recommendations were
secured as to unit sources of these officers. If there was no Special Staff section L"
handle the branch concerned, G-1 would prepare a list showing the niuber of surplus
officers assigned to each unit. The number of replacements requisitioned would be
apportioned to the units on the basis of the number of surplus officers within the urit.

'The Army Ground Forces would ordinarily give the Fourth Army Headquarters advance
notice by telephone of impending overseas shipment, and the units would be advised
immediately of the number they were expected to furnish. This method gave the units
sufficient time to POR the officers, so that when they received the call, the officers
could be given the maximum amount of leave, with only a small disruption to training.

It was discovered in November 1943 that because of the acute shortage of medical
officers, Fourth Army could not expect requisitions for medical officers to be filled
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by the Army Ground Forces or the War Department. Therefore it had to fill the requisi-
tions of alerted units by reassigning the available medical officers within the command.
The situation became so critical that few divisions had more than 40 or 50 per cent of
their authorized medical officers.

It was also discovered that units were not complying with all the directives on
overseas replacements. An increasing number of complaints were received from replace-
ment depots stating that units had furnished unqualified overseas replacements. To
overcome this deficiency, Fourth Army made it a practice to quote, in every TWX direct-
ing units to send officers as replacements, all the current directives on making an
officer POR.

NJELOUGES

Particular attention was placed on the policy of furloughs, and although occasional-
ly furlough authorizations were exceeded, on the whole, units complied with AGF
directives.

Fourth Army inspecting officers were urged to co~isider the matter of furloughs
carefully, bearing in mind that furloughs would be granted for periods not to exceed
seven days plus travel time, that five to seven per cent of the enlisted strength was
to be on furlough at all times, and to note other factors incident to furloughs in
alerted units and units in specific stages of training. 3 3
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CHAPTER VI

SINTELLI0CE AND COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

Intelligence training holds a unique position in the general over-all training of

troops. While, for instance, G-3 or G-4 carry on some semblance of their combat tasks
while they are training -- working tactical problems and take care of supply -- G-2 is
faced primarily with application of theories. Thus, G-2 failures normally cannot show

up until a unit goes into combat and G-2 faces concrete situations, not theories.

It is doubly importait, therefore, that particular emphasis be placed on G-2 train-
ing, especially on combat intelligence. One of the earliest lessons learned in World
War II was the failure of units to recognize, before being committed to battle, the im- .i

portance of combat intelligence. While in the United States, and this was particularly
true during the dangerous subversive days that followed Pearl Harbor, units had practi-
cal demonstration of the necessity for counterintelligence work and anti-subversive w4

drives. But the need for combat intelligence could not be seen visually and it was the
Fourth Army's responsibility to see that units going overseas got the finest and most
thorough training possible in combat intelligence. The Fourth Army policy concerning
intelligence training was predicated on these facts.

COMBAT INTELLIGENCE

On arrival at the Presidio of Monterey, Fourth Army began the supervision of com-
bat intelligence training in the field. Without the assistance of corps headquarters
to handle the testing the inspection of smaller units, the Army G-2 staff of nine offi-

cers found it necessary to spend a large percentage of their time traveling to the
widely-dispersed units al6 ng the West Coast. Operating without corps, Fourth Army was
charged directly with conducting tests, making inspections and exercising general super-
vision of intelligence training activities. Valuable experience was thus acquired as
to problems actually encountered in the field and, on the basis of this direct super- 7
vision of combat intelligence testing, modifications of the testing procedure were
later recommended to the Army Ground Forces and weroe, to a large degree, accepted.

Every effort was made to apply the lessons learned by combat experience throughout the
world. It became necessary to place more and more emphasis on such basic incelligence

subjects as: Map Reading, Use of Compass, Sketching and Message Writing. 1 Fourth
Army's Training Memorandum No. 1 continued to.be the basic authority governing the con-
duct of intelligence training for subordinate units.

By assisting in the conduct of "D" (Division) series and Indi-vidual Training
Period tests the G-2 section was able to secure a clearer picture of the status of in-
telligence training in the units tests.2 The AGF "Combat Intelligence Training Tests"
were the most important single means of checking the adequacy of intelligence training.

3

While the Fourth Army was stationed at Monterey these tests were applied to two
infantry divisions and an armored division. In the course of this testing many ques-
tions arose concerning what personnel and what units were required to take each test.
These problems were solved by discussions and conferences with commanders concerned and
served to furnish the G-2 section with valuable information on which to base interpreta-
tions of existing directives as well as future recommendations for amendments to those
directives.•

The tremendous increase in the number of units under Fourth Army control following
the transfer to Fort Sam Houston, plus the responsibility of handling G-2 matters in
the Louisiana Maneuvers, greatly increased the task of the G-2 section. Some of thework was decentralized by authorizing the two subordinate corps and the 14 separate
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Special Troo s Headquarters to conduct Combat Intelligence Tests for units under their
supervision.P

By conferences, correspondence and personal visits, officers of the G-2 section
helped to orient subordinate commanders as to what was expected in the way of aggressi v
intelligence programs and accurate reports.6 After a thorough study of AGF directives,
together with T/O's of the many types of units, charts werr 'ompiled to show clearly
what personnel were required to take the tests.7 These char, proved most helpful to
the subordinate units and were responsible for a considerable reduction in the number
of reports that had to be returned for correction.

As a result of a telephone conversation between Colonel Rogers, G-2 of AGF, and
Colonel Bixel, G-2, Fourth Army, on 30 January 1944, a series of recommendations for the
improvement and revision of the AGF Combat Intelligence Training Tests were forwarded to
the Commanding General, Army Ground Forces on 19 February 1944 .0 It was suggested that
the revised tests should refer to units by exact T/O designation rather than by descrip-
tive title, make clear what constitutes T/O intelligence personnel, specify more clearly
the headquarters that were authorized to conduct the tests, and allow individuals or
units making unsatisfactory scores to be retested.9

Detailed suggestions were made for the revision of tests given to inidividuals and
units on the basis of experience gained by Fourth Army G-2 in the actual conduct of
these tests. The Fourth Army recommended that requirements should be made more specific
to avoid any possibility of misunderstanding, that certain tests should be simplified,
and that increased emphasis should be placed on such subjects as reconnaissance, map
reading, establishment of an OP, sketching, etc. It was also recommended that a checksheet be used with each test and that a point system be employed in grading the test.1 0

In conclusion, Colonel Bixel wrote: "It is the opinion of this headquarters that
the tests are generally sound in concept and that they have served and are serving as
definite stimuli in Combat Intelligence Training."ll

A study of the revised Combat Intelligence Training Tests issued by AGF on 15 June

1944 reveals that a large number of the above Fourth Army recommendations were embodied
in the new tests.

To re-emphasize the importance of Combat Intelligence Training and to assure uni-
form procedure under the revised Combat Intelligence Training Teats of 15 June 1944, a
conference of all subordinate G-2's was held to discuss interpretation of the AGF direc-
tive as it pertained to personnel and units to be tested, and the conduct and reporting
of the tests.12

Since Army Ground Forces had specifically authorized subordinate headquarters to
institute any additional intelligence tests they felt were necessary13 and General
Simpson had directed that intelligence training be stressed in general training teats,
the G-2 section made a study of current training tests in order that they might be re-
vised to require a higher level of intelligence training.l4 Twelve tests were inserted
in the ITP testing program which were designed to extend the personnel tested to the
limit of their capabilities ;onsistent with their period of training and branch of
service.15

In many service and non-divisional units whose T/O did not provide for intelligence
officers, it was found that frequently intelligence training had been neglected.16 To
remedy this, instructions were issued that commanders of all units would appoint an
officer or non-commissioned officer who, in addition to his other dutibs, would be res-
sponsible for the conduct of basic intelligence training and whatever intelligence
training was particularly appropriate to that type of unit.17
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Another obstacle to the proper conduct of intelligence training was the tendency
of many commanders frequently to shift their intelligence officers to other assignments
and to replace them with inexperienced men. This policy was vigorously opposed by Army
Headquarters and a special paragraph dealing with this point was inserted in the general
inspection form. When adverse remarks were made under this heading, Fourth Army brought
It to the attention of the commander concerned for currective action.18

At a staff conference on 24 June 1944, Colonel Reinburg, Fourth Army G-2, pointed
* out that inspections of subordinate units "occasionally reveal ... that an intelligence

officer has not been designated in each unit." He emphasized that, in combat units, ar
intelligence officer is required in all companies and battalions.19

The status of intelligence training in subordinate units was checked constantly
both by G-2 inspections and by the general inspection reports prepared by various offi-
cers of the Army Staff who made fxequent and extensive inspection trips. For the use
of officers of the G-2 sectionmaking inspections solely of intelligence training, a
detailed and comprehensive check list was devised to cover every aspect of intelligence
and counterintelligence training in the unit visited.2 0 It was believed that if all
questions included in this check list were. adequately answered, a true and complete
picture of the status of intelligence training in that unit would be presented.

No outstanding developments or change in policy occurred to affect the G-2 section
following creation of the new Fourth Army under General Lucas. Procedures as initiated

by the former Army Commander were continued "with little change." 21 On the basis of
his experience in Italy, General Lucas stressed the extreme value of combat intelligence
and the necessity of firm groundwork prior to movement overseas.

COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

At the time when Fourth Army was divorced from WDC and began to operate again as
an independent entity, a burdensome and complicated counter-subversive system was In
effect. Army was responsible for seeing that all subordinate units had a counter-
subversive system; that the proper number of operatives were employed; that the requi-

site number of reports were submitted by these operatives; and that monthly reports wpro
submitted on all subversive or potentially subversive personnel. Final action on any
case was decided upon by the Commanding General of the appropriate Service Command.
Under this system, the counterintelligence sub-section found it necessary to devote 14:
entire time to administrative paper work to the exclusion of other duties.2 2

When this system was abolished by the War Department in December 1943, Fourth Arr-

immediately directed its subordinate units to eliminate the monthly reports and to r
p rt only when cases were opened or closed, or substantial information had been adae0 2'
This greatly reduced the amount of paper work and permitted more time to be spent in
the study and review of pending cases.

A further simplification of the counter-subversive system was effected in January
1944 as a result of the War Department's decision to shift the responsibility cf de-
termining whether or not a soldier was subversive from the service commands to the
tactical commander.24

This added responsibility was welcomed by Fourth Army as an opportunity to simplify
procedure by a further delegation of authority, and as a chance to clarify the entire
counter-subversive situation by eliminating a large number of cases in which no real
subversive activity or opinions could be proved.

2 5

First, Army established the policy that the decision to open or close cases was

properly a command function and delegated to corps and special troops commanders
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responsibility for the proper execution of War Department directives on counter-
subversive activity. They were aleo given authority to further decentralize this activ-
ity if they saw fit.

Secondly, a study of the files showed that a large number of cases had been held
open when there was no evidence of actual subversive activity. This was especially trur
in cases involving soldiers of German birth (where no question of disloyalty was con-
cerned), and in cases in which political ideologies were involved. As a result of the
delegation of authority to lower echelon commanders, a majority of these cases were
closed out through lack of factual evidence and by 1 May 1944 the total number of cases
in Fourth Army had been reduced to 100.26 By 19 August 1944 the total active investi-
gations amounted to only 68.27

Since this small number of cases represented only a few in each subordinate unit,
action was initiated by Army to have the investigations completed and disposition of
disaffected personnel expedited.28

Thus the counterintelligence sub-section was now able to accomplish its primary
mission of keeping the Army Commander informed of the subversive situation within his
command and to insure that subordinate units were properly complying with pertinent in-
structions governing the disposition of subversive or disaffected personnel.

In his remarks before the Conference of 24 June 1944, Colonel Reinburg, Army G-2,
again emphasized that it was not necessary for commanders to maintain a counter-
subversive information system within their units and stated that, "it is the opinion of
this Headquarters that information concerning disloyal and disaffected personnel willbe reported to commanders by loyal American soldiers."29

A counter-intelligence corps detachment of 3 offlcers and 10 enlisted men was
attached to Fourth Army Headquarters by the War Department in February 1944.30 Active
training was begun on 25 February 1944. Training in the school of the soldier, in the
employment of weapons, and in the tactical mission of the detachment was emphasized.
Later, one half of the detachment was sent to the Louisiana Maneuver area to give the
detachment field experience and further training in performance of their tactical
mission.3 1

In addition to training his own detachment, the commanding officer was responsible

for the proper administration and operation of the CIC detachments in the corps and
divisions under Fourth Army.3

2

In order to insure that each detachment operated as a separate and distinct orga.1
zation, a policy was established and disseminated to corps headquarters whereby the
Commanding Officer of a CIC detachment would not be designated as A.C. of S., G-2, or
given any other designation other than Commanding Officer, CIC Detachment. The corps
were advised further that thts detachment was an organization having a separate and
distinct mission and was under G-2 only for general staff supervision.

When the old Fourth Army went overseas as the Ninth Army, this CIC detachment
accompanied it. On 1 July 1944 the 304thCounterintelligence Corps Detachment was
activated and assigned to the new Fourth Army. It was authorized 5 officers and 15
enlisted men.33  7

"71M RELATION ACTIVITIES

Inasmuch as a special section for the handling of Public Relation activities was
iot authorized Fourth Army, the responsibility for such matters was delegated to the
Special Service Officer. He worked through and in cooperation with the Army G-2, with
satisfactory results.34
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At San Jose and the Presidio of Monterey, Special Service work and Public Relations
were handled by a staff of four officers and seven enlisted men. No augmentation was
allotted for the special duties incurred in performing public relations functions.3 5

Later, when Fourth Army moved to Fort Sam Houston, an increase of five officers was
authorized in order that competent Public Relations personnel could be maintained in
the Louisiana Maneuver area without robbing the parent section at Fort Sam Houston. The
section was further augmented with eight erlisted men transferred from the Third Army.36

In general, all relations with the press and the public were conducted in accord-
ance with Army Regulations and WD Circulars, amplified by Liaison Bulletins and instruc-
tions of the War Department Bureau of Public Relations.

By the time Fourth Army became responsible for the Louisiana Maneuver area, inter6st
of the press had shifted from maneuvers to combat operations, reports of which were no4
coming from overseas in great volume. Furthermore, the War Department had ruled that
"the less said about maneuvers the better."37

Relations between the press and Fourth Army were very friendly both on the West
Coast and in San Antonio. The policy of the Army headquarters was to give the press

live material. This policy resulted in whole-hearted cooperation of the press when the
Army had a story to tell.

After moving to Texas the Army Commander held a press conference with key men on
the local newspapers and radio stations of San Antonio, announcing the transfer of the
Fourth Army to Fort Sam Houston. Little information was given at this conference other
than the bare announcement but it had the salutary effect of getting Fourth Army off on
the right foot with the news-dispensing agencies of San Antonio.

Besides routine releases, the work of the section for the remainder of the stay at
Fort Sam Houston consisted in supplying information to the press, on request, and acting
as counsel for the Army Commander, the Fourth Army staff, and subordinate units on

- matters of relations with the public and the press.38
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HISTORY OF THE FOURTH ARMY

CHAPTER VII

SUPPLY AND EVACUATION

Two basic and distinct problems faced the Fourth Army G-4 section at all times.

One involved the supply of units under Army jurisdiction but not alerted for overseas

movement. The other was the task of facilitating the supplying and equipping of units

within the Army that were preparing for movement into combat theaters. During the

early period of the national emergency, the supply of non-alerted units that were sub-

stantially under their tables of equipment occupied the section. As time went on and

an ever-increasing number of units became qualified for overseas movement, the stress

was placed more and more on preparing, insofar as supplies and equipment were concerned,
units for effective operation in an overseas theater.

The system of supply within the continental United States was devised so that

units made application to the service command agencies at their respective posts for

equipment and supplies authorized them. G-4 of Army had the task of supervising and

coordinating supply problems between tactical units and Army Service Forces and of

following up requests to see that they were met. In instances where the supply of a

particular item was scarce or critical, due to insufficient production or overseas re-

quirements, it was necessary for Fourth Army G-4 to effect transfers between units or

to obtain the assistance of higher headquarters to equalize distribution of equipment

and make possible the proper training of all units. It was the definite responsibility

of Army Headquarters to assure the receipt of supplies from Army Service Forces in

sufficient quantity to train adequately all units within the Army.

At the first staff meeting of the Fourth Army called at the Presidio of Monterey,
Colonel Rickard, chief of the G-4 section, outlined some of the problems facing the

section. "The basic problem is the supply of all troops coming under Fourth Army,"

Colonel Rickard said. "The other problem is to prepare the G-4 section and the Serv-

ices and get them coordinated, especially with G-3, so these agencies can be prepared

for effective and efficient operation in an active theater. There is no analogy

between the systems in use in the western part of the United States and what we would
have to use if we were in an active theater.

"G-4 is an operating agency. It is a planning and coordinating agency. We must

not issue orders that are not sound, and we must operate so as to produce results. We

must follow through and follow up until the job is completed."l

In its organization within the Fourth Army, G-4 was divided into five subsectio;3
(hereinafter called "Sections"): Alerted Unit Section; Operation Section; Supply

Section; Transportation Section; and a Miscellaneous Section which was a catch-all for
Ordnance Field Depot problems and later for those pertaining to Louisiana Maneuver
road problems.

2

G-4 found, upon the movement of Army Headquarters to Fort Sam Houston, that the

increased number of troops and units under POM made it necessary to create a sub-

section to handle POM units only. It was the responsibility of the Alerted Unit Section

to handle all G-4 matters in the alerted units with the exception of the disposition of

excess equipment. This required close coordination and cooperation with the Troop

Movement Section of G-3 and with the G-4 Task Force Section of the Army Ground Forces.

The average number of units in the Fourth Army during this period was approximately
580 with a low of 472 and a high of 650. The average number of units under POM was 225
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with a low of 200 and a high of 248. Of the units under POM training, from 18 to 44
percent were under movement order, and from 7 to 16 percent of all Fourth Army units
were under movement order during this time.3

During the summer of 1944, the percentage of POM units placed under movement orders
increased steadily. The fighting in France developed quickly and successfully,
necessitating more troops to cover the expanding front and to exploit the sensational
breakthroughs. To show how rapidly troops began to move out in the summer of 1944.,
Fourth Army had only 17 percent of its units under movement orders on 3 June. On 19
August 1944, this figure had risen to 49 percent. During the period from 31 April t6
19 August 1944, 52 percent of all Fourth Army units were under POM procedure.

Following is a table showing how the task of preparing troops for overseas move-

ment skyrocketed during the summer of 1944:

May June July Aug 1-19

Number of Units under Army 614 601 753 592

Number of Units under POM
(A-4-c or higher priority) 249 326 397 314

Number of Units under M.O. 66 77 137 154

Number of Units to P.O.E. 40 22 39 28

Before establishment of the Alerted Unit Section, Colonel Rickard pointed out at
a Staff meeting held at the Presidio of Monterey the difficult task of supplying the
large number of alerted units, especially Ordnance as well as the maintenance of
armament and small guns. Colonel Rickard stated "It is a tremendous task of adjust-
ment and it requires a great deal of thought on the part of Services and officers to
meet this continually changing problem.

"The supply and preparation of units leaving for overseas is one of the biggest
tasks confronting G-4 at this time. Each time a Service unit leaves for overseas it
affects the remaining units, for they have the problem of reconditioning the vehicles
left behind. This problem is then doubled by the fact that automotive parts are scarce
and hard to get."5

G-4's POM Supply Section was initially called the Alerted Unit Section, but in
June 1944 the name was changed to the Task Forcg Section at the request of AG? so that
all G-4 POM sections would have the same title. Preparation of units for effective
operation in an overseas theater was the responsibility of the Task Force Section.
Through the maintenance of up-to-the-minute records and by close checking to insure
compliance with established procedure, proper action was taken to see that all alerted
units determined the serviceability of their equipment, the extent of their shortages
and submitted appropriate requisitions. It was the Army's responsibility to see that
every alerted unit received all of its authorized equipment in combat serviceable
condition and that the equipment was supplied in sufficient time to enable troops to
familiarize themselves with it before moving to the Port of Embarkation. All alerted
units received all of their equipment at their home station with the exception of
special purpose vehicles.7 Delivery of this equipment to the home station was predi-
cated on the understandable desire of unit commanders personally to check deliveries
and be visually assured that their equipment shortages were being eliminated. It was
found that "home delivery" did much to relieve the minds of conmaders.
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plis indorsement read as Xollows:

"I. The domments reflect a condition which has been more or less character-

istic of units participating in maneuvers in the past.

"2. After personal observations recently, and in past maneuvers, I feel that
there are certain basic weaknesses which are reflected by the poor performance in the zI..
maneuver area. These may be summarized as follows:

a. Lack of thoroughness and exactness in training during the basic unit
an& combined peiods of training at the home station.

b. A general failure on the part of officers to correct errors and. ,'-.

deficiencies on-the spot. rr- .

c. A lack of control exercised by commanders of units from platoon to
division.

d. The tendency to look upon the maneuver period as a contest between
opposing conmaiders as distinguished from a final period of instruction in which the ~ ~
units should be perfected in field operations.

e. Failure to conform to established tactical doctrines.

"3. it is believed that the training program as now set up for the &ivisions-.. , at their home stations will produce the desired results if all commanders are impressed li

with the necessity of establishing and. demanding a higher standard of discipline, train-
ing and leadership. Steps are being taken to bring this about by requiring more rigid .- Z.-"

Kcontrol; vigorous personal leadership on the part of all commanders from the highest to
the lowest; and the correction of deficiencies on the spot.

"14. Steps are being taken to impress commanders of participating units with
the fact that it is of no great consequence which side 'wins' the maneuver provided the
units properly perform their prescribed roles. This should go far toward elmin ting-.
the effort of commanders to outmaneuver and overcome their opponents by fantastic and
unorthodox methods which violate sound tactical doctrines, and which would have disas-
trous results if undertaken in active combat.

"5. Many of the deficiencies noted may be attributed to itproper tactical
handling of troops by battalion, regimental, and division commanders. In spite of the .
fact that the majority of our commanders are adequately educated and trained, the maneu-
vers have been characterized by a failure to apply approved principles with which our ,.j..
army has been indoctrinated for years and which have been proved by battle experience
to be sound.. These violations include the following:

a. Improper use of reconnaissance agencies. I. O. .. '-"

b. Failure to provide adequate security.

c. When contact is imminent, failure to adopt suitable approach march
formations.

d. Failure to definitely locate, develop, and fix the enemy before %
disposing the troops for attack.

o. Failure to bring the .mass to the critical point in the attack. -.

.1
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The Operation Section was engaged with the preparation of operating procedure for
the G-4 section. This procedure included recommendations concerning the policy as'
regards (a) funds; (b) construction; (c) assignment of Service Units; (d) evacuation
and hospitalization; and (e) motor maintenance.8

Over and above the adherence to the fundamental operating policies as outlined in
the Staff Officers' Field Manual (FM 101-5), Colonel Rickard felt that it was G-4's
function to approve, check, and control, through the Finance Officer, the funds that
are allocated to the -headquarters for various usages.

He also pointed out that without Services it would not be possible for G-4 to
function, so that it was of utmost iportance that the Services and G-4 work together
on all planning.9

Once these policies were established, the Operation Section carried out its work
by personal visits to subordinate units and by contact with the Commanding General
and the Special Staff sections.

During the Army's stay at the Presidio of Monterey representatives of the Opera-
tion Section were sent to Fort Lewis, Washington, for supervision of training of Fourth
Army troops at that station. Officer representatives were also sent to Camp Cooke,
California, for duty in connection with G-3 tests that were conducted there, and to
Camp Elliot and the Marine Base at San Diego for conference with Army, Navy and Marine
Corps personnel regarding amphibious training programs to be conducted by the 81st
Division.10

Immediately following the movement of Army Headquarters to Fort Sam Houston the
Operation Section was faced with the new problem of planning for the Louisiana Maneuver
area.

The job of supplying service units to support combat elements in the maneuver.
area during this period became extremely difficult since the demand for service units
overseas was heavy. This scar-city of service units contributed greatly to the closing
6f the maneuver area in April 1944, at the end of the Sixth Period.ll

As of 19 August 1944, a critical shortage of certain type of service units still
remained.12 By organization of certain provisional units and of substituting units to
perform functions for which they had not been trained, enough units of the proper or
substitute type were available to permit reopening of the Loti sLana Maneuver Area in
the fall. As an example, Quartermaster Truck Companies were alerted to operate as Gas
Supply Companies. It was also contemplated in August 1944, that co-belligerent Italian
service units would be utilized to assist during the maneuver perici.13 "The formation
of provisional units and requiring a unit to function in a manner for which it is not
intended will bo inefficient and detrimental to the training of those units," G-4
reported. "However, without sufficient substitutions and provisions, the present
shortage of service-type units would prevent the reopening of the Louisiana Maneuver
Area. ",T4

In order to prepare the Operation Section for its primary mission overseas, a
constant study was made during the entire time the section was within the continental
limits of the United States of reports emanating from the different active theaters of
operation.15

At all tm2, the G-4 section kept in mind the day when it would operate in a
combat theater." Since the duties of an Army Headquarters in the continental United
States and in an active theater of operations differ materially, plans were made for
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the reorganization of .sections and the shifting of personnel against the day when the
Foprth Army would go overseas. Distribution of duties and responsibilities under the
revised combat theater set-up was determined, and Standing Operating Procedures, were
prepared. In mid-svmer of 1944, the G-4 section. established ,a. series of weekl_

IFI classes to orient and further train G-4 section personnel in combat operations. 7

The Supply Section of G-4 was charged with the supervision of all supply problems
for troops assigned to the Fourth Army. In Addition, this section was delegated the
responsibility of supervising the preparation of units for overseas movement.18 As
stated previously, when the Fourth Army moved to Fort Sam Houston, POM functions were
assigned to the newly-created "Alerted Unit Section," later designated as the "rask
Force Section." L

- When the Fourth Army assumed command of all former XV and XVIII Corps units an.
additional burden was placbd on the Supply Section, consisting of only three officers,
and at all times understaffed.19

A serious operating handicap developed at this time because of the long distances
between Fourth Army units and inadequate telephone comnuncations, but the delegation
of certain responsibility and authority in the preparation of units for overseas
novemeht to Special Troop commamnde's rapidly improved the situation. 2 0  r

Another problem confronting the Supply Section during this period was tfte disposal

of excess equipment, aggravated by shipment of units with Minimum Essential Equipment.

By careful check of Status of Equipment Reports, this excess equipent was trans- "'S
ferred to other Fourth Army units in order to bring them up to T/E allowance.

Thirty-five days prior to the Readiness Date or 35 days prior to the Ccletion
*. of Training Date, if an "R" date had not been received, co=mmaeers of alerted units

prepared and forwarded direct to Fourth Army a report on all excess controlled items
of equipment.21 When this report was received, the G-4 Section, through appropriate
Special Staff Sections., made disposition by transfers to other Fourth Army units or
turned the excesses in to Army Service Forces after obtaining approval from the Army
Ground Forces. Units were checked to see that action was expedited, relieving rush
and confusion in the unit and giving Fourth Arvy G-4"a complete picture of the situa-
tion at all times. Noncontrolled equipment, except for a few items, were turned in
to Post supply agencies and a few non-controlled critical items were disposed of by
Fourth Army by transfer to other units in need of them.22

Another functioni of the Supply Section was the checking of all shortages of
equipment that were interfering with training and, if available, directing equipment
transfers from other Fourth Army units. If equipment was not available within FourthArmy sources, requests were then made to the Service Command or to the Army Ground* Forces to fill the deficiencies.23

According to G-4 "equipment shortages have not seriously impeded training" since
the Fourth Army moved to Fort Sam Houston. Certain Ordnance and Engineer items hava
been critical but the situation was partially alleviated by transferring items from
one unit to another. A shortage of wool socks occurred in June and July 1944, caused
by heavy demands from troops fighting overseas. By transfers from one continental
depot to another and by issuing only to those units whose needs were most pressing,

' this shortage was gradually overcce .24

Prior to the Fourth Army's departure from the Presidio of Monterey Memorandum No.
4 was publishei as a supply procedure guide for all units under Fourth Army. The
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memorandum covered such problems as supply of newly-activated units; controlled equip-
ment; non-controlled equipment; supply cf units in A-2, A-3, or A-4 equipment priori-
ties; training equipment and post, camp and station property; excess equipment;
commnications; property accountability; responsibility of Special Troop headquarters;
procedure for supply and maintenance by services, and funds. This memorandum rescinded
all previous supply instructions of IV and XVIII Corps. 2 5

During the Fourth Army's Monterey period approximately 50 percent of all units

were under POM procedure, necessitating a check by the Supply Section to see that show-
down inspections were held promptly; that showdown shortage lists were submitted to the
Post, and that initial lists were prepared and submitted by Post to Chief of Technical
Services.2

6

The Fourth Army G-4 Section found the Forty Day Report of value in giving a unit
opportunity to place a formal complaint against Service Forces if the.r shortages were
not met. 2 7 This report was submitted to the Army Giord Forces through channels forty
days after the unit had its ori6irmal showdown. The report inclided a listing of only
those items that were short or concerning which there had been no delivery date
information.

One of the biggest problems in supplying units going overseas was the securing
of Third Echelon spare parts for armored divisions. Certain items were sometimes
difficult to obtain owing to different interpretations of combat serviceability. This
has since been remedied by a clarification of combat serviceability.2 8

The principal duties and functiofis of the Supply Section as visualized by G-4
included (a) the supervision of procurement and distribution of all classes of equip-
ment; (b) supervision of disposal of all excess equipment by transfer to Army units
so that the general level of authorized equipment in all units was greatly increased;
(c) checking supply paragraphs of activation, reorganization and domestic movement
orders; (d) maintaining close liaison with the Alerted Unita (Task Force) Section in
publication of priority lists for distribution of controlled items of equipment; and
(e) distribution of all Army Air Force equipment as no Air Section was assigned to Army
Headquarters. 2 9

Publication of the Supply Procedure Guide designated as Memorandum No. 51, which
rescinded all previous supply instructions of the'Third Army aud placed all required
information in one publication, was a far stop forward in solving many of the problems

*- confronting the Supply Section.3 0

It was found that during the period in which the Fourth Army Headquarters was
assigned a training mission, the need for a separate Transportation Section in G-4
was negligible. Any matters pertaining to transportation in the Army, which required
G-4 coordination or surervision, were generally handled by the Operation Section. 3 1

Studies were constantly made however on the use and control of transportation of

all types for combat operations. Information was gathered from reports of operations
and from observer reports covering the various theaters of combat. From these it was
determined that G-4's in combat operation must supplement their sections with an
operating Transportation Section to make possible and expedite boTh tactical and logis-
tical movements. 3 2

This section was organized on 24 April 1944 for the purpose of operating in a map
maneuver conducted by the Army Commeander. Initially the section consisted of two
officers and two enxiste& men, but following two weeks of operation it was recmmended
that the strength be increased to five officers and seven enlisted men.
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The G-4 assigned to the Transportation Section the general duties of making (a)
recommendations for traffic circulation and control; (b) recommendations for transpor-
tation of supplies by land., sea and air; (c) recommendations for construction, improve-
ment and maintenance of transportation facilities; (d) recommendations for protection
of lines of. commnnmcation; (e) supervision of operation, care and maintenance of auto-
motive transport; and (f) recommendations for transportation of combat troops ad
service troops in the Army area and to the Corps area. 3 3

Creation of the maintenance and transportation subsection was predicated primarily
on having a nucleus organization ready when the Fourth Army would go overseas. The
number of officers and enlisted men available to this section and. the extent of duties
at Fort Sam Houston prohibited complete organization as of 19 August 1944.34 A skeleton
organization was available and it could be expanded and augmented prior to movement to
an active theater.

With increased consumption of maintennce supplies overseas and the consequent
cutting of such stocks in the continental United. States, the G-4 section placed
increasing emphasis on the need for superior maintenance procedure. within the Fourth
Army and checked closely to see that this policy was followed.

The "Miscellaneous Section," as it was termed when the Army was activated., later
was redesignated as the "Operations Section" when the Army moved to Fort Sam Houston. 3 5

When originally organized the Miscellaneous Section was assigned the job ofsupervising the closing of the maneuver area at Bend, Oregon. This included the final

policing of the area, disposition of supplies, and arrangement for the settlement of
claims.

As mentioned heretofore the Miscellaneous Section was the catch-all for G-4
problems which, because of their unique character, could not be adequately handled in
any one of the other four sections of G-.36 It was this section that was called on to
solve the problems of the Louisiana Maneuver area and those which pertained to the
Ordnance Field Depots.

In January 1944, when control of the Maneuver area passed to the Fourth Army,
three years of continuous operation of heavy military traffic in all types of weather
had caused serious failures on nearly every road in the area. Most of them were Just
usable by military traffic and many were entirely impassable to civilian vehicles.

So that. relief could be afforded civilian residents Fourth Army Director Head-
quarters assigned one engineer group, four engineer combat battalions, two engineer
light equipment battalions, one ,ngineer maintenance company, and one engineer dump
truck company to road work exclusively.

Certain primary roads were designated access roads, the Public Roads Administration
allotting approximately $400,000 to the State of Louisiana for their reconstruction.
Assistance in the form of labor and equipment was furnished to the State Highway Depart-
ment by the Fourth Army and the Eighth Service Command, respectively, enabling the
State to use most of this fund for the purchase of gravel. 3 7

Every effort was then made to keep military traffic off roads during wet weather.
This materially decreased the damage but slowed up action during the mIeuver periods.

With the passing of the rainy season, the roads dried out and maintenance opera-
tiois were sufficient to open all roads to civilian traffic. Following the close of
the Sixth Maneuver period, when maneuvers were suspended, arrangements were made to
turn over all highway maintenance to the State Highway Department.
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Funds were to be made available through the Public Roads Administration and from
Congressional appropriation for the rehabilitation of roads in the maneuver areas.
Some assistance was furnished by prisoners of war under control of the Eighth Service ,

Command.38

In order to centralize control of spare parts issue to Ordnance units using arms,
a system of field sub-depots and depots was established by the Ordnance Officer.39

These installations acted as clearing houses for requisitions of Fourth Army units ateach post, camp and station. The available Ordnance units at each post provided the

personnel for such Ordnance establishments. As an adjunct to these depots, replace-
ment vehicle pools were established to further Ordnance service replacements while
repairs were being made by maintenance units.

During one phase, the Fourth Army Ordnance officers made personnel available to
the commanding officer of the Red River Ordpance Depot to assist in processing requisi-
tions tor motor parts for units under Army.40 This arrangement also provided addi-
tional trainng for the personnel involved.

REVISION OF ORDNANCE SUPPLY

One of the major changes in supply concerned a complete overhaul of Ordnance
supply procedure. This was effected on 12 June 1944, when the old system of an
involved Ordnance supply hierarchy was abolished and a system of Ordnance operating
battalions was established.41

In the spring of 1944, the following Ordnance supply system was in effect within
the Army. Three master depots, located so as to best serve the Army area, were respon-
sible for supply of all Fourth Army units. Each master depot had two or more satellite
stations assigned to it for supply and the master depot commander assigned two or three
of his men to each satellite station to operate a sub-depot. The master depots main-
tained, stocks upon the basis of the equipment density of all stations it served. The
sub-depots did not maintain any stocks. At the top of this hierarchy was a Fourth Army
detachment at the Red River Ordnance Depot at Texarkana, Texas.

The supply procedure, based on this physical set-up, was as follows: The unit
commander submitted a requisition to the Ordnance unit serving his outfit. The requi-
sition was sent to the sub-depot which then called on the service command for supply.
Available items were issued to the lower echelon. Unavailable items were not placed
on back order with the service command. After exploiting all possible local sources,
the sub-depot requested the unavailable items from the master depot. After supplying
the items it had on hand, the master depot checked with service command for those un-
available in the depot. The service command supplied what it could but no back orders
were set up by the service command. Finally, all unavailable items were extracted from
the Red River Ordnance Depot.

This complicated and burdensome system resulted in the breakdown of Ordnance Supply
and, therefore, increased disability of vehicles and weapons.42 The sub-depots were
valueless since they carried no stocks and processing requisitions through them only
brought unnecessary delay, and sometimes, loss of requisitions. Movemaent of Ordnance
Depot Companies left master depots under-manned with resultant inefficiency and lack of
proper supervision. In some cases, duplicate issues were made, resulting in shortages
of critical items in some units and overages in others. The entire system did not con-
form with existing policies governing supply in both tha Zone of Interior and the Com-
bat Zone.
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To remedy this, the Fourth Arm placed Ordnance Operating Battalions at each eta-
tion and directed that there would be one stock of parts with each battalion. These
battalions were responsible for supply of all Army units at their station and the
battalions were directed to call upon service cmand for all supply. Using units sub-
mitted their requisitions to the operating battalion which consolidated all requisitions
and established. stock levels. Two thirds of stock level was prescribed as the re-order
point for a:l supply units. 4 3

The only change made in this streamlined Ordnance supply system was an amendment
whereby armored division Ordnance maintenance battalions could requisition directly
upon the service ccmndm. This action was designed to reduce the load on Fourth Army
Ordnance units and speed up supply to all echelons.

Vehicle shortages had also been a problem within the Fourth Army but this situa-
tion was alleviated dur in the summer of 1944. The "tendency of the previous regime
was to hoard vehicles."44 This practice was discontinued and Fourth Army vehicle
pools were reduced from approximately 12,000 to 3,000 vehicles. A further reduction,
in process during August, was designed to stabilize the vehicle pool total at 1,500.
Vehicle replacement pools were established and the Fourth Army authorized immediate
replacement of deadlined vehicles that were interfering with training. The Eighth
Service Command was unable to supply vehicles "due to hoarding," but with reduction
of all vehicle pools to the number required for actual replacement, the service
conmand was able again to supply initial issues to newly activated units. 45 Direct
exchange of unserviceable parts was also authorized, thus eliminating time consuming
and unnecessary paper work.

The maintenance situation in the Fourth Army was "very critical" during the spring
and summer of 1944, as a result of a shortage of maintenance units and the status of
their training. A drive was made to improve first and second echelon maintenance by
organic Ordnance units and thus stabilize the situation. Drastic action was required.
to reduce the percentage of motor vehicles deadlined. This was accomplished by apply-
ing constant pressure to Ordnance units ar by thorough and frequent inspections by
Fourth Army Ordnance inspection teams. How well it was accomplished is shown by the
following statistics. In May 1944, the percentage of Fourth Army vehicles deadllne
was,9.1. In June, this was reduced to 7.7%; to 6.4% in Jtay, and to 5.9% in August. 4 7

A similar drive was made to improve maintenance on all Ordnance equipment,
particularly artillery, instruments and small arms. Improvement in the situation was
proportionate to that for motor vehicles. Fourth Army also issued a msmorandum to
control the condition of vehicles being transferred from one unit to another.Z This
memorandum required Special Troop commanders to spot check the vehicles to be trans-
ferred and determine if they were up to the high standard required by the Army.

The Fourth Army policy concerning ammnition supply was revised on 1 July 1944.49
The policy existing up to that time required the stbmission of two monthly reports, one
showing anticipated requirements for the second succeeding month and the other showing
expenditures for the past month and balances on hand. The result was an abnormal
level of stocks in post magazines. The new policy was designed to force lower units
to edit their requirements. It eliminated the separate report on requirements and, by
use of a separate column, showed the balance on hand, and, in adjoining columns, the
requirements for the next succeeding months. Use of this form resulted in better con-
trol over ammunition supply and reduction of stock levels to the normal level of the 4-

two-month supply for troops at ea8 station. The only serious shortage in training am-
munition was for the 81mm mortar.

Despite the many problems which arose from time to time, members of the G-4 Section,
and special sections under it, neyer forgot that their prime job was the studying of
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problems, and the perfecting of techniques, so they would be ready to meet the demands
of combat zone operations. No one in the Section was ever permitted to forget that

* may ofthe -4 details, 'which in this country are handled directly by the service an-
* mad, ost cp or station, are in combat the responsibility of the tacticalG

$oil
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HISTORY OF THE FOURTH AIM

CHAPTER VIII

PREARATION FOR OVERSEAS MOVEMENT

A major problem confronting Fourth Army from the time it relieved the IV and XVIII
Corps was the preparation of troops for overseas movement.

In a memorandum outlining the procedure for the handling of alerted units, the
Deputy Chief of Staff was charged with the coordination of "alerted unit" matters in
the Army headquarters. The Inspector General was held responsible for making necessary
inspections to determine whether unit comanders were taking the proper action regard-
ing P0M requirements. 1

At one of the early staff conferences (27 November 1943) Colonel DeWitt Ginder,
G-l, stressed the necessity of accomplishing personnel requirements for POM. Immediate
action on the part of unit commanding officers and Special Troops camanding officers
was demanded. Enlisted replacements were to be correlated by the interested Special
Staff sections.

As time passed, General Simpson became more and more impressed by the fact that
many comanders and their staffs had failed to consider and make preparations for
the day when their units would go on an "alerted" basis.

On assuming ccmmand of troops formerly under Third Army, General Simpson issued
a personally signed letter to all unit commanders which hammered home the point that
too often final inspections of units, prior to departure from a staging area, revealed
unwarranted numbers of men lacking complete immunization, blood type records, proper
eyeglasses, physical examinations, and other POM requirements.

After citing the directives and instructions regarding POM the letter stated,
'these regulations specifically place upon all commanders the responsibility for pre-
paring personnel of their command for duty overseas. All cogmanders mast realize that
this responsibility commences upon activation of a unit and does not end upon departure
from the home station, but continues while at the staging area and on board ship." 2

At an Army staff meeting on 5 February 1944 Colonel Mead, Army G-3, called
attention to the fact that on the previous Sunday status reports for twenty-three
alerted units were cleared just in time to get to Washington on the last possible plane
in order to meet the due date.

This situation Colonel Mead stated was brought about in part by the unfamiliarity
of various staff sections with the basic report and it proved necessary to rewrite many
of the reports.

It was then suggested that when certain units in the field could not meet the
readiness date they should state the reason for such failure and recommend a new date.

The issuance of pre-alert lists by Headquarters, Army Ground Forces, had two
specific advantages. It gave the Army G-1 an indication of the forthcoming demands
for personnel of the various arms and services, and it brought home to unit commanders
the need of early inauguration of plans so as to fulfil POM requirements well in
advance of alert instructions.

The issuance of pre-alert lists did not solve the problem of obtaining adequately
trained specialists for the units thus notified, as it was merely a warning and as such
did not raise the priority rating of th, warned unit.
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Officers of the Inspector General Section, Fourth Army, were constantly plagued
with the discovery t.at in too many instances men were arbitrarily given an YS to
fill T/O spots, although they were neither fitted by military training or civilian
experience to handle the responsibilities of the job.

In Army Memorandum No. 53 of 17 April 1944, which amplified the AGF letter "Prep-
aration and Movement of Units for Overseas," dated 3 April 1944, certain responsibil-
ities for units under alert instructions, alert for movement, movement orders, or
equipment priority (A-2, A-3, or A-4) were assigned to the senior tactical commander.

3

These responsibilities included POM, ISI (Initial Special Inspection), and the
prompt submission to Fourth Army headquarters of a statement containing (a) date
showdown completed; (b) date showdown shortage reports furnished station commanding
officer; (c) date initial or supplemental rerorts forwarded by station commanding
officer to Chief of Service, and (d) follow-up inspections.

Commanding officers of Special Troops detachments were, in addition, charged
with maintaining inspection teams tand performing POM administrative duties for
brigades, divisions, and corps units at their stations in cooperation with senior
tactical commanding officers. Alert instructions prescribed the "date for completion
of training."

Memorandum No. 53 further demanded that immediate physical examinations be held
to determine that all men accompanying alerted units were in qualified physical condi-
tion. It went on to prescribe that Fourth Army units move to ports of embarkation at
movement order strength, all units be required to complete training and personnel re-
quirements, and that clothing and equipment shortages and overages be reported to the
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, for adjustment. This responsibility rested exclusively
with the senior tactical commander.

A final inspection was to be made by the Inspector General, Fourth Army, five to
seven days prior to the readiness date. The commanding officer, estimating the readi-
ness date for the unit, was held responsible for completion of all requirements.

Although constant stress was placed by Army headquarters on the need for full
compliance with Army's announced POE policy, there were some instances of units
failing fully to conform to the directives. This problem was not completely solved
at the time General Lucas and his staff assumed command over Fourth Army functions.

The changes in Fourth Army procedure, as outlined in Memorandum No. 53, from that
pursued by the Third Army, were fundamentally two: (a) a prescribed system of checks
for the inspection of units known as "Initial Special Inspection" (ISI) was instituted,
and (b) a directive to Special Troops commanders stating they would cooperate with the
corps commanders in the administration of POM of corps units of which the corps com-
mander was the senior tactical commander. This cooperative effort was to include the
furmishing of qualified and experienced inspection teams. It was the objective of
the Army Commander that the Speoial Troops commanders would relieve the corps of as
much administrative detail as possible.

On occasion the Army Ground Forces placed units participating in maneuvers on an
"alert" status. The POM-ing of these units was a responsibility of the 14th Head-
quarters, Special Troops, Camp Polk, La.

By general agreement of the staff sections concerned with the concurrence of the
Commanding General, Fourth Army, maneuver participation for a period of at least
three weeks fulfilled the POM requirements of three weeks field training.
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Check-ups for dental defects and their remedy was a major problem in the POM-ing
of maneuver-based troops. The normally heavy demand on dental facilities at Camp
Claiborne and Camp Polk by other maneuver troops further complicated this perplexing
issue.

Another problem with all alerted vuits was the final physical check-up. A few
men invariably would report to the Inspector General during his final inspection that
they were not physically capable of performing overseas duty. By agreement with the
servicecomand the Post Surgeon was made the final authority in the determinatior, of
overseas physical fitness, his decision forming the basis for any action initiated by
the Inspector General's Section.

The procedure outlined in Memorandum No. 53 of April 1944 proved to be funda-

mentally sound, but a constant study was being made to determine in what ways the
procedure might be improved. After two months of experience with these procedures
and shortly after General Lucas assumed command of Fourth Army, it was decided to
issue a new memorandum clarifying and making more explicit certain POM requirements
thus enabling Fourth Army headquarters to have a more accurate picture of the status
of each alerted unit.

This new POM procedure guide issued in June 1944 provided for a detailed report
on the status of training of alerted units with a complete breakdown into the various
training phases. 5 It was also required that all inspection schedules be submitted to
the G-3 Section of Fourth Army. A more definite control over the equipment and supply
situation was established by requiring the automatic submission of a supply report
thirty-five days prior to the readiness date or the completion of training date.6

Just prior to the issuance of this POM Memorandum, all sections of Fourth Army
headquarte~s were furnished an outline of the exact procedure to be followed within
the headquarters in the handling of alerted units. This made each section aware of
the responsibilities and duties of all other sections with resultant increase in co-
ordination and efficient operation.7

Simultaneously with the revision of the guide for POM procedure, the directive
relating to Initial Special Inspections (ISI) was rewritten and new check sheets were
prepared. The revised directive continued to emphasize the responsibility resting on
the shoulders of the senior tactical commander, and gave greater importance to the ISI
inspection teams by requiring that the Senior Inspector be a senior field officer.
The Senior Inspector was required to actually participate in arn coordinate the work of
the inspecting team and to prepare the ISI reports. 3

At a general conference of Special Troops commanders and corps chiefs of staff
held at Fort Sam Houston on 24 June 1944, the new POM procedure was explained in detail

by the Chief of Staff and the Fourth Army G-3. 9 At the same conference, the Inspector
General discussed and explained the new ISI requirements and urged all officers to
telephone his office in the event of any problems or questions.1 O

Colonel Moore, Fourth Army Chief of Staff, warned all officers of Army head-
quarters on 13 November 1944 that they should prepare themselves for overseas assign-
ment. Proper identification tags and the required vaccinations and inoculations were

the first steps required. A series of classes were inaugurated the following week
consisting of familiarization training in the various weapons of the Army Ground Forces
and physical training.

A complete course of instruction for officers of Fourth Army headquarters was
outlined in a memorandum issued on 23 February 1944. The officers were divided into
four groups and one group was transported each day to Camp Bullis for POM training.ll
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Shortly thereafter a progr-am of training was inaugurated for the enlisted men of
Fourth Army headquarters. The program Vas so atTangect that each nan received eight
hours of training a week without being absent from his section for more than two
mornings a week.

Thos pasing he cPrhensive tests were excused from further instruction in
that particular subject. As~ many members of the headquarters had completed vigorous
field trairing before joining the Fourth Army headquarters staff, the number of men
absent from duty at any one time was minimized.
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PREFATORY NOTE

"History of the Fourth Army," Volume I, related how the Army was formed in 1932 as
one of the four field armies within the continental limits of the United States. Orig-
inally the Fourth Field Army comprised the Seventh and Ninth Corps Areas and its mission
dealt with the Pacific Coast.

In early 1941 Fourth Army was assigned the mission of constituting the Western De-
fense Command, preparing plans for the defense of the Pacific Coast and setting up the
defense of Alaska.

From the time of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor to the time of the expulsion
of the Japanese from Attu (May, 1943), the efforts of the Fourth Army and the Western
Defense Command were directed largely toward the defense of Alaska and the liberation of
the Aleutian Islands.

In September, 1943, Fourth Army was separated from the Western Defense Command,
with which it had been merged, and was reorganized at San Jose, California, under
Lieutenant General William H. Simpson. Army headquarters was moved to the Presidio of
Monterey the following month and, in January, 1944, was moved to Fort Sam Houston,
Texas, wbhre the Army assumed the duties of the departing Third Army.

In April, 1944, an augmentation staff of chiefs of section and key officer and en- Ilisted personnel, headed by Major General John P. Lucas, moved in to learn the work of
the headquarters offices. When the first-mentioned Fourth Army staff moved out in June,
as the Ninth Army, the augmentation group took over, under General Lucas, as the Fourth
Army staff.

The proceos was repeated in August, 1944, when the second Fourth Army staff was
alerted for overseas movement as the Fifteenth Army and a new augmentation group took
over. General Lucas remained as commanding general of the Fourth Army and retained his
Chief of Staff, deputy Chief of Staff and Secretary of the General Staff, but all other
key positions were filled by new men.

Thus, while Fourth Army Headquarters remained in the historic Quadrangle at Fort
Sam Houston, it fathered two Army staffs which saw extensive combat in the European
Theater. Policies and practices developed at the headquarters had mor than a merely
theoretical bearing on the outcome of the war.

While the headquarters staff was changed almost in its entirety three times during
1944, the Army continued without interruption its task of preparing hundreds of thou-
sands of troops for overseas combat.
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HISTORY OF TH9 FOURTH ARMY

CHAPTER I

HISTORY OF THE ( NIMD

Departure of the old Fourth Army staff--now the staff of the new Fifteenth ArmW--
and assumption of command of the Fourth Army by the augmentation group was announced by
Brigadier General Laurence B. Keiser, Chief of Staff, at a meeting of the old and now
staff groups on 26 August 1944. 1

General Keiser explained that, while the old staff members would move to a Mw
location on Fort Sam Houston within a week, they would remain available for, a time to
acquaint the augmentation staff with all phases of operations and Army Ground Forces
policy. He directed the submission of recommendations to rid the augmentation of amy
undesirable officers or enlisted men.

He outlined General Lucas's policies as follows:

1. Discipline is the foundation of all military success and organization.
2. Every effort must be made, in planning training, to profit by the lessons

learned in combat operations.
3. All sections must work through their respective G Sections with no officer giv-

ing any order in the Commanding General's name except through the General Staff Section
concerned.

4. All training should be conducted with normal combat support units. In division
tests, divisions should have attached tank battalions, TD battalions, AA automatic
weapons battalions and chemical mortar battalions.

5. In combat problems each unit must fire all weapons with which it is equipped.
6. Training schedules must be adhered to.
7. Fourth Army staff must "check, supervise and then check and supervise again

and again and follow up to see that deficiencies have been corrected".
8. Inspection reports should be confined largely to deficiencies noted, with only

outstanding good points included.
9. Greatest importance must be attached to the maintenance of all classes of

equipment.
10. Every effort must be made to pare down excess documents and files in Army

Headquarters.

The new Fourth Army staff took over at a time when the Allied armies were driving
the Germans back to the borders of the Reich. The demand for more combat troops was
increased greatly and it was up to the new staff to see that the many units being alerted
for shipment were properly prepared and equipped for combat. Fourth Army inspection
teams were on the road constantly, going from camp to camp checking alerted units.

At the time, Fourth Army was supplying at least half the combat units shipping
from this country.

In th~e midst of this busy period word was received from Army Ground Forces head-
quarters, 12 September, that the area and units under Fourth Army control were to be
expanded immediately.

2

While the XXIII Corps, which had been stationed at Camp Bowie, Texas, was moved to
Fort McPherson, Georgia, where it came under control of the .-- nd Army, the XMVI Corps
and Second Army units at Fort Riley, Kansas, Camp Carson, Qolorado; Camp McCoy, .
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Wisconsin, Camp Gruber, Oklahoma, Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, and Camp Chaffee,
Arkansas, were assigned to Fourth Army.

This change, effective 18 September, brought four new divisions under Fourth Army
control -- the 16th Armored at Chaffee, the 42nd Infantry at Gruber, the 70th Infantry
at Wood, and the 76th Infantry at McCoy.

Fourth Army took under its direct control the following units which had been under
the jMII Corps: 10th Light and 13th Armored Divisions; remaining elements of the 92nd,
99th and 103rd Infantry Divisions, and Corps-type troops at Camps Barkeley, Bowie, Hood
and Swift. Corps-type troops at Camps Maxey, Howze and Robinson were assigned to the
XXXVI Corps.

On 5 October the 8th Armored Division and the 63rd Infantry Division and Corps-type
troops at Camps Polk, Livingston and Van Dorn came directly under Fourth Army. On 6
October Corps-type units at Camp Robinson were relieved from assignment ta the XXI Corps
and assigned to the XXXVI Corps.3

Because of previous experience in operating without Corps, it was not difficult to
readjust administrative problems resulting from withdrawal of tlie XXII Corps. As in
the past Fourth Army worked through its Special Troops headquarters at the various camps.
Special Troops commanders obtained necessary files and data on units attached to them
from XXIII Corps and Second Army supplied Fourth Army with similar data. .

When Second Army turned over its Status of Training reports on units being-trans-
ferred, it was decided that new Status of Training reports would not be required until

'. a scheduled training inspection was held or until changes in movement status made a.new
- report necessary. 4 In this way the transfer was made with a minim m of disruption.

General Lucas and members of his staff immediately left on a flying tour of the
new camps which had extenled the Fourth Army- area north to Wisconsin and west to
Colorado.

Second Army notified Fourth Army on 18th September that four of the six Second Army
camps coming under Fourth Army jurisdiction were scheduled to close during the next four
months.5 Only Fort Riley and Camp Gruber were to remain open indefinitely.

As events were to prove, Fourth Army was on the verge of a great decline in troop
. strength. From a total of 265,636 officers and men under its jurisdiction on 1 October,

1944, troop strength was to fall to only 32,659 by I June, 1945, eight months later.6

This resulted, of course, from the departure, on overseas movements, of a total of
14 divisions and many separate units during the space of five months.7

The division departure dates were as follows:

9th Armored Division, 15 Aug 44.
84th Infantry Division, 13 Sep 44.
99th Infantry Division, 19 Sep 44.
12th Armored Division, 13 Sep 44.
92nd Infantry Division, 23 Sep 44.
103rd Infantry Division, 30 Sep 44.

V 8th Armored Division, 1 Nov 44.
76th Infantry Division, 30 Nov 44.
70th Infantry Division, 23 Dec 44.
42nd Infantry Division, 24 Dec 44.
10th Mountain Division, 28 Dec 44.
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63rd Infantry Division, 30 Dec 44.
13th Armored Division, 18 Jan 45.
16th Armored Division, 28 Jan 45.

In an eight months period 11 Fourth Army camps were closed, as follows:8

Camp Claiborne, 15 Jun 44.
Camp McCain, 21 Aug 44.
Camp Carson, 30 Sep 44.
Camp Howze, 31 oct 44.
Camp Livingston, 30 Nov 44.
Cafip McCoy, 1 Dec 44.
Cimp Robinson, 20 Dec 44.
Fort t~onard Wood, 31 Dec 44.
c~mp axey, 6 Jan 45.
Ctmp Van Dorni 8 Jan 45.
Camp Chaffee, '20 Feb 45.
Fort Hiiachucha, 22 Apr 45.
Fort Riley, 31 May 45.

In a memorandum of 5 Oct 44, the Special Troops con iders at the 13 posts where
the Army then had troops in training were designated as direct representatives of
General Lucas, functioning as staff officers of the Fourth Armyo

9 The purpose of the
memorandum wa, "that Commanders may receive immediately information necessary to the
accomplishment of efficient training of troops, to expedite the processing of routine
administrative matters requiring action by a general officer, and to offset the resultant
delay caused by the great distances and inadequata communication facilities between units
and Fourth Army headquarters."

The change not only gave Special Troops headquarters the maximum amount of Juris-
* diction over the troops they were training for final 'Army Ground Forces and War Depart-

ment inspections, but also cut down time-consuming paper work.

To assure greater efficiency in preparing alerted units for their final inspections
by War Department teams, Fourth Army during November made an extensive revision of its
inspection procedures. 0

First, a special directite designed to remedy errors imediately was issued. It
delineated particular responsibilities of inspection teams and called attention to de-
ficiencies which experience had shown needed minute ad thorough checking. Second, a
carefully drafted, long-range program for permanently strengthening inspection team
technique was published. This extensively overhauled old methods and provided,
basically, for more carefully organized and better controlled inspection teams. It re-
quired each team to go minutely over its plans and top study beforehand individual prob-
lems facing the units to be inspected.

A cobference of all Special Troops commanders with Fourth Army staff officers was
dalled by General Lucas for 29 December, 1944. At the day-long conference, held at Fort
Sam Houston, better utilization of manpower and conservation of equipment were the sub-
Jects stressed most frequently in a series of addresses by chiefs of staff sections.

11

"The stream of replacements has now been diverted from our units to fill more urgent
overseas requirements," Col. L. M. Skerry, Army G-l, said.12 "Hence we are faced with
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problem of utilizing every man who can render service.

"Discharges and transfers of personnel to the Army Air Forces must be carefully
watched to insure that we let no man escape who can be used in one of our units. Wehave too many able-bodied men performing administrative duties which could be filled by
men with lower physical capacities.

"There have been too many instances recently in which unqualified personnel have
been transferred from low to high priority units within the Fourth Army."

Col. Skerry said some Special Troops commanders had not been using the authority
given them in October to make transfers to equalize strength between units and had
failed to train enough specialists to meet their requirements.

Col. Paul Steele, Army G-4, said it had become apparent, from information received
from theaters of operations, "that our men have not been indoctrinated sufficiently with
the supply and maintenance training received in the Zone of the, Interior".13

"Officers returning from overseas report wastage of food on a large scale, lack of

emphasis on the necessity for condervation, illegal sale of Government property by sale
or barter with civilians, disregarding of instructions relative to equipment of all
types, etc.," he said.

"The importance of carrying out instructions about care, conservation and mainte-

nance of their own clothing and equipment, and the materiel they use, must be brought

home emphatically to every individual."

Col. Steele said Fourth Army vehicle deadline had improved during the previous six
months and that stock vehicle pools in every camp had been reduced to minimum require-
ments. He said operational support by Ordnance units had to be discontinued as of 1
December 1944, except where such operation would could be considered as training of the
unit.

He said there had been several cases of troops abandoning Post, Camp and Station
property upon moving out of a camp.

"It is the duty of the Senior Tactical headquarters to see that all units dispose
of ', is class of property properly and that buildings are left in a clean, sanitary
con.tion," he said. "Where personal attention by the commander has developed a high
state of supply and maintenance discipline, the problem of changes in key supply person-
nel will be greatly reduced,"

In the closing address of the conference, General Lucas urged the importance of

giving tactical explanations for all phases of training.
1 4

"Let us always try to thoroughly orient our men," he said. "It's rather silly to

bring a man out and give him a battle problem and not brief him on the background. Men
don't fight without knowing something about the situation. Tell him everything you can
about the Germans or Japs. Please try to have a sound tactical reason for every problem

and for everything he is forced to do.

"I hope that in instruction on the Close Combat Course you will try to make it as

realistic as possible. Don't make your training too faat. Don't rush them through a

program in 20 minutes when that program should take five hours.

"I think too many men in our units are barracks-bound. I go to see them in the

field and things are muddy and dirty. They haven't cleaned the machine guns and the
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105 mm guns. There is mud all over the place. I ask them what they are going to do
about it and they say: 'Sir, we're going back in tomorrow morning and we're going to
clean it up when we get back to the barracks.'

"What the hell are we going to do In battle if we don't change that attitude? We
must make them live like soldiers, not like dirty, filthy animals. They will get dirty
and filthy enough without trying to do it. So I want you to watch those things closely.

"If the soldier is not taught now and under present conditions to maintain his
equipment in the very best possible shape in which it can be maintained, the damn stuff
wofi't be worth three hoots in hell after it has been in battle for five minutes.

"We have talked a lot about equipment discipline today. The men have got to be
taught to take care of their personal equipment, their rifles and machine guns, no mat-
ter what exertion it takes on their part.

"Also this hoarding of equipment, then throwing it away rather than turning it in,
is a serious matter. Some of the things we have found are remarkable. One unit was
ahead one medium tank so they hid it out in the woods. That is an indication of a funda-
mental lack of disciplinary training in a unit. You w;ouldn't throwi it away if it be-
longed to you, personally, yet it does belong to them personally. They have got to be
made to see it.

"I know you think I am paying too much attention to housekeeping and not enough,
perhaps, to training. Housekeeping, however, indicates the discipline of an organization
and the training'of disciplined soldiers is a comparatively simple problem. The train-
ing of an undisciplined mob is an impossibility for anyone.

"If I find a dirty kitchen I know the company commander hasn't been in to look at
it for some time. Or that it he was there, he was too damned scare& of the mess sergeant
to make him straighter, thj place up and that he has lost control of the men in this unit.

"That is more important to me than the kitchen being dirty.

"I want you to have a conference periodically with your unit commanders. You may
learn something from them. They should learn something from yout In any case you get
to know each other. I think all the troubles we have had in our training of units can
be traced back to lack of comnd supervision. Responsibility for that rests almost
entirely upon your shoulders.

"We have young captains and lieutenance who don't know what it is all about. It is
not their fault. Most of them are too young. It is up to us, the older officers, to
keep on the job 24 hours a day and see that the younger officers learn these things.

"I want you to remember that the Reclassification Board is not a court. Things
that officers do for which they shoiad be court martialed should not be put up before a
reclassification board. Don't punish a man because he is dumb. Punish him because he
deliberatel7 does something wrong.

"Also I want to stop this white-washing of officers who have done the same thing
that an enlisted man has done. Why should some private do one thing and get five years
and an officer doing virtuall7 the same thing get merely a $50 fine?

"I want pressure brought to bear to see that justice is done. It is worse for an
officer to commit a orime than it is of an enlisted man, The officer has more responsi-
bility and is supposed to met an example for the men.
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"I want you to know that I appreciate the difficulties of your Jobs. We take a
division conmander and give him a perfectly organized unit--one with which we are famif-
iar and for which he has a well-organized and large staff. Then we organize a different
unit, maybe twice as large, composed of all colors and every type of company and gadget
that we thought we ought to have. We give him a small staff, a staff that is not well
organized, then we expect him to run it,and do it perfectly.

"It has been a great pleasure to have you here, gentlemen. I am very fond of you

personally and very proud of you officially."

As of 1 January 1945, the Southern Defense Command became the Southwestern Sector,
Eastern Defense Command. Liaison between the Fourth Army and the defense command re-
mained unaffected by the change.15 The same was true when the defense command was once
more reconstituted, 15 May 1945, as the Southern Land Frontier, Eastern Defense Command.

Notified that XXXVI Corps would be relieved, about 10 January, of all corps units
at Camps Chaffee, Gruber, Robinson and Fort Riley, and would move from Fort Riley to Camp
Cooke, California, Fourth Army headquarters and Special Troops headquarters at Camp
Chaffee, Camp Gruber and Fort Riley prepared to take over responsibility for inspection,
training and administration of corps units as of 5 January.i

6

Charged instructions, however, moved the Corps, not to California but to Camp Gruber,
Oklahoma. The advance detachment, already in California, was recalled, Army and Special
Troop headquarters, which had taken over administration and certain tests, as of 5
January, returned records ard administrative responsibility to Corps headquarters, in
its new location, as of 16 January.17

By February 19141.5, re&eployment training was looming as Fourth Army's principal fu-
ture Job. At this time the Army's strength had fallen to only about 70,000 officers and
men, compared with a strength of more than 400,000 the preceding May, and th downward
trend was continuing.18 The last complete divisions trained under Army supervision had
shipped overseas and tle principal remaining units, in siz Special Troops headquarters,
were field artillery and engineers.

"The fact that the infantry tzainirg regiments we have been using are nov being

moved into replacement and schozl commands indicates that only individual replacements
will not be trainea and Fourth Army no longer will prepare new or re-designated units
for overseas service," Colonel Dcnr.ld )U. Galloway, DepLty Chief of Staff, said in an
interview .19

"Although we have receivoil no Gpecific dArective, It appeas our Job in the futur-
will be the re-training and re-equipping uf troops coming home from the Burop~au

Theater.

'ge expect that when a unit returning from Europe hits the port of debarkation,

every man in the compan7 save one or two, will be given an imediate 30 day furlough to
his home. The remaining men will take the company's records to the outfit's new station
in the Fourth Army area.

"When the records arrive our Inspector Gegral will take them over for checking and
the remaining company men will proceed on furlough. At the end of their furloughs the
companies will proceed to their new stations an then we will begin the re-training and
re-equipping of these units for further service in the Pacific area."

The temporary lull in Fourth Army cctiiitles wae emphasized by an Army Grutmd Forces
order directing a reduction in the officer personnel of Army headquarters to 153 officers
by 1 March and to 111 officers by 14ay.20
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"In view of the reduced activities in your command and the urgent need for certain
categories of officers, it is desired that a reduction of officer personnel be insti-

tuted to bring the actual overall strength of your headquarters to 153 officers by I

March 1945 and to 111 Officers by I May 1945," the letter said.

"This reduction is temporary and in the event the redeployment program is placed in

effect, or unforeseen circumstances arise, reduction of officer strength will be discon-

tinued and assignments will be made to bring your headquarters to authorized strength."

The letter asked that priority, in release, be given company grade officers, espe-

cially infantry and armored. It directed that released officers be used, as far as

practicable, tn Fourth Army units and that those not so assigned be reported to Army

Ground Forceri headquarters for assignment.

Fourth Army's constant campaign to improve its inspection procedures showed results

in April -when tabulations of units inspected by War Department Inspector General for

overseas movement, during the first quarter of the year, showed that only three of the

77 Fourth Army units inspected durJng the period had failed to pass.
21 This was the best

record for the period of any of Army Ground Forces subordinate commands.

May brought the end of the European phase of the war and a speeding up of plans for
redeployment training. Fourth Army headquarters personnel assembled in the Quadrangle
the afternoon of 8 May, V-E Day, to hear a brief address by General Lucas. 2 2

"ThiP is a day for rejoicing but not for celebration," General Lucas, whose command

of the Fourth Army had not been publicly announced until the previous month, 2 3 said.
"There is still a hard fight ahead. Our task is but half done. We cannot relax our
effort3 until Japan has been utterly defeated."

A comprehensive new training memorandum, revising training to fit the new one-front
war situation, was Issued 1 June.24 "All training will be planned and conducted vith the

objective of preparing specifically for operations against Japan," the memorandum sai.

Fourth Army Special Troops commanders were called to Army headquarters for another
conference, 18 June, on the complex arrangements for redeployment. 2 5

"We must have the greatest efficiency in handl ng these units coming back an:d it is
not going to be easy," General Lucas told the group. "It means that you commanders and

every member of your staff. must display the greatest energy and personal effort !n this
Job."

At the conference General YXiser recommended a reforgarization of the staff of
Special Troops headquarters to improve efficiency and meet the anticipated loss of key

personnel at the critical redeployment period.

Colonel H. 0. Cushman, Army G-3, presented the forecast of units expected to sail
from the European anAt Mediterranean Theaters during June and July for Fourth Army ce'mps.

The comrl!.ratod 1.ooedures for tha reception and initial processing of redeployed

* units of vari-us typer were covered exhaustively in Fourth Army memoranda issued during

June.2 6 ;. of 24 june, Fourth Army lost its last subordinate Corps headquarters when
XXXVI Corps headqua.tors moved from Camr Grubar, Oklahoma, to Camp Callan, California. 2 7

The 86th In,.ntry Division, returning from the Euiopean Theater for redaployment train-

in n Pnd all. un'tb a.signed to the Corps at Camp Gruber were released as of midnight 23

JTna. Al were a8ssigned to the Fourth Army and all except the 86th Division were

attsxthed to 25th Healqubrters, Special Troops, at Camp Gruber.
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As plans progressed for redeployment of large numbers of troops through Fourth Army
camps, Special Troops headquarters which had closed were reactivated at several camps as
follows .

16th Special Troops Headquarters at Camp Chaffee, 10 June 45.
17th Special Troops Headquarters at Fort Leonard Wood, 25 June.
31st Special Troops Headquarters at Camp Van Dorn, 25 June.
33rd Special Troops Headquarters at Camp Carson, 1 August.
34th Special Troops Headquarters at Camp Howze, 10 August.

Again, for the second quarter of 1945, Fourth Army had the best record of any AGF
training organization.2 9 Only two of the 45 Fourth Army units inspected during the
quarter were found "not ready" by War Department inspectors.

With its duties increasing rapidly, following the comparatively slack spring period,
Fourth Army headquarters at this time was authorized again to fill up to its T/O allow-
ance of officers.3 0 By 1 September 1945, the officer strength of Army headquarters had
again become 230 assigned officers.Dl

On 24 July, Lieutenant-General Alexander M. Patch, who had commanded the "eventh
Army in its drive through France and Germany, assumed command of the Fourth Arnm .32

General Lucas became deputy commanding general.33

On 25 July General Patch addressed all officers of Fourth Army headquarterp on the
Quadrangle lawn.34 General Patch said he did not believe in making staf, changes
"merely for the sake of making changes" and that no changes would be mee until he had
had a chance thoroughly to familiarize himself with his new command.

"I have discussed with General Lucas his theories of staff procedure and find we
are in complete accord," he said. "Therefore you will carry on as in the past."

General Patch, one of the outstanding troop commanders of the war, received his
second Oak Leaf Cluster, in lieu of a third Distinguished Service Medal, three days be-
fore assuming his now command.

General Patch commanded American forces in New Caledonia in early 1942 and then
commanded the composite forces -- Army, Navy and Marine Corps -- operating in the
Solomon Islands.3

After the liberation of Guadalcanal hp was transferred to the European Theater where
he commanded the Seventh Army from the invasion of Southern France until the end of the
war.

The first division to begin redeploymeit training in this country was the 86th
(Blackhawk) Infantry Division, commanded by Major General Harris M; Melasky, which began
training at Camp Gruber, Oklahoma, 1 August 1945, under Fourth Army supervision.

The division, which had been under command of the Seventh Army for a brief period in

Germany, was visited 2 August by General Patch. Addressing officers and non-commissioned
officers of the division, General Pateh said:3

6

"I want to impress npon you the unusual importance, in your particular case, of
everyone doing a good job -- a superior job.
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"In the first place your redeployment training period here will symbolize, for the
civilian public, the Ar'my's entire redeployment training program. In the second place
it is possible your division will be among the first of the redeployed divisions to
reach the Pacific Theater. Your performance -- all the way through -- will be a measur-
ing stick arid a guide for all the divisions that will follow you.

"Our job here, during the next few weeks, is, first, to bring these troops back to
peak fighting condition and, second, to give them special training to meet combat condi-
tions in the Pacific which are different from those in Europe.

"I am not so concerned about the second part of the job. In many respects.--

amphibious operations, jungle terrain, closer quarter fighting -- conditions in the
Pacific will be quite different than those in Europe. But you will have well qualified
instructors to give you excellent training in how to meet those new conditions.

"The essentials for defeating Japan will be exactly the same as those for beating

Germany. The Pacific War, whatever the terrain or enemy tactics, will be won, as the
European War was won, by, 1, the technical skill, 2, the stamina and 3, the fighting
heart of the individual soldier. None of these three things is new or strange to you
men from the European Theater.

"The first of these three vital factors -- skill in the use of weapons -- and the
second -- stamina -- will be rebuilt in the division as a matter of course, during the
present training program. The third and most important factor -- the fighting heart --

is something that does not follow so naturally -- something we have to work constantly
to create and maintain.

"Responsibility for this third factor falls, perhaps more than on anyone else, the
non-commissioned offioers and the company grade officers -- the officers who from day to
day and hour to hour set the personal example for their men.

"It boils down to the same old question of leadership. The soldier is 'ar more in-

spired by the example set him by his officers than by any argument out of a book.

"If the officers and non-commissioned officers of a unit are willing to work for
their men to the limit of their strength. If they constantly set an examply of high

morale and determination and cheerfulness. Then I am not going to worry about that unit
not having the fighting heart."

Four days after General Patch'b visit word was received that the 86th Division's
elaborately planned redeployment training program would be suspended immediately and the
division would leave, 11 and 12 August, for a West Coast port of embarkation.37

Plans that had been made for an elaborate ceremony on 10 August, welcoming the di-
vision to Oklahoma, to be attended by Undersecretary of War Robert L. Patterson,
General Jacob L. Devers, Army Ground Forces commander, and General Patch, were cancelled.

This was a historic week which saw Japanese resistance collapse suddenly. On 6
August the dropping of the first atomic bomb on Japan was announced. On 8 August the
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics enter the war. On 10 August the first hints of im-
minent Japanese surrender were heard from Tokyo and on 14 August Japan announced accept-
ance of the Potsdam surrender terms.

Advance detachments of other divisions, corps and separate units were arriving at
various Fourth Army camps for redeployment. By early September three divisions had as-
sembled: the 8th Infantry Division at Fort Leonard Wood; the 2nd Infantry Division at
Camp Swift, and the 44th Infantry Division at Camp Chaffee.38 The first detachments,
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with records, of the 10th Mountain Division and the 45th Infantry Division had arrived
at Camps Carson and Bowie respectively.

Total strength of the Army, as of 1 September, 1945, was 110,013 officers and men
compared with only 30,388 on 1 June, 1945.39

The 91st and 35th Infantry Division, originally scheduled to go to Camps Howze and
Van Dorn, respectively, for redeployment training, were reassigned to Second Army camps
prior to arrival.40 The 34th Special Troops headquarters at Camp Howze, consequently,
was discontinued 27 August and the 31st Special Troops Headquarters at Camp Van Dorn on
15 September.

The III Corps assembled at Camp Polk 21 August and took over supervision of the 2nd
and 45th Infantry Divisions. 41 The VIII Corps assembled at Camp Bowie 24 September.

Of all the divisions redeployed through Fourth Army Camps only the 86th Infantry
Divisions had moved on to the Pacific Theater. What the future of the remaining rede-
ployed units would be remained in doubt pending the working out of demobilization plans.
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CHAPTER II

TRAINIG

The new Fourth Army staff took over at a time when all-out offensive operations in
E rope were causing ever-increasing demands for the shipment of more combat troops from
training areas.

The training problem thus created in Fourth Army camps was described in a message,
9 Sep 44, from the Fourth Army G-3 to all subordinate Corps and Special Troops head-
quarters.

"It is apparent," the memorandum said in part, "that the next two months wll re-
quire extraordinary effort by your headquarters in the preparation of units for over-
seas shipment. Reports of senior inspecting officers continue to indicate that the
Commanding General's standard is not being reached.

"It is vital that you insure that your suboxdinate unit commanders know how to
plan their training, that they study the POM requirements so that they may have their
records properly prepared at all times, that they are taught how to direct and organ-
ize their administrative work.

"Units undergoing field training must be inspected not only during the day but
late at night, during the night and in the early morning. Training schedules must be
prepared and rigidly adhered to. You must permit units to keep only the minimum over-
head from active participation in training. There must be no clock-punching either in
your headquarters or in your subordinate units. Demand increasingly high standards."

Because of the increasing number of units being alertad for shipment overseas,
Fourth Army was ordered, in mid-September, to cancel plans for maneuvers in the
Louisiana maneuver area. 2 LAMA was closed following completion of the XXT Corps CPX
maneuvers on 22 September. Fourth Army personnel serving at LAMA were returned to
Fort Sam Houston, many of them being re-assigned to subordinate units and to Army
Ground Forces.

Thus the Louisiana Maneuver Area, the great simulated battleground where almost
every unit in combat had gone through the clcsest approximation to real battle, closed
and began reverting to the quiet Louisiana hill and swampland that it was before the
national emergency approached.

Upon word that the Louisiana maneuvers were cancelled, the Fourth Army, in accord-
ance with AGF instructions, immediately laid down plans for divisional maneuvers that
would give the various divisions smaller scale problems. 3 Seven Fourth Army divisions
were scheduled to stage comprehensive division maneuvers between 15 October and 8
December. All divisions were to spend four weeks continuously in the field in the
vicinity of their permanent stations.

Officers of the old Fourth Army (re-designated the Fifteenth Army) and experts
from the LAMA staff assisted division commanders in planning the maneuvers. Each divi-
sions was to be provided with proper supporting units such as tank battalions, chemical

0 mortar companies and tactical air units. Each maneuver problem was to be two-sided
with the division, reinforced but minus one combat team or combat command, opposed by
one combat team or combat command. Tactical air play was to be brought into the prob-
lem during the third or fourth week.

As it turned out, few of the seven planned maneuvers were held.
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Because of the urgent need for infantry units overseas Army Ground Forces informed
Fourth Army on 13 October that the infantry regiments of four divisions under the Army
would be moved overseas as soon as possible, with other inantry division components,
such as artillery, signal, medical, etc., to follow later%4

Four of the proposed division maneuvers were cancelled immediately. Successful
maneuvers were held by the 13th and 16th Armored Divisions but the 76th Infantry Divi-
sion maneuvers were suspended after two weeks as the division's shipping date was
advanced.5

Increased emphasis was placed on orientation programs throughout the Army during
October.6 Working on the time-proyed theory that a well-informed soldier is a better
fighter, Fourth Army ordered intensification of the Orientation program. In its train-
ing memorandum on the subject, the Army declared that Orientation was "an integral part "

of training" and "a conmand responsibility".
1L

Short daily orientation meetings and a one-hour conference each Saturday were
ordered to prepare Fourth Army soldiers mentally as well as physically for battle.
Stress was placed on the significance of world and domestic events to enable the Sol-

dier better to realize what he was fighting for. Inspection teams were ordered to
watch the program closely. Orlenzation was under the Information & Education subsection
of G-3, having been moved there in the early fall from the Special Service Section.

The Close Combat Course program was revised during October to incorporate the
"buddy system."7 Heretofore men had gone through the combat course as individuals,
shooting at targets as they appeared and paying only cautionary attention to other
soldiers going through the course. Under the buddy system the men worked in two teams
of two men each, one man of each team moving forward while the other covered him. Pur-
pose of the system was to teach the men "mutual combat support in working together as

a team and to develop confidence in each other and in the capabilities of the team."

A change was made in the Army Ordnance set-up to promote unit training and reduce
stockages of parts.8 The former system under which third and fourth echelon parts
were consulidated and held by each operating battalion or separate Ordnance company
was revised so that each operating company.held its own third and fourth echelon parts.
The same memorandum limited vehicular replacement pools to 100 vehicles of all types.
The previous lack of limitation on the size of the pools had made some of them of
almost uncontrollable size.

On 17 October Fourth Army added a new section to its headquarters--the Air-Ground

Liaison Section.9 The need for the closest kind of cooperation between ground and air

troops, particularly in the employment of close-in tactical air support, had been dem-

onstrated overseas and the War Department ordered an Air-Ground liaison group as an
organic part of army, corps and division staffs.

The mission of this special Staff Section was to "advise the commanders upon the
technique of air-ground teamwork and maintain liaison between ground units and the
various cooperation air units".

The new section, composed of eight officers and 20 enlisted men, became an oper-
ating part of Fourth Army 21 November, under Major Edgar S. Sanders. The section was
composed of officers who had had special training in ground-air cooperation, not Air
Corps officers.

The Tenth Light Division, newest division in the Fourth Army, was redesignated
the 10th Mountain Division on 29 October.10 The division, at Camp Swift, Texas,
immediately began reorganizing under its new T/O and T/E.
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The training directive on Anti-Aircraft artillery training was changed in
November.11 The change was necessitated by the Increased use of AA gun battalions as
supporting artillery fire. Gun battalions were given an additional two to four weeks
training in order to permit firing on ground targets under Field Artillery supervision. _

A new policy also was inaugurated in training AA machine gunners of units other
than Anti-Aircraft Artillery--such as men assigned to AA machine guns in such combat
units aB quartermaster truck companies which had- the weapons as part of their organic
equipment. 1 2

Prior to Fourth Army taking over troops at Camp McCoy, Wisconsin, Fort leonard.
Wood, Missouri, and Fort Riley, Kansas, all machine gunners, other tnan those in AA
units, had been sent to Fort Bliss or Camp Hulen, both in Southern Texas, for AA
training.

On 30 October troops at the three Northern camps were authorized to conduct their
machine gun firing at home stations because of their isolation from the Texas school.

The machine gun school at Camp Hulen was closed 15 November and, as of that date,
all Special Troops headquarters were authorized to conduct their AA machine gun train-
ing at home stations; However, they were encouraged to send their gunners to Fort
Bliss whenever possible. The Fort Bliss School was closed 3 February 1945, and there-
after all machine gun training and. firing was conducted at home stations.

To improve intelligence functions in units without an 3-2. Fourth Army issued a
memorandum setting forth the training and duties of Intelligence officers in that type
unif.13 The memorandum set forth the combat and non-combat duties of such officers
and established an SOP for them.

As a result of reports from the combat zones, Fourth Army ordered more emphasis
on night training.14 A training memorandum required at least six hours a week of
night work during individual training and, eight hours a week during unit training.
The memorandum ordered that "every opportunity will be taken to improve technique of
night opetations. "'

Another training memorandum set up an SOP for passive measures against the
German S mine. 1 5

Bridge and ferry experiments which helped the Allied crossing of the Rhine River
in Germany a few months later, were begun by Fourth Army Engineer Corps units on the
Sabine River in Louisiana in October. To continue the work on a river more closely re-
sembling the Rhine in width and velocity, the experiments were transferred in December,
to the lower John Day Rapids in the Columbie. River, two miles east of Rufus, Oregon.1 6

A Provisional Engineer Combat Group, commanded by Lt. Col. Rufus C. Carhart, was
activated by Fourth Army 23 December.L7 It consisted of the 1687th Engineer Combat
Battalion, the 558th Engineer Heavy Ponton Battalion, the 590th Engineer Light Ponton
Company and the 1490th Engineer Maintenance Company.

Experiments were with the new Bridge, Floating, M-4., a ponton-type with a.r-
pocketed aluminum beams for the deck. The experiments culminated. on 12 February when
an 847 foot span waz constructed in 10 hours in a wator velocity of up to 10.4 feet
per second.18 Lt. Col. George S. Witters, AGF representative who supervised the tests,
said the 54 tons concentrated load carried was more than twice the weight carried by
more cumbersome bridges used during the First World War.
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Engineer School representatives visited the scene to obtain data for a technical
bulletin and film bulletin on the M-4 bridge. Five officers and. 20 enlisted men from
the provisional combat group accompanied the first of the new bridges shipped to Europe.

During March the group tested. an adaptation of a deck balk to the pneumatic float,
made the first service test of a medium Cableway, and experimented. with ferrying the
T26El tank in swift water. The camp was closed. 1 April 1945.

In a January mamorandum, increaed emphasis on Special Service activities in all
Fourth Army camps was ordered.19 All units down to company level were directed to
designate qualified personnel as Special Service officers and to train ersonnel with
talents as entertainers to "insure Special Service self-sufficievcy overseas."

Maintenance of equipment standards were improved at all Fourth Army camps by a
series of Maintenance Demonstrations held at each Special Troops Headquarters during
January, 194.5, under the direction of the Army G-4.19a

All types of Ordnance, Quartermaster and Sigmal Corps materiel were displayed to
demonstrate the maintenance standards required by Army headquarters. Duplicate items
were displayed, one to show the major deficiencies observed. in Fourth Army units and.
the other to show proper maintenance.

Also displayed were proper methods of storing spare parts as well as proper lubri-
cants, cleaning and preserving materials. All officers, motor sergeants, supply ser-
geants, mechanics and drivers attended. The best displays were photographed and the
photographs used as permanent illustrations of proper maintenance.

The demonstrations, together with the work of Army Ordnance maintenance teams,
resulted in a considerable improvement in maintenance conditions throughout Fourth Army
units during 1945.

Between the last quarter of 1944 uan the second quarter of 194., the average num-
ber of deficiencies per vehicle was reduced from 7.4 to 4.5 and the number per artillery
piece from 2.48 to 2.4. During both quarters the average numbers of deficiencies per
small arms and instruments was considerably less than one.

Whereas in August, 1944., vehicle disability within the Fourth Army was 5.9 per
cent, by the end of the war, a year later, it had been reduced to zero.

This was accomplished by the establishment of a vehicle working stock. All vehi-
cles out of use for more than three days were transferred to the vehicle working stock
fr6ZA which other vehicles were issued. Thus vehiclen in the hands of Fourth Army units
were alwayvs in serviceable condition. Vehicles transferred to working stock were
processed and reissued.

Beginning in February, Fourth Armny's major training job became planning for rede-
ployment training, which is treated in a separate chapter of this history.

This did not mean, however, that the problems of undeployed troops still in train-
ing were slighted.

Better to coordinate training, Fourth Army, during February, made the Air-ground
Liaison Section a division of the G-3 Section. 2 0 The newly designated division became
responsible for obtaining high performance aircraft for air-ground tests, long range
artillery adjustment firing and similar exerdises.
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Individual returnees, as distinguished from troops redeployed by units, already .,
had become numerous at all Fourth Army Camps. Recoiving complaints from Armny Groun d
Forces that in many cases, returned battle-experienced soldiers had been required to go
through the infiltration course and otherwise been trained alongside inexperienced re-
placements in basic training, Fourth Army made clear to Special Troops commanders that
returned veterans were tbo be given special advanced. training, not more time-killing
basic training.21

"CoOmanders will insure that returned overseas personnel are given POM or POR
credit based on combat experience comparable to training requirements of POM, POR and
other instructions," the message said. "In the event that the service record, etc, of
an individual does not bear out his statement as to his battle experience, he is to be
given the advantage of the doubt within his apparent credibility."

Fourth Army passed on to its subordiname commands a "list of procedures found ef-
fective in promoting effective orientation of returnees," compiled by Army Ground Forces
headquarters.

22

The letter recommended a personal conference between the returnee an his new
commanding officer and. a welcoming program, to include orientation as to what was ex-
pected of returnees and specific reasons why returnees must likely remain in service
until final victory.

Recommended also were: liberal pass policy, comfortable quarters (and housing
for families if possible), and press releases regarding veterans' experiences and
decorations.

Recognition of returnees' combat experiences in training, utilization of veter-
ans' battle experience at critiques, assignment of veterans according to their skills--
if possible to units commanded by officers with battle experionce--also were recommended.

Unit commanders were advised to instill in returnees the feeling that they set
the pace for .trainee performance and must participate in basic training to prepare those

who would carry on overseas.

Encouraging the wearing of decorations and awarding combat decorations at appro-
priate ceremonies also were recommended.

A comprehensive new training memorandum, based on an extensive redeployment
training program prepared by Hq AGF was issued I June.26

"All training will be planned and conducted with the objective of preparing ape-
cifically for operations against Japan," the memorandum said. "Combat realism will be
stressed. during all tactical training. Technique only may be taught on the parade
ground without a tactical situation; tactics or tactical formations always will be con-
ducted on terrain under properly assumed tactical conditions.

"All men will be thoroughly worked into the situation, both friendly and enemy.
Always fight the Jap. Everything that is done tactically must be done in the presence
of the enemy, taking full account of his potentialities, his malicious cunning and
deadliness. All positions occupied will be tactical and will be improved as time
permits.

"Overhead will be reduced to an absolute minimum and rotated so that all person-
nel may receive necessary training. Garrison prisoners will be trained with their
units daily.
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"Tanks, tank destroyers, antiaircraft artillery, automatic weapons and mortar

battalions will be attached to divisions so that combined combat firing and tactical
exercises may be held. Communication and cooperation between the combined arms will
be stressed.

"Training will be conducted generally under simulated battlefield conditions.
I Training will not be restricted by unnecessary safety precautions. Initiative will be
*' encouraged to accomplish this objective."

Regarding the importance of redeployment training, the memorandum stated:

"It is essential that personnel of all ranks be impressed with the seriousness of
the task in the Pacific and the vital importance to the war effort of the redeployment
of combat experienced personnel. Such personnel will include many who may believe they
have fulfilled their obligation to their country by their previous service, or who
through justifiable pride in their achievements will be prone to view further training
as unnecessary and harassing.

"It is incumbent, therefore, upon commanders of all echelons to present redeploy-
ment training with such enthusiasm, soleness of purpose and seriousness of intent that
all personnel will realize its necessity.

"The training must be intensive, hard and thoroughly instructive. High standards
of physical fitness must be reached and maintained. The highest degree of discipline
and precision must be demanded.

"It is equally important, and conducive to good training; that all personnel

returning for redeployment training be afforded adequate time for recreation, mental
relaxation and renewal of contacts with normal American lifo."

The memorandum contained separate, detailed instructions covering the training of
undeployed, redeployed and converted units and casual detachments.

It also contained instructions covering special battle and camouflage training,
infiltration course, combat-in-cities course and camouflage demonstration practice area.

In July organization was announced of replacement battalions at Fort Leonard Wood
and Cn=ps Bowie, Chaffee and Polk, to house service type replacements for both undeployed
and redeployed units and for certain arms replacements sabject to AGF call. 2 7  In May
AWy Ground Forces had notified Fourth Army of a plan to accumulate pools of trained or
potential specialists with MOS qualifications expected to be critical in service type

units and to attach about 600 to each Special Troops headquarters. 2 6 Under the revised
plan replacement battalions were organized at only four camps, but camps without replace-
ment battalions were authorized if necessary to organize provisional storage battalions
or companies.

Fourth Army suggested oaparating the various types of replacements by platoons,
according to branch of service wad ordered stress during the first two weeks on the POR --1
qualifications of all storage personnel. MOS training was to be given to the greatest
possible extent. Not more than 10 percent of the replacement personnel was to be used "4
for overhead.

A memorandum consolidating "policies and procedures pertaining to the maintenance
and supply of Fourth Army units" stressed the importance of training in tactical supply
procedure. 29
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This memorandum stated: "In order to obtain maximum benefits in training field
forces in realistic theater of operations supply procedures, tactical channels of sup-
ply are emphasized.,'

"Every opportunity will be utilized to practice theater supply procedures to the
maximum whenever tactical supply channels can be made available.

"It is realized that use of tactical supply units may be less efficient or less
convenient. However the training value, both to using and service units, outweighs such
inconveniences. Adequate, competent and constant supervision is essential 

to prevent

loss of efficiency."
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CHAPTER III

INSPECTIONS

"The only manner in which this headquarters can be thoroughly familiar with the
status of units; exercise adequate supervision of their administration, supply and
training; and. institute the corrective action required to bring the units to the desired
standards of efficiency is by command and and staff visits of inspection".

The above quotation, from a Fourth Army Staff Memorandum, indicates the importance
placed, in this training army, on staff inspections.

1

No other phase of staff work received more attention and, during busy periods of
heavy overseas movement, half or more of the entire officer personnel of Fourth Army
headquarters was on the road constantly, inspecting and testing.

Frequent revisions were made in inspection policies and practices to correct
deficiencies and achieve the highest possible standard of accuracy and thoroughness.

ll this work brought visible results during the year.

-;iefly, the story was this:

DA ing the last six months of 1944 the results of War Department inspections to
determi the readiness of units for overseas movement were--Jn the w6rds of General
Lucas--' tusatisfactory."

Howe;'er, during the first six months of 1945, Fourth Army had the best record in
this res ,ct of any Army Ground Forces command.

Specf'ically the results were as follows:

Durin& the third quarter of 1944, 11 of the 73 Fourth Army units inspected were
found "not Iready."

Duringuthe last quarter of the year, 13 of 97 units inspectpd were "not ready,"
making a 14percent failure for the last six months of the year.4

For the~f~rst three months of 1945, however, only three of the 77 units inspected
failed to pais and, during the second quarter of the year, only 2 of 45 units
inspected, eringing the percentage of failures for the six months down to only 4
percent.

At one of'kthe first conferences of the new team of Staff Section Chiefs, in
October 1944, ileneral L. B. Keiser, Chief of Staff, spoke critically of Fourth Army
inspection pror&3dures.7 He said that many inspectors concentrated too heavily on
housekeeping an\ not enough on training. He said inspectors should avoid a "Skinning"
attitude and coicsider themselves more as advisors and helpers.

"The sole ptirpose for the existence of afty headquarters within the Fourth Army is
to train and prepare units for overseas movement," he said. "This means that every
phase of P0M must be carefully observed and that no unit mst fail to meet the assigned
readiness date."

When results ol War Department inspections during the third quarter of 1944 were
received--showing a failure by 11 of the 73 units inspected--a staff conference was
called immediately.
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General Keiser pointed out at the conference that Fourth Army's record for the
quarter was the poorest of any Army Ground Forces command.

8

"The present staff of the Fourth Army cannot be held responsible for these figures
but the present Fourth Army staff can and will be held responsible for the units
inspected since 1 October," he said. "Thus far during the present quarter six units
have been reported as not ready. At this iate we will exceed our bad record of last
quarter. Such a condition will not be tolerated.

"We can explain this verj readily by indicating that some of these units were
supposed to be taken in current status of training; inaptitude or inexperience on the
part of the War Department inspectors, and other similiar alibis, but the fact remains
that the Second Army, which had more units inspected, had practically no kickbacks.

"Neither can we hold the commanDing officers of Special Troops or other Senior
Tactical commanders entirely resporislble. The greater part of the responsibility for
sapervision of training lili with the technical staff sections of this headquarters.
These sections are not doing the job, and this statement is based on the fact that a
number of letters' giving the results of inspection by Special Staff Officers, deal
primarily with housekeeping and military courtesy.

"On several occasions such letter reports have been returned to Section Chiefs as
unsatisfactory and for a statement of training or technical deficiencies or for con-
structive suggestions to improve training. In many instances the Section Chief has
replied there were no training or technical deficiencies in the unit. Such a condition
is not believed possible, even in a.superior unit. Either your subordinates are not
technically qualified or else they are lazy and find it more convenient to walk casually
through the barracks and kitchens than to go out in the field and closely observe
training and check on the qualifications of technical specialists."

General Keiser then directed the section chiefs to check on the qualifications of
their staffs, holding night classes if necessary, and weed out incompetent men. He
said that inspectors, in the future, should spend at least one or two days with each
unit--if necessary several weeks at a camp or station--and make a complete report
dealing primarily with training and technical proficiency.

He said at least 75 percent of the inspection time should be spent on training and
correlated matters and not more than 25 percent on housekeeping. The inspecting officer
must know exactly what he wished to check before leaving San Antonio, he said, and
should write back a report of his day's work each night.

He said some key specialiazs should be given practical tests whenever possible
and that inspectors should alwayd check on the number of nen excused from training for
any reason.

General Keiser advised the section chiefs to cut their personnel work to a
minimum and get up to 75 percent of their sections on the road at all tines.

"Do not ask units for reports that are not required by Army Regulations, AGF or
this General Staff," he said. "Obtain your information by and during your training
inspections.

"We must get more thoroughness and detailed information and give assistance in
preparing our units for their readiness dates. To do this we must be .in the field.
When units are poor or unsatisfactory we must stay with them for such time as may be

* necessary to assist them in correcting their deficiencies. Never leave a unit without
* correcting things that can be done on the spot."
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A second staff conference concerning inspections was held on 18 November.9

Colonel D. H. Galloway, deputy Chief of Staff, announced a new plan for coordinating
inspections more closely, with the Inspector General responsible for setting up the
inspection schedule and integrating the membership of the teams. Separate inspections
by the Inspector General and the various sections were to be replaced by minutely
planned, closely coordinated and completely thorough inspections.

Colonel H. 0. Cushman, assistant chief of staff G-3, explained to the conference
the new plan for Alert for Movement inspections that had been issued in a memorandum
14 November, to go into effect 27 November.10

The memorandum made Corps responsible for the inspection of their attached and

assigned units and Army responsible for all other inspections not delegated to Special
Troops headquarters. The Inspector General was made responsible for checking adminis-
tration, records, morale, housekeeping, etc., and the Staff Section for trainn matters
and sufficiency of technical personnel.

Each Staff Section was directed to prepare comprehensive check lists on matters
pertaining to their specialties and inspection teams were directed to meet each Saturday
to determine team compositions and tasks for inspections two weeks thence.

"It is planned," the memorandum said, "that these inspections will be made in the
same manner and with the same scope and thoroughness as those by the War Department
Inspector General."

Colonel Cushman explained the inspections were to be made within the second week
after a unit was alerted for movement overseas. The team would determine whether the
unit would be ready by its "B" date. It would report on POM matters still uncompleted
and whether the unit's deficiencies could be corrected in time.

"This is going to be strictly a team proposition," Colonel Cushman explained.
"The entire inspection will be planned ahead .of time--place and date, composition of
team, and particular special items to be checked. At least one half day will be spent
on each company or similar type unit. Each company will have a prepared status report
and the team will check minutely to see if that status report is correct. Spot checks
will be made of the correctness of MOS numbers. Tests will be as practical as possible.
The plan will work and it is going to work."

Three days later, 21 November, in a first indorsement to an AGF publication giving
detailed instructions on Inspector General reports on Preparation of Overseas Movemeit,
Fourth Army required that its inspectors follow the same general inspection plans and
use the same definitions on the readiness status of a unit. 1l

The indorsement also required the Senior Tactical Commander of a unit undergoing
inspection, or his representative, to be present when the AGF inspector made his oral
report. If the inspector indicated a "not ready" report, the commander would report
the deficiencies noted to Army headquaiters immediately and state his reasons why the
unit was "not ready.", He would also take immediate steps to correct the deficiencies
and report whether they would be made up by the "R" date.

Four more staff memoranda pertaining to inspections were issued by Fourth Army on
C4 Noorber. These memoranda complated the extensive overhauling of Army inspection
procedures and the same day General Lucas. called another staff conference to go over
the new system. 1 2 The conference was attended by every section chief and every avail-
able officer and warrant officer.
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"The number of unsatisfactory units in Fourth Army has reached serious proportions,"

General Lucas said. "Immediate action will be taken by everyone to remedy the situa-

tion. This is a relatively new staff but it has to begin functioning properly immedi-

ately. Time is desperate and short on some of these units.

"I'm tired of inefficient reports coming in. Staff sections have not been on the

job. I can't see everything although I am out most of the time looking over Fourth

Army troops. Disciplined organizations are functioning well. Discipline gives control.
I want schools set up so the younger officers in this headquarters will know their

duties when they go on inspection trips."

General Lucas then ordered that efficiency reports be submitted imediately on

every officer and warrant officer in Fourth Army headquarters. '"We are going to weed

out the incompetents regardless of their rank or their previous records," he said.

The first of the four memoranda issued that day was a comprehensive document

titled "Preparation and Movement of Units for Overseas Service."
13

"Commanders of all echelons," it said, "must be impressed with the fact that prep-

aration of a unit for overseas service is initiated with the activation of the unit and
is a continuous operation during all phases of training. The importance of fullr
preparing the unit to completely meet all requirements for overseas service cannot be
overemphasized."

The memorandum designated senior tactical commanders, outlined methods of notifi-
cation when a unit was alerted, instructed Special Troops commanders to assist alerted
unibs, set forth the procedure for procurement of clothing and equipment for alerted
units, ordered that alert for movement inspections be held as soon as possible after
receipt of the alert, and set forth detailed instructions concerning the conduct of
such inspections. Attached to the memorandum were new model inspection forms.

In the second memorandum issued that day, Fourth Army detailed the procedure to
be followed by the Headquarters staff in handling alert matters. 14 Thb Deputy Chief of

Staff was charged with coordinating the staff.

"A combined Training and Inspector General Inspection will be made of each unit
not assigned or attached to a Corps as soon as possible after the unit has rcceivei
Alert for'Movement instructions," the memorandum said. The object of the inspection
would be "to insure that deficiencies that might exist are corrected prior to th.,

readiness date." This team was to be made up primarily of officers from Foucth Arv
headquarters, augmented by individual officers from Special Troops if needed. Special
Staff Sections were made responsible for the training phases of the inspection and the
Inspector General for administrative and records phases.

The Inspector General was required to furnish each staff section, each Thursday
afternoon, a list of units to be inspected during the second following Veek, with an
estimate of the number of officers required for the inspection at each station. Each
Saturday morning a conference of 6pecial staff sections was held to determine the com-

position of teams for the second following week.

At this meeting the Inspector General outlined plans for the inspections and a
round ,table discussion was held. Names of officers who would participate in the
inspection were submitted to the Irispector General by the following Wednesday. The
team officer from the Inspector General's section held a meeting of the team prior to
leaving Fort Sam Houston and again at the station prior tco beginning the inspection.
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In its broader aspects, these maneuvers had been valuable to separate arms. TD
units had their first opportunity to apply their principles of Training Circular No. 88, - .'

piblished 24 June, just before the maneuvers opened.. General Earnest, Commanding
General, 1st TD Brigade., reported that the maneuvers had proved thdse principles
"sound."297 Though there had been violations - especially in "digging in," thus nullify-
ing mobility, one of TD's first necessities -- all connnders to which TD units had been
attached hiad learned successfully the precepts of its primazy and secondary missions.

Corps staffs, oporating with from one to three divisions under their control, had
reaped experience obtainable nowhere else.

Especially gratifying was the first large-scale participation of AA units - one

brigade, four groups, nine battalions, and the 101st Barrage Balloon Battery (VLA).
Six of the nine battalions were semi-mobile, and though this placed "an undesirable
burden" on the mobile units to which they were attached,298 they performed creditably
in most cases. The barrage balloon battery, participating in Louisiana maneuvers for
the first time, served. with the III Armored Corps, the X Corps, and with Army, and was
used to supplement protection of supply installations, bridges, defiles, and river
crossings. Pilots weze so wary of its 2,000-foot high "sausages" that they gave in-
stallations it protected a wide berth. It was rate& excellent in its performance of
duties. . '

Air support, however, despite good erfoimance in some phases, was still unsatis-
factory.299 As for the second maneuver,300 there were insufficient planes and tc-tical
personnel. The use of panels was found generally ineffective because of wooded terrain;
smoke pots and colored smoke grenades, however, wer6 used with some success.

At the close of the maneuvers, General Hodges rated the major unit as follows:

X Corps - Satisfactory . .

II Armored Corps - Excellent
31st Division - Excellent
88th Division - Excellent
95th Division - Satisfactory

AGF apparently concurred in these ratings. Before the maneuvers were over, it 'Irk

issued orders sending the 31st Division to Camp Pickett, Va., a customary last stop be-
fore overseas destination.301 It sent the 88th Division, likewise outstanding, to Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, for post-maneuver training, but on 13 October, the 88th likewise
made ready for overseas destination.302

TRAINING IN THE THIRD ARMY

The high standards of discipline and performance which General Hodged had insiste,
upon in the maneuver area were only attainable, or at any rate were readily attainable,
if the training of all units was rigidly controlled from its inception, or through ITP,
UTP, Combined training, and for Divisions, the I'D" exercises. Early measures wer& taken I.

by the Army to bring about the desired uniformity of standards and the required control. .

Sub-Feadquarters:

At the time General Hodges assumed command, eleven sub-headquarters (Headquarters ..
and Headquarters Detachments, Special Troops, Third Army) were in operation with average
strength as follows:

8B
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Thus the composition, leadership and general policies conce'ning Fourth Army team
J12ipections were tightened up, and better-planned and better-conducted inspections
resulted.

The third memorandum of 24 November was a staff memorandum establishing an SOP for
Alert For Movement Inspections and listing inspection reaponsibilities for all Head-
quarters persomniel.15

Greatest reaponsibility was delegated to the Inspector General. An inclostre to
the memorandum listed in detail the scope of inspections for e4ch type of organization
under ourth Army and tncluded a model inspection report form. All tests vere to be'
conducted by questionnaire checksheets which experience had shown to be practical and
thorough. The memorandum gave a complete breakdown of inspection duties.

The fourth and final memorandum published ras on "Coordination of Testing Teams." 16
This made tho Army G-3 coordinator of all details connected with tests. It set ap a
Foarth Army Test and Inspection Liaison Officer with each Special Troopa headquarters
to facilitate inspections and tests at each camp. Chiefs of taff Sectionb were ordered
to submit to G-3 each Monday a report of training tests to be conducted during the
second fellowing week. On the basis of these reports direct arrangements were made
:ith the liaison officers at the stations concerned.

Better to qualify Fourth Army Headquarters officers is inspectors, a school was
set up at headquarters during December and January.1 7 All officers of the G-4 were
required to attend and officers from all other sections were invited. Instructors were
technical experts furnished by the various Special !Staff Sections. Most of the instruc-
tion was practical demonstration. Classes covered the inspection of everything from
water cans and gasoline lanterns to bulldozers and water purification sets.

In December section chiefs were directed to avoi6. sending individual officers on
special inspection visits because "too frequent inspections interfere seriously with
the training of units and with orderly and planned supervision." All visits and
inspections, except those made by section chiefs or the Inspector General, were made
subject to the approval of the Army G-3. It was provided that Army inspecting officers
should visit unite ung.er Fourth Arny headquarters and units attached to Special Troops
headquhrters monthly and units assigned or attached to a corps every two months.

A headquarters memorandum cf 19 March implementing the new POM, Third Edition,
stressed the I.portance of early preparation for POM requirements. It designated the
Sen'or Tactical Commanders and their responsibilities, from the period prior to receipt
3f rarning orders through the port call.19

A comrehensive consolidation and revision of inspection policies and procedures
also was issued during March.

20

The memorandum included complete instructions regarding the scope of the inspec-
tion of records and the manner of "making reports of inspections, and summarized other
principal inspection policies aB follows:

All uiits transferred to Fourth Army control would be inspected, upon transfer,
regardless of their size.

The Army G-3 would conduct scheduled inspections at stations which the Army com-
gmander had not visited during the previous four weeks and did not expect to visit

during the coming four weeks.
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Section chiefs would determine the need of inspections of training tests and the
conduct of special training inspections.

"All inspections wll be considered follow-up inspections," the memorandum said.
"Prior to making an inspection of any kind the officer making the inspection will
examine the file of the unit. He will make necessary notes of the deficiencies disclosed
in preceding inspections and, in his inspection, will determine whether or not those
deficiencies have been corrected." -

:n April and again in July, when the reports of War Department final inspections
were published, showing the marked improvement resulting from the new inspection systems,
General Lucas expressed gratification but added that every effort should be made in
the fhture to insure that "every unit" would be ready for overseas movement on its "
commitment date.2 1

"The results obtained in most instances indicate considerable improvement," he
wrote. "However all subordinate commanders and staff officers must insure that every
unit of their conmmiad is ready for overseas movement on the date for which it is.
committed."

8.
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CHAPTER IV

PERSONNEL

Among the most pressing and complicated problems that faced Fourth Army during the
last year of the War were those pertaining to personnel matters. With large numbers of
units moving overseas, the task of maintaining alerted units at full strength in quali-
fied personnel was tremendous.1 Fundamentally, the difficulty was caused by the
diversion of the replacement stream from domestic units to fill more urgent overseas
requirements just at the time that large numbers of men were being removed from domes-
tic units because of physical disqualifications for overseas service.

War Department Circular No. 370, 1944, provided discharge of enlisted personnel
who could not meet the minimum standards for limited service as set forth in Mobilization
Regulations 1-9. Advance notice of the provisions of this circular was received early

* in September, 1944. Immediate provisions were made for the establishment by each senior
tactical commander (corps, division and special troops commanders) of physical profile
screening boards, consisting of a medical officer, a line officer and a personnel of-
ficer.2 These boards were organized to function on a 24-hour per day basis to complete
the enormous task of passing on the physical qualifications of every enlisted man.
Eventually, over 20,000 men were discharged or transferred to other commands because of
physical disabilities.

It soon became apparent that service type units, m~ny of them of a highly technical
nature such as ordnance and engineer maintenance units, were losing the highest percent-
age of personnel, as these units had been filled up with enlisted men who could not
complete replacement training of the ground arms because of physical limitations. At
the same time, this headquarters was informed by telephone from Headquarters Army Ground
Forces that Army Service Forces was having difficulty filling requisitions for service
type personnel due to overseas demands for replacements. A few days later, all req-
uisitions for service type personnel were cancelled and Headquarters Army Ground Forces
advised this headquarters that no more trained personnel would be available from outside
sources.3

Previous to this time special troops commanders had very little authority to
transfer enlisted personnel. It was now obvious that decentralization of authority was
necessary so that local action could be taken to maintain units at full strength wherever
possible. Senior tactical comnanders were therefore granted authority, on 7 October
1944, to make local adjustments between units where necessary, without prior approval
of Army headquarters in each case, unless the transfers would affect requisitions
already forwarded to higher headquarters.4

The Army G-1 Section had been maintaining personnel statistics and performing many
of the actual operations on transfer and reassignment of personnel in lower echelons.
The increased tempo of these activities resulted in complete overhauling of the relation-
ship between the G-1 and AG Sections. It was decided that the G-1 must be freed of

operational details so that more effort could be devoted to formulations of policies
and supervision of personnel activities in the field in accordance with paragraph 14c,

, FM l10-5; concurrently the AG was delegated the retnonsibility for actual operations
regarding personnel and keeping of necessary statistics for the benefit of the general
and special staff sections. This resulted in a streamlined reorgauization of both

sections, the details of which were finally crystallized and anncanced to the staff on
14 December 1944.5 Without this clear delineation of functions and the close cooperation
maintained between the two sections, it is not believed the army could have completed
its mission of preparing so many units for overseas service.
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It was then determined that many of the service type units which were having dif-
ficulties because of loss of skilled personnel had been alerted for movement without
full consideration of the personnel problems then arising. Immediate steps were taken
to restudy personnel conditions in these units and necessary action was taken to advise
AGF.

After the senior tactical commanders had made all possible local readjustments of %
personnel, many units alerted for dates in November, December and January, particularly
Ordnance, were still short of highly skilled specialists. A survey of every enlisted
man in the army was made to determine if hidden skills could be discovered.0  By
shifting trained personnel from units with later dates to units with earlier dates and
by putting the potentially qualified men in the later units and giving thom intensive
special training, the problem was finally solved in January of 1945 and all of the serv-
ice type units went overseas with fully qualified personnel.

The War Department had ordered Army Service Forces to transfer enlisted men phys-
ically qualified for overseas service to Army Grcund Forces units. A large percentage
of these men had received NCO rating and the morale problem of excess NCO's immediately
arose. Unit commanders naturally resented this situation and it was suggested to unit
commanders that they spend less time in trying to get rid of these individuals and more
time in finding how they could be used.7 It was directed that no NCO would be reduced
merely to effect a readjustment of grades to conform to the T/O and that excess NCO
must be treated as an individual who deserved special consideration in retraining and
assignment. These newly acquired NCO's were not allowed to be reduced until they had
been given an opportunity to perform in a position comnensurate with their grade for at
least 1P weeks.

Another constant problem was the marked increase in .applications for dependency
discharge whenever a unit was alerted, in many cases obviously as a means of avoiding
overseas service. Senior tactical commanders were directed to give every consideration
to dependency discharge requests but it was pointed'out that every man owed an obligation
to the Army as well as to his dependents and that applications should normally be initi-
ated prior to a unit's attaining an alerted status.T It was therefore directed that
extreme hardship or privation must exist to justify a dependency discharge and that
reduced living standards must be differentiated from extreme hardship.

Another difficulty arose from numerous complaints from alerted units that filler
replacements sent them from other units were often physically disqualified for overseas
service. This resulted in an order than "no man will be transferred as a filler for a
high rority unit who does not meet at least minimum physical requirements for his
MOS." Attention was invited to the fact that many. men exaggerate their physical dif-
ficulties as an expression of dissatisfaction at their being transferred. It was pointed
out that the sending unit had been able to observe the man in actual performance of his
duties and was therefore best qualified to judge his physical capacity; in the absence
of marked deterioration, the receiving unit was not allowed to change a man's physical
classification for 60 days.

In March, 1945, the majority of units prepared for overseas had been shipped.
Administration, however, and particularly personnel records, continued to be a difficult
problem. Representatives of the War Department Inspector General's office found "an
excessive number of units with unsatisfactory administration and records during the first
quarter of 1945."10 An Army staff memorandum inclosed a list of records to be checked,
during the course of every inspection, by representatives of the various staff sections.
A sharp warning was issued that "any future reports of unsatisfactory administrative
records, irrespective of whether deficiencies are correctable by personnel readiness
dates, will require a personal explanation by the senior tactical commander.ll Although
particular reference is made herein to personnel recqrds, it is desired that similar
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consideration be given to the perfection of all types of records". The memorandum
inclosed a list of procedures to be included in the SOP's of corps and special troops
headquarters to improve the situation.

Establishment of schools for all company clerks at special troops installations
was directed a few days later.12 As specified in.this memorandum, officers and enlisted
me from each special troops headquarters attended a school at Fort Sam Houston, con-
ducted by the Fourth Army Adjutant General, and then returned to conduct schools for
all company clerks at their own stations. The memorandum specified that clerks unable
to pass the course be reassigned and that, in the future, no personnel be assigned as
company clerks without having passed the course.

A conference wab held on 18 June 1945 of all special troops commanders to consider .
the reorganization of their headquarters staffs. Colonel Skerry, the Army Assistant

Chief of Staff, G-1, said that there had been a lack of coordination of staff functions
regarding personnel at most of the headquarters in the past.13 Colonel Skerry emphasized
that the S-1 must be free to formulate policy and supervise personnel matters and that
the AG must be delegated the responsibility of a free hand in operations regarding
personnel within the policies as laid down by the S-1. He said "Use your AG branches
as the operating agencies for your Personnel and Administratives Divisions and give
your AG officers duties commensurate with their grades and qualifications. In the
event there is any doubt in your minds as to the effectiveness of utilizing your AG
Sections as operating agencies, I would suggest that you request permission to send
your present S-l's and AG's to this headquarters with a view to observing our procedures."

During the last year of the war the Adjutant General's section revised the system
for strength accounting in order to furnish general and special staff sections with more
complete and accurate statistical information.

This system was based largely upon informational rosters furnished by machine
records unit which were supplemented by special orders, telephone conversations, reports
of inspections, and verbal instructions. Authorized and actual strengths were maintained
by unit. Control strength for each arm or service furnished the total army nommand
status. In addition, separate status cards for each officer within the command contained
a summary of information available in military 201 files, together with information from
other sources.. These individual, unit and control cards were correlated entry against
entry.

Informational rosters for special and general staff sections by arm or service were
all furnished by the machine records unit. This headquarters instigated the policy
whereby subordinate units would not be required to submit reports to this headquarters
for consolidation or for any other purpose when such information was available from of-
ficial files or from machine records unit.

Machine records unit then assumed responsibility for all personnel reports and
compiled them on morning report entries, corrected rosters, and statistics supplied by
the Adjutant Generals Section. Extremely close liaison was maintained. Such procedure
of consolidating statistics by a central control agency eliminated individual inter-
pretation and had farreaching effects on accuracy. Machine records anit further sup-
plied vital statistical reports for planning purposes in connection with officer and
enlisted strength accountability which became of utmost importance with Army wide rede-
ployment and demobilization programs.

Constant stress and positive and definite action was demanded from all subordinate
units to properly utilize limited service officer personnel, to rotate officer personnel
without overseas service, and to remove officer personnel who were unfit or poorly

*' trained.
I
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Fo.:th Arm "as largely independent in supplying officer personnel from its own

sources during this last year of the -ar. Additional requirements not available were
furnished from Army Ground Force sources.
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ANALYSIS OF TYPES AND STRENGTHS OF UNITS TRAINED
UNDER FOURTH ARMY CONTROL AND SHIPPED OVERSEAS
1 SEPTEMBER 1944 TO 2 SEpBS4BER 1945

TYPE OF UNIT NUMBER OF UNIT OFFICERS ENLISTED MEN

AAA

Gp Hq and Hq Btry 6 78 36o
Gun Bn 1 52 695
AW Bn 3 114 2,232
AW Bn -Mob 1 38 744

Total AAA 11 262 4, 031

Divisions

Infantry 9 7,263 119,070
Armored 4 2,656 40,344
Mountain 1 779 13,529
Regiments 2 316 6,098

Total Divisions 16 11,014 178,841

Armored

Gp Hq and Hq Co 1 18 80

Totaled Armored 1 18 80

Bands

AGF Bands 4 4 112

Total Bands 4 4 112

Cavalry

Ron Sqd 1 41 702

Total Cavalry 1 41 702
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TYPE OF UNITS NUNM OF UNIT OFFICERS ENLISTED MEN

Chemical

Chemical Bn 5 195 3,165
Chemical Bn Mtz 1 40 556
Chemical Dep Co 1 5 150
Chemical Maint Co 1 3 90

Total Chemical 8 243 3,961

Engineer

Engr L Pon Co 8 48 1,640
Engr C Bn 52 1,716 31,460
Engr Dep Co 9 63 1,818
Engr Maint Co 23 138 4,462
Engr Topo Co Corps 3 15 339
Engr Heavy Pon Bn 2 8 260
Engr LE Co ii 44 1,254
Engr Topo Bn 2 44 808
Engr Topo Co 1 5 135
Engr Tdwy Br Co 7 28 938
Engr C Gp Hq and Hq Co 16 256 1,056
Engr C Gp 4 384 7,260
Engr WS Co 2 12 260

Total Engineer 140 2,761 51_,690

Field Artillery

FA Brigade 1 16 91
FA Bn 54 1,620 27,000
FA Qp Hq and Hq7Btry 12 216 972
FA Gp 5 90 405
FA Obsn Bn 3 84 1,263
FA Armd Bn 4 136 1,944
FA Gp Eq and Eq Btry, Mtz 2 36 162

Total Field Arty 81 2,198 31,837
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TYPE OF UNIT NUMBER OF UNIT OFFICERS ENLISTED MEN

Medical

Med Gp q and Hq Det 3 33 78
Med Dep Co 5 60 775
Med Vet Co, Sep 1 5 59
Med Bn Hq and Hq Det 8 72 256
Med Vet Co 2 18 234
Med Bn 1 37 407
Med Evac Hosp 3 306 909
Med Evac Hosp, Semi 13 1,027 2,691
Med Coll Co 14 70 1,122
Med Amb Co, Mtr 10 40 850
led Arab Co 1 11 207
Med Clearing Co 10 120 960
Med Ptbl Surg Hosp 5 20 165

Total Medical 76 1,819 8,983

Military Police

NPCo 1 5 158
MP Bn, Army 1 24 519
MP Bn 1 30 619

Total MP 3 59 1,296

Ordnance

Ord Hq & Hq Det, Gp 2 24 74"
Ord Hq & Det, Bn 13 78 234
Ord BM Co 1 12 295
Ord AmnCo 9 54 1,557
Ord Hv Maint Co, Army 1 12 295
Ord HM Co, Trk 5 45 965
Ord M4 Co 12 144 3,384
Ord HM Co, FA 4 48 928
Ord B 2 12 368
Ord MAM Co 10 40 1,160
Ord Evac Co 9 54 1,530
Ord HAM Co 23 161 4,692 --
Ord Dep Co 3 18 522

Total Ordnance 94 702 16,004
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IA,

TYPE OF UNIT MUMBER OF UNIT OFFICERS ENLISTED MEN

Quartermaster

5. B 1 5 105
QM Bn, Mbl, Hq & Hq Det 5 30 70
QM Bakery Co 2 10 310
QM Ba, Hq & Hq Det 2 10 210
QM Gas Sup Co 22 66 2,684
Q Bnl bl 1 5 105
QM Rhd Co 9 36 1,557
QM Trk Co 71 213 8,449
QM Gp Hq and Hq Det 2 20 50
QM Laundry Co 1 5 262
QMDep Co 5 40 890

Total Quartermaster 121 440 14,692

Signal

Sig Rep Co 5 35 760
Sig Rad Inst Co 1 6 96
SigBn 6 216 4,542
Sig Photo 1 18 130
Sig Dep Co 5 40 675
Sig Opr Bn 2 52 1,052
Sig SIAM Co 2 28 30

Total Signal 22 395 7,285

Tank Destroyer

Cp lq and H Co 3 45 183
Bn (SP) 2 74 1,210
Bn, Towed 2 66 1,454

Total Tank Destroyers7 185 2,847

Tank

Light Bn 1 37 549
Mn 1 42 682

Total Tank 2 79 1,251

TOTAL ALL BRANCHES 587 20,220 323,612
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CONSOLIDATEDl STRMGT
FOURTH ARMY ORGANIZATION

10OCT 44 -- 1SEP 45S

Oct J4I -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 288715

Nov------------------------------257729

Dec-----------------------182527

jan 45 ------------ 127190

Feb-------------87555

Mar ---- 59673

Apr ---- 44767

May ---- 36073

Jun --- 32669

Jul -- -- 39358

Aug -------------- 101217

Sep----------------110013
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CHAFFER V

REDEPLOYMENT

By February, 1945, it had become evident that redeployment training--the training
of veteran units from the European Theater for further service in the ?acific Theater--
soon would be Fourth Armyr-s major zask.

Preliminary planning for the task was begun even before receipt of the first di-
rectives from Army Ground Forces.

Colonel Donald H. Galloway, Deputy Chief of Staff, pointed out in an interview 14
Febn,'ary, that Fourth Army seemed destined no longer to prepare new or re-designated
units for initial overseas service--only individual replacements.1

Colonel Galloway said that the size of the Fourth Army, during the preceding nine
months, had been reduced from about 400,000 to about 70,000 officers and men; that the
number of Special Troops headquarters had been reduced from 14 to 6; that the last
complete division trained by Army had sailed for Europe, and that the infantry training
regiments used to train combat troops were being transferred to Replacement and School
Command.

"It looks as though our first big training job was ending and, although we have
received no specific directive, it appears our next big job will be the re-training and
re-qquipping of troops coming home from Europe." he said.

It soon became apparent that Fourth.Army camps would carry a large share of the re-
deployment training program and a February memorandum requested each Staff Section to

prepare training plans--stressing athletics--for all type units of its arm and
service.

2

"The return of units of all types to the Unite. States from overseas stations is,
tu a small degree, now in progress," the memorandum said. "Although no definite plans
have been received from Army Ground Forces as to what training programs will be followed
by these units--or what their futur4 mission may be--it is essential that Fourth Army
formulate some plans as to their initial reception and formulate training objectives
pending receipt of AGF directives."

The memorandum stressed the importance of meeting and checking units immediately
T upon their arrivai. Returning units must be given a complete file of directives,

training programs and schedules and otherwise instructed as to Fourth Army policies
and objectives. Personnel and equipment must be brought up to T/O and T/E require-
ments. Irregularities in administrative and supply records and unit funds must be cor-
rected and full complements of athletic supplies and Orientation materials issued.

"The reaction that overseas units will take upon their return to training duties
here must be carefully considered;" the memorandum continued. "A firm but understanding
attitude must be taken. It is known that it is best to keep troops occupied to the
fullest extent and all programs should be designed accordingly. Advanced training of
specialists in specially elected schools should be considered. In addition thereto:
disciplinary training, re-training in basic military subjects, qualification in weapons,
competition in training subjects such as rifle matches, squad and platoon problems,
etc., should be entertained. A full program of athletic and physical conditioning has
exceptional value. The planning of intramural sports as well as team competition be-
tween units is essential."
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Staff Sections were directed to prepare training plans--based upon a 60 day period
of eight hour days, reserving two full afternoons a week for athletic training--and
submit them to G-3 for spproval. Special Staff Sections not having any units under
their control also were direc.ted to submit plans or recommendations.

Before the end of February more complete instructions were dispatched to Corps
and Special Troops Headquarters commanders.3

"During redeployment training it is essential that all personnel of all ranks be
impressed with the seriousness of the task awaiting them and of the vital importance
of the redeployment training program," the directive said.

"It is necessary that the highest standard of physical fitness be reached and main-
tained for all personnel. Training must be conducted with enthusiasm, and the highest
degree of discipline and proficiency must be demanded for all personnel.

"A full program of athletics and physical conditioning will be instituted. Com-
petition in training subjects will be encouraged. Instructors assigned for redeploy-
ment training--except technical experts--should be selected from personnel having had
service in active combat theaters. The importance of Orientation must be stressed."

"Local commanders were directed to institute requisitions to bring units up to

T/O strength; to request funds, if necessary, from the Central Welfare Fund, and 'o
inquire what Special Service activities should be planned. Also they were to conduct
physical examinations and dental surveys immediately upon the unit's arrival and com-
plete the profiling and processing of all personnel determined to be potential
Class "D".

Concerning supply, commanders were directed to send shortage lists to the Post
directors of supply for immediate action; arrange for proper storage and safeguarding
of all equipment shipped from port to station; make spot inspections to see if prop-
erty was properly prepared for storage prior to shipment; arrange for vehicles needed
for administration and training; hold showdown inspections of all equipment within a
a week after the unit was reassembled, and check maintenance of supply records.

Training programs were to be initiated upon the return from furlough of 80 percent
of the T/O strength and the arrival of 50 percent of equipment. Necessary SFE funds
for training purposes were to be applied for. Either requisitions for school quotas
were to be submitted or local facilities for specialist training provided.

Cnmanders were directed to submit, at the earliest practicable date, status of
training reports with recommendations as to the number of weeks required for ITP, UTP
and combined training.

A memorandum issued in March arranged for Staff Sections to get info'mation, on
which to base redeployment training plans, at the earliest possible date. The Chief
of Staff directed that officers of advance detachments of redeployed units to be in-
terviewed on arrival by representatives of Special Staff Sections to get an early
picture of planning needs.

Interested Staff Sections would then submit appropriate recommendations to G-l,
G-3 and G-4 concerning each unit's personnel, training and supply.

The problem of equipping units returned to this country for redeployment training
was considered at a series of conferences, beginning 3 May 1945, between Fourth Army
Supply personnel and the Director of Supply, Eighth Service Command.4a
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The problem was complex because units were being returned from Europe with only

housekeeping equipment. The task of fully equipping them for the training period was,
from the supply standpoint, comparable to the sudden activation of a great number of

units.

The plan set up at the conference called for the obtaining and laying down at the

respective stations 100 percent of the authorized allowance of equipment for each unit

scheduled to train at that station.

To enable Army headquarters to know at all times the amount of supplies received,

the Director of Supply, Eighth Service Command, reported at 10 daysintervals the per-

centage of equipment, by service, on hand and available for issue at each post.

"Supply personnel of the Eighth and Seventh Service Commands did an exceptionally
fine job-" Col. W. V. McCreight, Army G-4, said. "Through their efforts the equipment
was available at assembly stations at or before the time the unit reassembled--and
in some cases was located right in the unit area."

On V-E day Fourth Army dispatched a secret letter showing the tentativ station

assignments for the first units to be redeployed through Fourth Army camps. This
first, tentative, word was sent so that Special Troops commanders could begin pre-
liminary planning for housing and organizational equipment.

Plans to stress athletics during redeployment training were outlined in another

letter. The letter advised that the training program for units not actually in the
field probably would include two boars a week of physical training--including swimming--
and four hours a week of organized athletics. The latter would be planned and super-
vised program consisting of physical contact games designed to instill confidence,
develop team play and leadership, and increase the fighting spirit and will to win.

Announcing the formation of an Athletics Branch in the training division of the

G-3 Section, the letter directed the establishment of similar branches in the training
sections of subordinate headquarters. It advised that Army was surveying the adequacy
and condition of athletic facilities at all Fourth Army camps.

"To achieve the maximum benefit from athletics, men must be properly instructed

in how to play," the letter said. "The time allocated during training periods will be
used., therefore, to progressively teach the rudiments of selected sports. Services of
the Special Service Officer will be used to the fullest extent to supervise and con-
duct the athletic program."

In June, as the time for the arrival of the first redeployed division approached,
all Special Troops commanders were called in to Army headquarters for a conference on
the complex arrangements for redeployment.

"We must have the greatest efficiency in handling these units coming back and it
is not going to be easy." General Lucas told the group.7 "It means that you commanders

and every member of your staff must display the greatest energy and personal effort in
this Job.

"The War Department thinks we're going to have difficulty with these men who have

been overseas for some time. Some of these men think the war for them should be over
and 'let somebody else go and fight the Japs'.

"If our leadership is such that we can make these men see what the situation ac-
tually is, I don't believe we're going to have any trouble. Upon the example you set

may depend the lives of many young men.
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'"ith the troops coming back we're going to have more trouble with the housekeeping
part. I know a dirty motor will run as well as a clean one but in the long run the
clean ones will run longer. An organization that does not take care of its equipment
and housekeeping is not a disciplined outfit."

General L. B. Keiser, Chief of Staff, suggested to'the commanders that, because
they would be faced with losses of key personnel at the critical redeployment pgriod,
they should improve the organization of their headquarters as much as possible.

He recommended consolidating the work of the Adjutant General, Judge Advocate,
Chaplain, Special Service and Sanitation and Venereal Control sections under a Personnel
and Administrative Division, headed by a lieutenant-colonel and a major.

He recommended consolidating the Training, Troop Movement, Athletics, I & E and
Intelligence branches under a Training Division; and the supply and maintenance branches
under a Supply and Maintenance Division.

General Keiser said Fourth Army would do Its utmost to keep Special Troops head-
quarters supplied with at least potentially qualified replacements but that rotation
policies, requirements for cadre personnel for new Special Troops headquarters, and loss
of personnel through RR 1-1 and RR 1-5 threatened a serious situation.

"The sole purpose for the existence of any headquarters within the Fourth Army is
tQ train and prepare units for overseas movement," he said. "This means that every
phase of PCM must be carefully observed and that no unit must fail to meet the assigned
readiness date. This will be more important in the case of redeployed units than ever
before and it cannot be emphasized enough."

General Keiser said the staffs of Special Troops headquarters and of group and
battalion headquarters were not "getting away from their desks" and checking training
properly. He said some Fourth Army testing teams never saw a Special Troops head-
quarters training.officer for days at a time. He said the frequent, last-minute dis-
covery that certain officers or key personnel were unqualified or that entire organiza-
tions were not qualified in some type of unit training, proved the inadequacy of
checking procedures.

Colonel Galloway suggested classes in POM for key staff personnel because most
Special Troops headquarters soon would be staffed with overseas returnees, unfamiliar
with POM procedures.9

Colonel H. 0. Cushman, Army G-3, presented the forecast of units expected to sail
from the European and Mediterranean Theaters during June and July for Fourth Army camps
and explained that main bodies of units could be expected about 45 or 50 days after the
sailing date, with complete assembly of the main body taing six to nine days.1 0 He
explained that divisions would be under the direct control of Fourth Army and all non-
divisional units would be attached to Special Troops headquarters.

Colonel Cushman discussed the proposed training and athletics programs and the
plans for building oriental villags, multiple lane combat courses and camouflage dem-
onstration practice areas.

He said a Fourth Army instruction team in flame throwing would visit each station.

Colonel W. V. McCreight, Army G-4, suggested using service type troops in support
of tactical troops during maneuvers, for the training benefit they would derive, iP-'
stead of using them only on overhead and labor details.1

10
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Colonel J. J. Honan, Army Judge Advocate General, said the time element, in the ad-
nlinistratioa of military justice in the Fourth Army, had been reduced more than 50
percent during the preceding five months and urged the importance of speedy administra-
tion-of Justice during the redeployment period.12

Colonel Honas said he did not expect redeployed troops would create any unusual
disciplinary problems. He said some, but not too much, consideration should be given
the battle r6cords of soldiers accused of offenses. He suggest4d that sentences in-
volving fines and hard labor, without confinement, were preferable to confinement be-
cause they interfered less with the training program.

Detailed instructions for the reception and initial processing of redeployed units

of different types were covered exhaustively in a Fourth Army numbered memorandum and
a staff memorandum issued during June.13

Senior tactical commanders were made responsible for the reception, initial
processing and preparation for futher overseas service of all redeployed units.13 Senior
tactical commanders were defined as: Suecial Troops commanders for units assigned to
their headquarters; the Corps commanding general for units assigned to corps; and
the commanding officers of separate units when so directed by special instruction from
Fourth Army.

In advance of the arrival of the first detachments, bringing records, the Senior
Tactical Commanders were directed to arrange for appropriate housing and utilities
service, recreational and medical facilities and distribution of required publications.

They were directed to meet the first detachment, bringing records, get training,
equipment and personnel requisition data and help store the records. They were to send
shortage lists to the Post director of supply and morning reports, since leaving the
port of debarkation, to the Fourth Army, and to administer the unit during the reception
period.

Similarly they were directed to meet and provide facilities for the Advance De-
tachment upon arrival, to prepare reports on commitment and training program and to
insure that buildings would be ready to receive the main body.

Upon arrival of the main body, senior tactical comnanders were to require the unit
commander to conduct physical and mental examinations, complete physical profiles,
correct records and process potential losses.

After assembly of the unit the senior tactical commander was to conduct an appro-
priate welcoming ceremony and impress upon the commanding officer the need of completing
POM requirements. By Assembly Date plus three the training program or training recom-
mendations were to be mailed to Fourth Army. By Assembly Date plus five personnel
status reports and personnel requisitions were to be mailed. By Assembly Date plus
seven a report as to whether readiness and warning dates could be met was to be mailed.
By Assembly Date plus ten a complete administrative inspection was to be held.

Other specific directions to the senior tactical commander were that he expedite
discharges and reclassifications, initiate VD and AWOL controls, submit 66-4 forms
and begin the training programs.

For units remaining directly under control of Fourth Army the memorandum provided
that some of the aforementioned duties would be performed by the Special Troops Com-
mander, some by Fourth Army and some by the commanding officer of the unit.
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Each new unit would be a'signed upon the arrival of the first detachment and the
Assembly Date would be the date upon which at least 80 percent of the strength of each
component unit was present.

Senior Tactical Commanders were to determine, in the case of units unable to
meet their readiness and warning dates, the training needed to correct deficiencies
and to recommend training schedules. For units which could meet their dates or which
had been given no dates, the cormanders were to determine what period of training the
units should be in and recommend completion dates for the initial eight weeks period
and the three supplemental periods.

Training was to begin the day after Assembly, i.e. upon arrival of 80 percent of
the units strength. Issuance and maintenance of equipment, processing of personnel and
individual training was to be conducted during the interval between arrival of early
personnel and Assembly datc.

A Fourth Army staff memorandum, establishing the responsibilities of Army staff
officers for the redeployment reception period and facilitating coordination, was
issued a few days later.14

For units directly under Fourth Army control., the following procedures were set
up:

Upon word of the, arrival of the Advance Detachment, the G-3 would coordinate a
visit by representatives of interested staff sections to orient the unit commander in
Fourth Army policies; obtain training, personnel and supply data; and acquaint training
personnel with permanent training aids available.

Upon arrival of the unit commander, the Chief of Staff would arrange a welcoming
ceremony for the unit and the G-3 would coordinate a visit by siaff section represen-
tatives to discuss compliance with P0M, determine a training program and the commit-
ment of the unit.

For units attached to Special Troops headquarters the following was provided:

Upon arrival of the unit commander, section representatives would obtain full
data to enable the Chief of Section to comment on the Senior Tactical commander's
training prorams and personnel requisitions.

No special visits by staff representatives to the advance detachments were pro-
vided for units assigned to corps.

Upon receipt of information as to the Assembly Date, Inspector General representa-
tives would visit the station to give instruction in conducting the Initial Special
Inspection--or actually conduct the inspection for units other than divisions.

Visiting representatives were directed to obtain information through direct con-
ference with the commanding officers and members of his staff rather than through
questionnaire forms.

The sudden ending of the Japanese War in August found Fourth Army still deep in
plans for redeployment training.

Arrangements were completed for the first Japanese Mobile Intelligence Training
Units to begin instructing redeployed troops in Japanese tactics at Fort Leonard Wood
and Camps Gruber and Swift.15
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Provision was made that, if an Alert for Movement Inspection were scheduled. within
the first 20 days after the unit's assembly, the Initial Special Inspection would not
be held.16 In any event the ISI was to be conducted without any interference with the
training program.

Another memorandum stressed the importance of Special Service activities during
redeployment.17 Commanding officers were invited to request additional Special Serv-
ice facilities.

"Training to assure Special Service self-sufficiency for overseas service will be
conducted by 'all units," the memorandum said. "Immediate effort will be exerted to
obtain equipment and materials needed for Special Service activities overseas."

Another Fourth Army directive implemented the War Department campaign to give a
maximum of publigity to the combat records of redeployei units and individuals--as a
morale builder.l

Each Special Troops headquarters was directed to designate a Public Relations
Officer to work with the Post PRO in giving publicity to those separate units with no
PR staffs of their own. The headquarters were directed also to cooperate with the
AGF news teams working on public relations with each redeployed division's headquarters.

.
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